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Come into the nearest branch of
Bank Leumi or one of our Foreign
Resident and Tourist Centers and
we’ll give you a free gift for
opening a high -interest, new
tax-free foreign currency account.’
A Bank Leumi Free, Foreign
Currency Account provides an
opportunity to hold foreign
currency time deposits that are
not subject to any Israeli taxes.
It’s completely confidential.

You can open this account in your
name, jointly with others, or In
trust for a minor. You can convert
freelv from one currency to
another, or transfer funds

0

almost
anywhere in the. world. And with
The convenience of bank-by-mail,
we re as near as your closest
mailbox.

7^1*1 ?^er is limited to accounts
held for one year with a minimum
deposit of $ 500 .

I If time is short just fill in this

I coupon. We’ll send you all the
I information you need to open a
I Free, Foreign Currency Account
I and when you do, we’ll mail you
I your free gift.

Bank Leumi Foreign Resident

and Tourist Centers:

I
Tel Aviv
1 30 Ben Yehuda Street

I Tel: (03) 229231

I Tel Aviv Hilton - Bank Leumi

|
Executive Business Center

. Independence Park
1 Tel: (03)244222

Dan Tel Aviv

_ Jerusalem

47 Jaffa Rd.

| Tel: (02) 227471/2

| Jerusalem Plaza - Bank Leumi

I
Financial Information Center
47 King George Street

1 Tel: {02)228133

Haifa
I 123.Hanassi.Blvd.

|
Tel: (04)86141

| Netanya

n 5 Herz! Street
1 Tel: (053) 37071/7

And major hotels
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I I am in Israel until;
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HAMASHBIR LAZARCHAN
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Helena Rubinstein
YOU ARE QUEEN

WITH HELENA RUBINSTEIN
Buy Helena Rubinstein products

AT25%DISCOUIMT

AND FLY TO THE MISS WORLD CONTEST!

Holsnja Rubinstein invites yout to participate in the Royal Campaign to be
held for 0 days only at Hampshbir Lazarchdn atorea.

* nr
25% discount on all Helena Rubinstein products* Draw for a ticket for two’to the Miss World Contest in England, plus

7_daya stay, by Courtesy of MAOF airlines

GMmjwnpjrm*.
, V AS LOVELY AS A QUEEN
Du ring the Bernipajgn, new make-up aids will be demonstrated on former

•
,

[Beauty Queens, as well as the general public.

SHIMONA HOLLANDER — BEAUTY QUEEN 83'

i • Yl F*At SCHECHTER - MISS ISRAEL~ MISS ASIA RUNNER-UP
. .

D9

A

,T FarKASH —TEEN-AGE MISS ISRAEL

Tho Campaign will open on Saturday evening. October 1, 1983
at Hnmashbir Uuarchan. Exhibition Area. Dirongoff Centro,

'

el Aviv, with the participation of the Beauty Queens

COME AND MEET THE QUEENS

Sunday, October 2:

Dlzongoff Centre 6-7 pm.
Shimona Hollander
Wat Sehachtar
Dorh Kadosh
Dorlt Farkaah

Monday, October 3:
Dlwngoff centre Ylfat Sohaohtar *

w-fio
Shimona Hollander

**Blla Doril Faritash
Tueaday, October 4:
Olzanwff - Dorlt Farkaah

.

JwuMleni Shimona Hollander
Haifa. . Dorlt Farkaah
Wednesday, October B:
D|fanooff

. Shimona’ Hollander

SSf* Ylfat Sohechte?
HbIIB Dor|| Farkash ..

.Bee|8he6a' Dorlt Kadoah, ;•
doruBalahi; .Yifat Schnhter :

Thursday. October 6: .

Haifa D«H KatfoBh;
•“

Friday, Ootobar 7: -

SSfflB"
: Shimona Hollander

JerUBalqm
. Doty Kadoah.

6-7 p.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
6-7 p.m.'

5-

7 p.m.

6-

7 p.m.
B-7 p.m.

6-7 p.m.
11 a.m.-lp.m.
1la.rn.-1 p.m.
6-7 p.m.
6-7 p.m,
6-7 p,m.

11 a.m,-i p,m,

11a.rn.-lp.ih.
.11 a.m,-tp.m,

Egged Continues On Its Way:
More Changes and Innovations to Benefit You, the Tr^velling^Pubjic^

Changes, Innovations and Improvements in Countrywide Bus Routes

from October 2, 1983, as Authorised by the Transport Controllers.

NORTHERN DISTRICT §
ACRE — Route changes

Route No. 2 will serve the eastern area housing estates, including Ben-Gurion and Burla quarters. J f*"~
1

Route No 3 will serve the northern quarters. f
Route No. 1 will operate only during the evening from 7.30 p.m. Starting point fir intra-city routes at

Egged Old City station. Details on bus routes Bt Egged information bureaux ^

TIVON

New route - No. 874 - from Tivon via Yokne’am to Tel Aviv Bus leaves on Sunday only from "P*
Tivon at 5.30 a.m.

YOKNE'AM *^=r'

Route No. 877. Monday-Friday. leaves from Upper Yokne'am via Harei Menashe to Tel Aviv, at 5.30 a.m. —
Route No. 876 from Tel Aviv to Yokneam leaves Sunday-Thursday at 4.30 p.m.; Friday a. 2.50 p.m.

KIRYAT SHMONA — HAIFA
\

Opening of new route — No. 505 — from Kiryat Shmona to Haifa via Amiad. Golani Junction and

Yagur. Bus departs Sunday-Friday at 5-45 a.m.

KIRYAT SHMONA —TEL AVIV

Bus service from Kiryat Shmona to Tal Aviv on Sunday-Thursday. to be exlended unt.1 7 p.m.

KATZRIN
, , „

Route No. 843. return trip Kaurin-Tel Aviv, will have changed schedule as follows.

CENTRAL DISTRICT
Route No. 468. Tol Avlv-Atsrot via Belt Arye end Helamish. extended to Jerusalem and return to Tel .

Aviv. A

From
0^ Aviv: Sunday-Thursday. 6 a.m.. 2 p.m.. 8 p.m. Friday. 6 a.m.. 2 p.m.

I

of Route No. 46B.

toute No. 368. Urlm-Tfll Aviv vie Ofakim and Kiryat Get. will be shortened, end pees through the

Ashdod junction and coastal road.
^

6
B
rbe

N
c°enc

8

ei,.d. in I. eteed. changes will be made in Route No. ,7 to Neyo. end

£2 eC houfirom the direction of town fo Rahov Aviad in fhe Give,

Mordachai quarter between the hours of 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.

-- - -— —

-

Heharsina).

RoTnI
8^Z2SZL-* have an added tdp from Jetueaiem at 8.45 p.m.

Tue HALF PAST MIDNIGHT ROUTE FROM JERUSALEM

INFORMATION BUREAUX

T.1

Oa-MBWI/t B234B8i" Half. -

For^ddfdonal Information end d.t.ll.d timetable., apply e. -I bureaux Egged

stations and at information centres . ——

-

' — ; ’
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More improvem®nts from i

*£}&> <a
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MOSTSTRANGE among the many
strange and gruesome reports that
dime from the Shouf mountains after
the Israeli withdrawal was the news
of Iranian fighters In action
alongside the Druse and the Palesti-
nians.

Until then, the contingent of Ira-
nians — most, if not ail, from the
Revolutionary Guards rather than
the regular army — had been
stationed weir to the rear, in and
around Baalbek In the northern
Qekaa. They had arrived there over
a year ago as a "volunteer" force to
help fight Israel. However, instead
of fighting, they kept busy
preaching their own Khomeini-style
brand of Shi’s Islam to their local

'

co-religionists (they no doubt chose
Baalbek^ as their

1

garrison town
because it is one of {he main centres
of the Lebanese Sht’a community)
and trying to force their code of
conduct on the town.

.
This resulted in some local uri-

plcosanlness, but by and large little

was heard about them for a year.
But when the Druse offensive
against the Christians started, they
came into their own, taking part in
the fighting and for all w? know~ In the gratuitous killing as well,
and trying to link up with the Shi’a
populated quarters of southern
Beirut. .

What purpose can Teheran have

.
placing a unit in Lebanon, and

ovenluully committing it. to battle
there, at a time when Iran is locked
In a I ire-arid-death struggle 'on its
border with Iraq? On the face of it,

one would expect the exigencies of
,

the war— which has just entered its

fourth year'— to override all other
' considerations.

TO TRY and account for such
seemingly, lopsided priorities, it is

•

;
necessary to consider the present
slate of Iniql-Iranlan warfare. When

r
[no war siurtcd jn September 1980,

. I ruq ^d expected a swiri and
t aeoisiyo yield fy- against a country

/
Where; the ’revolution Had- just
dcstrdy army — pj- so

>Bne!tctod estimated. When, the Rill
cxlenij of • ihgt

, miscalculation
,-oawp^d upoii its leaders a' few
.weeks later. Baghdad .rfither un^

.
•

?age; Sour r '

\ .''v ^

nerved — adopted a basically is, from the point of view of the pre-
defensive strategy for its ground sent regime). K is not for nothing
forces, to which it still clings three, that Khomeini and his spokesmen
years Taler. have chosen the phrase: "the

.

Gradually, therefore, the in- martyr-nurturing nation" to
itralive passed to the Iranians. The describe their regime,
following year, Teheran felt strong
enough to entertain thoughts of IN TERMS of domestic policies,
forcing a battlefield decision by cut- the war has been helpful to Iran,
ling off Iraq’s south from the rest of detrimental to Iraq. The present
the country and by developing a consolidation of power in the hands
direcl threat towards Baghdad in of the Inner core of Khomeini's men

P?6 aUomPt8 is the resu,t of suppressing first areached their peak in the spring of "liberal-reformist" trend (centering™
J
was Iran’s turn to round the first president, Abdul-

y h
Iraq

°i™y
Hasan

?
atli Sadr* wh0 was forced

h m0a?Se
’

P

rovcd its out in 1981). then a campaign ofex-" ' ® capabilUies enough to treme violence conducted by a

, ^
re“klhrough. l hough not vaguely leftist terror group (tho Mu-

22#Un
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?
lran,ana any lCr_ j“hedln Khu»q) and, most recently,

- T
lhe Tudeh (communiat) party. The

month* orso
« lran constant references to the external

caiLdT!!T 10 wh
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C artd exPort oi! more or less to the1982-83, intermiUent Iranian offen- extent the present weak world
8trcngth but market w111 boar- Iraq cannotTiUe^-of 0 to make ai»y of them diet I ranian production or exports
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.JK successiv® cycle, the Exocet missiles they carry in ancarried the Iranians some distance attempt to change theSituation)
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The presence of Iranian Revolutionary

Guards in Lebanon is an integral part

of the ayatollah's 'strategy of the
long haul/ writes DANIEL DISHON.

. kv VII

V

extent the present weak world
market will bear. Iraq cannot inter-
dict Iranian production or exports
to any meaningful extent (but is

pressing for the delivery of Frenoh-
made Super-Etendard aircraft and
the Exocet missjles they carry in an
attempt to change the situation).

Iraq’s, own oil exports, by con-
trast, have been bottled up In the
Qutr as a result of Iran’s naval
strength , there, and have' been
prevented from reaching the
Mediterranean through Syria since

therefore a reasonable choice for
Teheran. But it is by no means a
trouble-free operation. Citing war-
time conditions to justify shortages,
unemployment, delays in develop-
ment projects, etc., is a device that
cannot succeed indefinitely. And
there are signs that it is already
wearing thin.

To sustain the long haul, Islamic
revolutionary ardour must be con-
tinually rekindled. To Illustrate how
this is being done, let me quote from
a military communiqui, issued
jointly by the armed forces and the
Revolutionary Guards, and picked
at random from the stream of such
statements put out in recent
months.

It begins: "In the same name of
God, the Compassionate, the Mer-
ciful," quotes a verse from the
Koran, and then goes on: "Forward
O heroic exierininutors of
blasphemy l Forward, 0 guards or
the sanctity or Islam, whose
implacable assault against the
soldiers of darkness and corruption
tears asunder the ranks of the black
army .of oppression... O
revolutionary Moslem nation O
martyr-nurturing Iranian nation,
Islam s mighty forces, relying on
everlasting divine force, are
creatmg epics of self-sacrifice and
self-immolation."

Only at this point are details given
as to the sector ofthe front to which
the commumqud refers, the action
that has occurred and the losses
caused to the Iraqis, A town under
assault Is described as "one of the

i enoran s assumption that Iran can that country rsetina in ?
nas occurred and the losses

.usiam this kind ofwar effort better, Iran) blScked the plS^Cm '“““r 1° i
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God and behind them they have the

pure prayers of the Islamic nation.

Wc call on the God-seeking and

martyr-nurturing Islumic nation to

continue their prayers... and to con-

gregate in the mosques to attain vic-

tory for the Islamic combatants."

Another verse from the Koran con-

cludes the statement. •

ALL THE main elements of persua-

sion arc there — repeated over and

over agnin in countless such state-

ments: Allah is on the side of Iran;

Iran defends Ishun against a godless

enemy; the enemy stunds for cor-

ruption (in the religious sense of

"corrupting the earth"); martyr-

dom reigns supreme; and the

enemy is identified with the vilest

word in the political-theological lex-

icon: Zionism.
Since the Iraqi Ba’ath parly Is

against Iran, it must be Zionist. That

is the existential reason. Tho ex-

planation ofTered, viz. that Iraq’s

aggression against Iran has

deflected botli Iranians and Arabs

from fighting Zionism and recover-

ing Jerusalem for Islam, is no more

than a rationalization.

Underlying all this is the concept
or religion and politics being ident-

ical. Proclaimed nil along by

Khomeini's revolution, it has

recently been restated in the con-

text or the pilgrimage to Mecca (the

hajf), which the Iranians are trying

to make as troublesome for the

Saudis as they know how.
The Iranian pilgrims are being led

by a personal representative of

Khomeini. At the beginning of this

year’s hajf, that functionary told a

press conference in Medina: “[The]

Holy Koran clearly says that

religion and politics are one and

cannot be separated... lOnlyl reac-

tionary regimes support... tne

separation of religion from politics

... Such an idea is contrary to

Islam."

He went on to list some of the

"main issues" of the hajf: "The U.S. is

[the] number one epemy of

humankind; the Soviet Union is an

myaderj and Israel should be wiped

plf the map." .

/The same day, the Iranian

pilgrims marched through Medina

'J'
1 "glorious

.
demonstration.

^-"Ti * ;

T"-
••
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shouting: "God is great and
|

Khomeini is the leader. Death to

America, death to the Soviet Union,

death to criminal Israel,"

At about the same time,

Khomeini gathered the various

threads of theology, ideology and

wartime propaganda together and

look them a step further. Address-

ing a group of servicemen and stu-

dents, he began by warning against

a rift between the armed forces and

"the dear Revolutionary Guards."

He then went on to describe Iraqi

President Saddam Hussein as a

“shaken man" who could no longer

save himself or be saved by foreign

aid — either from the superpowers

or "the deviant groups, even

devious persons" in the region (an

allusion to Egyptian aid to Iraq).

There could be no peace with

Saddam Hussein, he said, because

"peace is something that has no

value between Moslems and a

group which does not believe in

Islam... It means even less if the

Islamic Government of Iran were to

sit at a table to negotiate peace with

a government which does not have

faith in Islam... We will continue to

strike this paralytic being [the Iraqi

regime in the nape or the neck...un-

til that which is under oppression is

retrieved... We wish to chop off his _

hand. The accursed... Aflaqite party

must be completely destroyed."

"Aflaqite party" was a reference

to Michel Aflaq, one of the

founders of the original Ba'ath and

the chief ideologue of its early

years. A Syrian by birth, he
nevertheless sided with what
became the Iraqi Ba'ath after the

great party splits of the ’60s and to-

day resides in Baghdad. Now over

70, he is much honoured there as a

living symbol of party legitimacy,

but is utterly without influence.

Why does Teheran call the party

after him? Because he is a Christian

(a Greek Orthodox). The listener is

left to Infer that a regime which al-

lows a Christian to act as its mentor

thereby attests, by its own choice, to

its un-Islam ic character.

IF SUCH a creed is to remain credi-

ble for any length of lime, it must be

acted upon, and seen to be acted

upon — not only in the “old" con-

text of war.

No doubt a major reason for

sending the Iranian contingent via

Damascus to Baalbek was to make
a gesture of political end moral sup-

port to Syria in return for the lat-

ter’s support of Iran in the war.

(Syria’s extremely important par-

ticipation in economic warfare

against Iraq has been mentioned
above.)

But in equal measure it was sent

out to demonstrate that Islamic

revolutionary ideology was not

mere talk: that Shi’as everywhere
were one, and that "Zionism" was a

real, not just a rhetorical, enemy.
If Iraq was an enemy because it

listened to the ideological guidance

of a Christian, surely Lebanon's

Christian president, who aspires to

rule ovor (l.e. oppress) Moslems —
Sunnis and Shi’as alike — must be
fought as well. If the war can only

be sustained for the long haul ifpeo-
ple at the home-front firmly believe

that peace "has no value" except
with “governments having faith in

Islam" (in Khomeini's version of it,

that is), then the universality of such
|

truths must, from thrte to time, be *

proved in action, It. is in that sense

that Lebanon is Khomeini's second
front.

Tfif authorUa settlor research associate at

Tel Avfv Utilversiiy's ShUoah Centre for
Mddfe Eastern Studies, and one of the

editors (f the centre's yearbook of Middle
• •
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|— in THIS WEEK S EVENTS

n U THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM
LI r 27 SHAUL HAMELECH BLVD. TEL. 257361

October 1-6

EXHIBITIONS
HENRY CARTIER — BRESSON — PHOTOGRAPHER
About a hundred and fifty photographs by one of the maior photographers of the

century which constitute a representative selection and a summation of nearly fifty

years of photography. The exhibition is prounted in cooperation with lha

Interna lional Center of Photography. New York, and wbb made possible by a grant

from the American Express Foundation.

PICASSO: SUITE VOLLARD
A series or one hundred prints (1930-1937) by Picasso which deal with several

themes. The Circus. The Bull-Fight. The Female Nude. The Minotaur and others

From the collect(on of the Israel Museum. Jerusalem. Gift of Mr. Isidore M. Cohen.

New York.

A.R. PENCK: EXPEDITION TO THE HOLY LAND. A graphic portfolio •

COLLECTIONS
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY DUTCH AND FLEMISH PAINTING

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY ITALIAN PAINTING

IMPRESSIONISM AND POST-IMPRESSIONISM. TWENTIETH-CENTURY

ART IN EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES

ARCHIPENKO: EARLY WORKS 1910-1921

A SELECTION OF ISRAELI ART FROM THE MUSEUM COLLECTION

MUSIC ffinttAILDISCOUNT SANK!
PIANO RECITAL — PNINA SALZMAN, A festive concert opening the season at

the Tel Aviv Museum. Programme- Works by Chopin and Schumann. Saturday. 1 .10.

at 8.30 p m

The mystical, romantic

FAR EAST 5
^

Nov. 15— Dec. 10
A sensational guided tour of tha most exotic, colourful

spots in the Orient—
BANGKOK .

* TOKYO
SINGAPORE TAIPEI

MANILA * HONG KONG

A very special tour offered exclusively to readers of

The Jerusalem Post — unavailable elsewhere.

26 Days in the Far East I

The tour includes First Class accommodations, breakfast

throughout, one spectacular Dinner and Folklore Show

tourist bus, Israeli escort and ALL flights. Round trip depuriB

Nov. 15, 1983, returns Dec. 10, 1983.

All for only $2760

(payment may be made in 10 linked installments)

To book space, please visit or call

7inwTOURS GREENTOURS TRAVELSsf BVHavarkonSt.

Jerusalem or Te *viv

Tel. 02-233326 Te!. 03-65624B

This tour Is one of three offered delusively• to-

readers by ZIONTOURS and GREENTOURS TR^Eb^V^W
advertisements in this newspaper for the London Theatre

South Africa tour.
• '

DAN«
E
AND SO FORTH. Dance Ttioaue f'oni Frankfuit Modem ilanco wiili

reded leulu Tuesday. 4.10. 01 8 30 pen.

CINEMA

YOMThe Way) (Tinker. 1982. Ill min. m colour. Hebrew and English suhli deal

Awarded lhe 'Golden Palm and the International Critics' Prize. Cannes 1982 Daily

at 4 30. 7 15. 9 30 pm.

Visiting hours: Sunday-Tliutsday 10 a m -10 p m Friday closed. Saturday 10 a m.-

2 pm ,
7-10 p m Box Office: Sunday -Thursday 10 am.-10 pm Friday 10a m l

pm: Saturday 7-10 p.m .
Helene Rubinstein Art Library: Sunday. Monday.

Wednesday 1 0 a m -4 p.m.. Tuesday. Thursday 10 a m.- 1 p m . 4-8 p.m . Circulating

Exhibits (loan); Sunday Thursday 10 e.m -1 p.m.. Tuesday 10 B m.-l p.m 4-7 p.rn
i

.

Graphics Study Room: Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday 10 a m.-1 pm : Sales desk.

Sunday-Thutsday 10 a.m -B p.m, Saturday 7-10 p.m. Information desk and Bo*

Office Tel. 261297.

THE HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVILION
6 Tarsat St. Tel. 2871 96. 299750
A SELECTION OF ISRAELI ART FROM THE MUSEUM
COLLECTION — NEW TRENDS, 1 980-1983
For informal Ion about special activities lor children and youth, and adult workshop!,

in painting and drawing, call 299750. daily between 9 a m. and 12 noon.

Vig Iting Hours: Sundays through Thursdays: 9 am -1 pm.. 5-9 p.m.. Saturdays 10

a m.-2 pm FRIDAYS CLOSED.

b&nkleumi -niN*ipaa

YOUTH AND HECHALUTZ DEPARTMENT

REUNION OF FORMER SHERUT LA'AM PARTICIPANTS
ENGLISH SPEAKERS

We are planning a one day reunion for the end of Dec. 1983.

We are aware of the fact that many former Sherut La'am

participants are now residing In Israel. In order to ensure a

successful reunion, we are attempting to locate ell of tha

former participants. Therefore, please fill in the attached slip

and mail it to our office by July 31 , 1983.

Youth and Hechalutz Dept./Long Term Programmes,

P.O.B. 92, Jerusalem. 91920
Thank-you and hope to see you all.

First Name

Address

Number of Family Members.

Place of Work.-, —

. Family Name
Phone—

.1 was In Sherut La'am.

Tim IBBUIAUN VOflT MAGAXOm

Hanukka Special
» December 1-8, 1983

Join us in an exciting Holiday to
,

the French Riviera

8 Days, 7 Nights

Super 5 Star Deluxe Hotels $0991
at any of the following five star hotels; .

Loews Monte Carlo; Hotel Hermitage. Monte Carlo:

Monte Cerlo Beach Plaza
j Loews Le Napoule, Cannes

Hotel Paris, Monte Carlo;

Price includes round trip air on AIR FRANCE — T.A.-Nloe-T.A.,

transfer to hotel and return, deluxe quality room, oaelno (except

at MCBP) Continental breakfast, full day tour to San Remo and

Italian Riviera, show and dancing at Casino Night Club {except

MCBP) pool and sea, free entrance to casino, tannls, golf, water

sports.

Fabulous options include cruise on 65 ft. luxury yac t (with buffet

Ignch), half board with sumptuous meals at i xtraoidinarily

reasonable prices, special 1/2 day tour of Nice. St. Paul da Vance.

Chagall Museum, for only SI 01 1

1

Airfare for children as low as $250. {Most packages allow children

in same room as parents at little or no extra cost.) Single

supplement cost on request. Ask about our special Installments

terms.

Wa have limited allocations from each hotel, and for air space. Don't

miss this extraordinary opportunity.

Act now and call:

Shelia and Bob Targan — your hosts end tour operators at

Creative Marketing Israel, 02-817001 or Ruth or Rena,

AYALAH TOURS, 02-S2B226, 83728B.
• ——We service all of Israel from Jerusalem. «.
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Al l 111 VOLUTIONS strive for st

permanent rupture, ;i di.'iCiiEiliiiuity

m the vv.jl- 1 .iI structure and. above
all. in i he collective mentality of the

people I e-.v rc.illy .succeed, as the

esonpleN of tile french and the

ttiissMii revi tinlimis show. While
the societal structure may be
broken bevonti repair, the collec-

tive mentality is more resistant to

manipulation. The Zionist revolu-
tion. as Mime apologists of Zionism
luve come to call the establishment
of the State of Israel, succeeded
more than others in effecting a
radical rupture in the mentality of
i lie Jews, the people it meant to

benefit.

A success in its own right, this

rupture has not been without
problems. One of them lies in the

growing need for Zionist ideology to

draw its legitimacy from the past it

has heen organically committed to

supplant. Another, more serious,

problem has to do with the collec-

tive identity of Israeli Jews. Should
they live up to the image of a frontier

nation facing hostile savages?
Should they be u light unto the na-

tions? Should they carry "the white
man's burden" and civilize them?
Should Israel's Jews live in accor-
dance with the divine command-
men is and build a society based on
Torn? Or should they simply
become “normal" and live like the
nations of the world?
These and many other options

found their way ^nto, the complex
Zionist ideology, while the
historical experience of the last cen-
tury in the Land of Israel in-

troduced its own corrections. As a
result, today’s Israelis find
themselves polarized along two
main axes: religious and secular,
and Ashkenazi and Sephardi. The
recent Lebundse war has also ag-
gravated the division between doves
and hawks, although this division
may be transient and therefore less

pertinent to the deeper identity

problem.

The issue of identity transcends
the individual Israeli. It casts doubt
on the legitimacy of Israel’s political

and social institutions. Ever more
overtly tile question is being asked:
Is the Western-style democracy cur-
rently practised in Israel more
legitimate than the more traditional
(and less democratic) modes of
government; c.g. those discussed in

the Talmudic treatise Sanhedrin
1

!

Such a formulation of this ques-

'

lion, however tempting, appears to
me misleading and unnecessarily
explosive. One does not jump over
15 centuries of historical evolution
in search of a practical solution.
One tries instead to understand that
evolution in the hope of finding it

instructive for shaping today's life.

Understanding how modernity was
perceived in various Jewish com-

.
muniiies may be particularly useful
for this purpose.

THE ZIONIST revolution was a dis-
tinctly European phenomenon,
Conceived

f,.by partly assimilated
J.ew* who were cither ashamed or

. already ignorant of Jewish con-
’

tinuity, Zionist ideology reflected

.
the dominant revolutionary cur-

• rents of 19th century Europe:
. nationalism and socialism. It is

E

rcdicutcd on the dissection of
istoricai. Judaism into a religion

: and an ethnicity, a dissection con-
; celvable only Tn the conditions

,

* prevailing in Christian countries.
Vjie: reduction of European

; Judaisfp into a religion was efTeoied

j
in.thu first half of the I9lh century

j and accepted; at least de facto, by
bbth . warring factions aihpng : the ?

; Jcwv Ihc prdpbhenis .of cmancipa-

j

lion qtid its opponents ‘ I aleno be
*

vWitt

mm

Artificial separations, such as

the one between 'religious' and

'secular/ are foreign to the

Jewish people. They are also

a cause of many of Israel's

long-range problems,

writes YAKOV M. RABKIN.

Split
identity

known as ihc Orthodox. During the

rest of the 19th century this
dichotomy existed throughout
Eastern Europe, and, to a lesser

degree, in the Jewish communities
in the countries affected by the
European powers, particularly
France’s political and cultural ex-
pansion.

The European idea of the separa-
tion of church and state found its

counterpart in the division between
“religious” and “secular" Jews in
most European communities. It was-
precisely on this division that the
Zionist ideology was based; a
national” usually "secular,” iden-

tity of the new Jew, a Hebrew, a
Cnnuuititc, was to be the corner-
stone of the realization of the
Zionist revolution. And to a large
extent

. it has been.
Imbued with positivism and

scientism, Zionist ideology suc-
ceeded in forming a society of part-
ly Westernized European Jews in’

Palestine. Non-European Jews who
urrived in Israel in the 1940s and
’50s and today (along wilh their
descendants) constitute a majority
in this country, were bewildered by
the "ubsorbing” society’s methqds.
The new society's 1 concepts cor-
responded to little in their own
cultural heritage. The new im-
migrants were turned into edto
hantizrah or Oriental communities,
us If in contradistinction to “the
people” — who wore meant to be
anything but Oriental. They were,
being "civilized" and "cultilrdd” by
the old-time Zionists. It had never
occurred to the "absorbers” that in'

their desire to appear Western they
had eveir-distorted geography; was
PqIuikJ or Rumania really. west, of
Morocco,. Libya or.Tuni$ia?

iFRQM THE, DDT sprayed over
their. heads

' upon Arrival- in ;Mic.
Promised 'L'tuid ,'10.. the-encounter
wi th - Ule new‘“secular",J evv and .his

sc I f-rlgh lc pusly. \ Civilizing Institu-
tions, the riorv-Ashkenazi wait deep-
ly . humiliated.' ?pne r

0f ; MoliSre’s

: :.iv

heroes woke up to discover he was
writing prose all his life. The non-
Ashkenazi had to wake up in Israel

to realize that he never had culture
in his life. Neither Alfasi nor Ben
Ish Hui was part of the Culture,
which consisted of Trumpeldor,
Bialik, Borochov and mapy others
.whose names meant nothing to the
newcomers.
Some of the results of the diffu-

sion or this new culture are known.
The new one did not quite sub-
stitute for tradition,, but the latter

was successfully undermined. High
dcliqucncy rales, the cultural
adulteration or even the more
tradilionul communities, and the in-
creasing breakdown of familial
structures are part of the. account
that remains to be settled.

I do not mean empty .vindication
but a reappraisal of the basic
cultural and conceptual incon-
sistencies of today’s, Israeli society.
When, two years ago, the history

of Zionism was shown on television
(In a series significantly called 77ie
Pillar of Flre)

x it was only natural
that non-European Jews would be
practically excluded from the nar-
rative. At that tithe; some organtza-
tion of noji- European Jews
protested against the alleged dis-
crimination.... .

.
A .more serious question could

have been raised |n this respect:
Why does the non-European ma-
jority of Israeli Jews have to live the

,
specific historical problems that
European Zionists

. brought with,
them to Palestine. and-cemoAied in
the societal structures bf the State

1

of
'

.! argumehtiismpt i call for a*

retrcaltohesupposeniyfdyjHc^t,
of the mr /n or the ^/Br/. li is;not a
nqstalgic,lnvltabpn;tq abiftdon the-

• present for the pr<Kmbderrt. dmfcs. It
is,, raih6rv an it)v^ailbn; i^rrthltik

i he. qonccplual .fr^kwork of, bur:
Isrueh reality, id '.. identify-: its

'

Problems and. to wbrfcfof solutions

'

more compatible withburpreSent
•* P9P u !ation and its traditions. One,

such problem, already alluded to, is

that of the Jewish religion.

THE TERM religion (or dal in
Hebrew) is a neologism in its cur-
rent usage. In Tact, the concept of
religion, separate or separable from
other human activities, is alien to
both Judaism and Islam. It was only
in the 19th century, under the in-
fluence of Christian civilization,
that the corresponding usages
emerged in both Hebrew und
Arabic.

“Render unto Caesar Ihc things
which are Caesar’s, and to God the
things that are God’s” is un idea of
great significance for Christianity
which made its way to Judaism and
Islam only 100 years ago. Moreover,
ns way to Judaism was made mainly
in Christian countries.

For Jews from the Islamic world
the reduction of Judaism into a
religion, into a partial identity, and
tne emergence of two antagonistic
camps of “religious" and "secular”
Jews engaged in a kultarkampf
represent a foreign phenomenon
which most of them only had to face
upon their immigration to Israel.
> el, this very split between the
religious and the secular is one of

: l
?
c }>*** of today’s Israel and a

significant Source of its long-range
internal problems. 1

B

The.lriumph of Zionism appeared
as a victory for the legitimacy of the

Sovoral thousand years
or Jewish hjstcry were conveniently.

m an hstrumentalily In-
alspepsable for the; preservation ofK n

CWAhnation
;
A? n^on had

Wj wborn
, within :its old-newSi thc of ^dalsm was no

. longer deerped matrymental.
1

<

l
ronlal attack on

t

J

h^feu ^^^^ 'cdramonMn
the^early years of the state was

:i;|v continuation of the
ideological battles engendered

beforc in Europe.

conjmunules. in.;J9th .ceptury
V i - •

Europe was a traumatic event which
profoundly marked thc world-view
mill the institutions of Ashkenazi
Jewry. Many leaders of the com-
munities were pushed into a -
lit e rally - - react iomiry posture-, they
Inal to assimilate their institutions
and l heir concept mil tools to suit
the tigress ivc Iy liberalizing environ-
mem of Western and Central
Europe.

I hat posture is to a large extent
still typical of the "religious" es-

tablishment of Israel. Thc in-

stitution til izat ion or “religious"
schools, “religious” parties,.etc. was
nothing more than a means of
defence devised for the European,
i.e. conceptually Christian, environ-

ment.

THE CONCEPTUAL inadequacy
of contemporary Israeli institutions

is striking. The very entry of a new
citizen into Israeli society exposes
that inadequacy, After my daughter
was born in Jerusalem in 1980, she

was given a birth certificate that in-

dicated: leunt: yehudi, dat: yehudi

(ethnicity or nationality: Jewish;

religion: Jewish).

That conceptual division was, of

course, not unknown to me. I had

spent the first 28 years of my life

carrying a Soviet identity card

which reminded me that I was of

"Jewish national ily.” So the origins

of that division into nationality and

religion were anything but puzzling.

However, the usage of such con-

cepts in Israel (not in the USSR,
which many Zionist founding

fathers used lo consider their real

ideological motherland) is not only

puzzling but senseless. These con-

cepts are un-Jcwish, both historical-

ly and analytically, and they serve

no conceivable purpose, even for

the secular Jew.
During a visit lo u left-wing kib-

butz. in (he Negev, 1 found myself

engaged in an agreeable conversa-

tion with a couple of French Jews.

They hud heen members of thc kib-

butz for over a decade. Yet their in-

terests were still to a certain extent

French, and we eventually ended up

talking about Cardinal Lustigcr.

"lie is dungcrous,” remarked

my hosts, who had grown up in a

non-lruditional Jewish home in

Poland. "He tries lo work among

Jews."

"So what?” I said, "If he lived in

Israel, his identity card wou|d say

“nationality" Jewish; religion:

Christian.” Have you become

defenders of the Jewish religion by

any chance?"
We hud lo drop thc subject or

drop the irrelevant Western con-

cepts. Alas, we did the former.

One must remember that this

counLry was largely founded and

built by what I would t*r in

frustrated Wcsternizers. Having

rebelled ugainst their parents’ tradi-

tion, und being enchanted by the

notions of sociulism and progress,

the founding fathers of Zionism

brought with them a veneration of

Western culture. This veneration

was usually accompanied by an in-

feriority complex. "I hate the Arabs

because they resemble the Sephar-

dis," one of the spiritual leaders of

the Zionist Israel, Chaim Nachman

Bialik, reportedly said. The fear of

being identified with the Orientals is

reminiscent of the German Jews

altitude towards the "uncultured

Osf-Juden who Hooded into Ger-

many from Poland earlier (his cen-

W,
THE EARLY Zionists believed in

.

Comte, in Marx, in Darwin. They, and

particularly their children, who dia

not inherit the parents’ Zionist fer-

vour,; were building a “Western

SEPTEMBER 30. *983

country,” an island of civilization in

the ocean of Levantine ignorance. r

None of these new leaders actual- s

ly came from a Western country. At .,

best, they had sojourned in the West
u

for a number or years during their
t

adult lives and had been impressed t

by the grandeur. (Prior to the x

Holocaust, the glamorous West
r

used lo mean Germany or England;
(

now it is incontestably the United
s

States.)

The spell of the West (or of the
|

East for that matter) only works on
<

those who have never been part of
j

it. The Israeli Weslernizers have
|

been inspired by very fragmented,
(

incomplete images of the West

which they deemed useful in the
,

building of the new state. These
j

Weslernizers came mostly from
j

Eastern Europe, and the more
|

frustrated they themselves felt vis-4-
j

vis the West, the more zealous they
|

were lo “civilize the Orientals.”
i

While much of the Western world

goes through an intensive soul-

searching, the enthusiastic Wester-

nized in Israel may be the last

group In the world so religiously

committed to the defence and

propagation of Western civilization.

Some would simply call it provin-

ciality. Whatever the appellation,

the harm done to the collective

identity of Israelis by this persistent

Westernizing trend is difficult to

overestimate. The alienation and

cultural deprivation of many non-

Ashkenazi Jews in Israel can be pal-

liated neither by polilicia! resuscita-

tion of selected items of Moroccan
folklore (e.g. the mimouna) nor by

such a patently American remedy as

school busing.

When children of non-Ashkenazi
origin arc bused to supposedly bet-

ter schools in more affluent

neighbourhoods, they continue to

be taught in a quasi-Western mode.
Israeli schools perpetuale the

provincial Westernization which
largely characterizes our society;

they succeed in conveying a new
vocabulary without conveying a

new identity.

Rendering our school system
more Jewish (not necessarily more
religious) is a tusk that awaits the

application of non-Ashkenazi, less

traumatized Jewish traditions. Then
thc majority of our children may be
spured the cultural inferiority com-
plex which Israel's partly Wester-

nized Elites often show with respect

lo the West.
I do not claim that a Jewish or a

non-Ashkenazi chemistry Is any dif-

ferent from the chemistry one
teaches elsewhere nowadays. (Thc
infamous histories of proletarian

and Aryan science in the 20th cen-
tury should make us know better.)

Bui the place and the role of
science have always been defined in

culturally specific terms.
The Israeli educational system

reflects the European spirit of the
last century. The slogan of science

versus religion accompanied the

spread of modern science at the

lime Zionism was gathering
momentum in Europe. No wonder,
then, ihat these ideas became the

Ideological basis of the secular

educational system in Israel which,
n turn, triggered a reaction from
the religious leaders.

Not only were the religious stu-

dents separated from the secular,
but also the “holy” subjects within
the curricula of the religious schools
were divorced from the "profane"
:onos.

'This transposition of European
ideus Into Israel creates a Bevere

•:
J
e8regaUonl5t impact on the entire

'

!
ub.nc .oF Israeli social and political

institutions. It also defies the com-
• woh sehse understanding of what

"holy*’ and “profane" have come to
mean. For example, is a chemical
study of the origins of thc universe
any less holy than the meticulous
analysis one finds in the Talmudic
treatise Baba Batra, on how to

divide a common courtyard? Ob-
viously. these categories of holy and
profane ure at variance wilh the

tradition expounded by Jewish
sages such as Maimonides.

I MENTION Maimonides because
of thc influence his writings have
hud on Yemenite Jewry, an impor-

tant segment of Israel’s non-
Axhkcnuzi majority.

The traditional leaders of that

community continue to espouse the

idea of the unity of the world and of

its cognition. Yemenite tradition,

removed as it was from European
influences, did not and does not see

the study of nature as antithetical

lo, let alone exclusive of, the study

of Toru. The two form a unified ap-

proach to the world which an

educated Jew, within the
framework of that tradition, should

possess.

In fact, there is nothing par-

ticularly “Oriental” in that ap-

proach. Most Jewish thinkers (e.g.

the Gaon of Vilna) professed the

same belief in pre-emRncipation

Europe. In Europe that approach

was changed to suit ideological

gouls in the secular-religious battle,

while certain Jewish communities in

the Moslem countries have kept il

largely unadulterated and,
therefore, more promising to Israeli

society today.

If the carriers of that com-

munity’s traditions are given a

chunce to contribute to the

development of our educational

system, to apply in practice the

tradition of rationalism and critical

analysis they brought with them to

Israel, the entire country may stand

lo benefit.

All this amounts to a serious reas-

sessment, a re-eval'uation of the non-

Ashkenazi heritage. This should be

done not for the good of the “poor

Orientals," not even for considera-

tions or social justice, but for the

positive reinvigoration of our

society’s collective identity.

Thc projection onto Israel of

Central and Eustcrn European

ideological patterns has been at

busL a qualified success. It was

mainly successful in defence-related

ureus. The trauma of powerlessness

in the face of emerging nationalist

movements, including national-

socialism, became an important

common denominator for many

Jews in Israel. The hostility of the

surrounding Arab states further

emphasized the importance of being

able to defend oneself.

Thus, self-reliance, thc spirit of

inprovisation, and insensitivity to

the opinion of others were the

vaiups inculcated by the early

Zionists in their offspring through

the country’s educational system.

m hiah authority,Responsibility to high authority,

human or divine, was not part of tne

curriculum. ’

t

It was a reaction against the over-

ly ethical upbringing characteristic

of Jewish education in the pre-

Zionist days. The new Zionist man

was to be different: he was to be

modelled after the heroes of Euro-

pean nationalisms, not after the

sages of Jewish diasporas.

lain elements of synthesis and har-

iiinny which were sacrificed in the

heat ill the imra-Jewish ideological

battles waged in the last century's

Europe.

Because of their distance from

Christianity, the Scphardis’ reaction

id modernity did not follow the

European pattern of reformation

and counter- re formation. An
analysis of thc Egyptian rabbinical

response of the last 100 years con-

ducted hy a fellow of the Hartman
Institute in Jerusalem clearly

showed important specificity of the

non-Ashkenazi attitude to moder-

nity.

Outside Europe, breaking up the

community xvas deemed un-
thinkable, even for the preservation

of the purity of Judaic observance,

and various means were devised to

keep the community at least partial-

ly united.

Different historical conditions

never promoted among the

Sephnrdis such revolutionary

figures as Abraham Geiger or the

Ha(am Safer. One should realize

that the exigencies of the counter-

re Formation among 19lh century

European Jews made the founders

of Orthodoxy no less Innovators or

the structure of Judaism than their

ideological opponents in the

Reform camp. A greater recourse

lo the less revolutionized non-

Ashkenazi heritage of*our people

may bring about a greater degree of

societal integration than the pal-

liative measures attempted so far.

an exception; but he may have

muny emulators. It is particularly

worrying that he personifies the

trails one often finds among ex-

ecutives, many of whom, after run-

ning the army, now occupy key

positions in Israeli society.

The Lebanese war not only

emphasized the danger that such in-

dividuals may constitute for the

Tutu re or Israel: the danger Is deeply

rooted in the practice and theory of

Zionism. While the founding fathers

or Ziunism honestly tried lo make
the next generation moral and

ethical, they were even more con-

cerned about uprooting what they

called the galut mentality. By suc-

cessfully severing links with tradi-

tion, they rendered empty the

secularized moral values they tried

to teuch lo the new generation of

Israelis.

These values were not taught as a

part of the system ofJudaism, but os

some vague romantic principles

derived from European belles-

lettres and general philosophy, and

only occasionally from the Bible.

Disparate, unsystemized values,

whulever their worth, are hard to

transmit. However exciting they

might have been lo talk about, and

live by, for the early Zionists, these

values have left few durable traces

today. Thnl is the very definition of

sierility.

THE PROPOSED de-emphasis of

Israel's identification with the West
should steer clear of simplistic

shortcuts. It may be emotionally ap-

pealing to do away wilh thc freedom

of press, with subsidies to philhar-

monic orchestras, or with the

encroachment ofAmerican terms in

the Israeli vocabulary. It may be

symbolically important to make the

galahiva or the tunes of Fahrid

legitimate us a part of mainstream

Israel. It may be politically attrac-

tive to place more Moroccan or

Yemenite Jews in public positions

of high visibility.

But the step that needs to be

taken is more drastic, albeit less

spectacular: to bring Israel's

societal and conceptual structures

closer lo her people’s cultural con-

tinuity, lo free them from the

ideological debris dear lo this

Country's shrinking East European

filile.

For centuries Jewish cultures ab-

sorbed many cultural and
philosophical attributes from sur-

rounding civilizations without,

however, sacrificing the essential

structural features of its continuity.

A heller understanding of the

European Jewish part and its

imprint on our country may free

Israeli society from its mania of ap-

pearing Western, and open il to the

vuriuus non-European Jewish tradi-

tions. Israel's vocaliori niay then

become richer, more culturally

specific than its present largely

imitative rale wilh respect to the

West.
A possible side effect of the

proposed dc-emphasis of ihc commit-

ment lo Western cultural patterns

may be an improvement in the

quality of communication between

Israel and her neighbours. An Israel

less preoccupied with her place

umong the Western nations may be

less of an irritant for the Arabs sur-

rounding her. It does not follow that

political relations should improve

between them; the examples of Iran

und Iraq, Iraq and Syria, Syria and

Jordan, und Libya and almost

everyone else in the world should

warn against excessive optimism in

this respect. 1 would not argue for a

dc-Occidcnlalization if placating

our neighbours’ cultural sensitivities

were its only positive outcome.

Another, possibly more impor-

tant, side effect has to do with

Diaspora Jewry. A less West-
oriented Israel may provide them

wilh u more meaningful challenge,

may attract more Jews from
Western countries who, whatever

their rhetoric, have shown
remarkable indifference to_ the

practical appeal of classical Zionist

Ideology.

COMPARED TO other societies,

Israel still feres significantly better

when it comes to the moral integrity

and sensitivity of its population. Yet

the more successful products of the.

Zionist pragmatic upbringing have

come to horrify $ome Israelis and

Diaspora Jews. Ariel Sharon is still

THE GRAFTING of European

ideological concepts of religion,

nationality and secularism onto

Jewish lire in the Land of Israel en-

countered serious problems of

viubilily. If the ideologized nnd

traumatized European version of

Judaism, I.e. Jewish religion, and its

antithesis, Jewish secularism, are

conceptually ill-equipped for for-

mulating viable cultural options for

today's Israel, can the Sephardi or-

the Yemenite varieties or Judaism be

more successful? .

Without undue glorification or

idealization of the Orientals, it ap-

pears that their traditions still con-

Tliis tradition of distinguishing

between attribute and essence

could be useful in implementing the

proposed “Levantinization." It

should not threaten such attributes

of Western civilization as modern
science, political freedom and clas-

sical music. What should come un-

der ulttick is tjie elevation of these

und other Western features to the

level of essential sources of Israeli

identity. The growing estrangement

of ' some Ashkenazi intellectuals

from'‘the “Begmist" Israel indicates

that such elevation has become
commonplace, and that they feel

more comfortable in Harvard
Square than in Ziorl Square.

Although this programme may be
long overdue, one should not expect

it to be introduced by an act of the

Knesset and implemented over-

night. It ultimately deals with the

kind of society we want to live In,

and, quite naturally, there is no
agreement on what Israel should be.

1 PROPOSE, then, to see the two
fundamental polarizing divisions —
Sephardi-Ashkenazi, and .religious-

secular — that stand in the way of

greater cohesiveness in Israeli

society, us two closely interrelated

problems. In fact, they may be two
fucets of one and the same problem
which has its roots in last century’s

European Jewish history, in the

reduction of Judaism to a series of

ideologically defined identities.

The debris of that crisis were then
projected onto the Middle East as

un important element of the Zionist

revolution. One can hope to reduce

these two main divisions in our

society by seriously integrating

various non-European Jewish tradi-

tions in the mainstream of Israeli

life.

Partly adjusted to today’s Israel

und its European-type societal

categories, these traditions are still

lived, not only folklorically

preserved, by a significant number
or Israeli Jews.

This latter distinction is crucial

since it largely explains my
emphasis on non-European Jewish

traditions. It is precisely because the

n alt-Ashkenazi heritage has never

been reduced to ideologies that it

holds the promise of a greater eu.d

more authentic unity. By authentic

I mean a unity based on a set of

shured positive values, on concepts

meaningful in the framework of our
common history rather than based

on a common reaction to an enemy,

or on romantic nationalistic ideas

borrowed from Europe.

Bridges, so desperately needed by
our fragmented socie y, may thus be
built of stones that .lave long lain

neglected. Such a practical reassess-

ment is feasible. It is neither utopian

nor alien to our common herilugc,

Moreover, it seems to have been
done before, at least once. As the

uulhor of Psalm 1 18 put it,’ "The
stone which the builders scorned

became the cornerstone.”

The tmihtir teaches enntemparary history of

.uieoee and fr eurrentlv at the Shalaot

Hitrii/iwi innJune In Jermakm. .

'#
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TUI. fiRKAT tragedy of the 1*1.0

WJS lh.il rt adimity succeeded in sci-

ling up u sort of Kilcslinitin slate

hcfiire it managed to fulfil the basic-

KiHiiremcnt of the struggle. Like
(lie other liberation organizations, it

betaine a ruling rather than a

liberating body. The very basis of
underground activity is con-
tradicted by the need for stubilily,

routine and orderliness in day-lo-
duv government. The period of
transition from underground ac-
tivity to government is fraught with
enormous difficulties, and many an
underground organization is broken
in the process. Underground
leaders, daring and unconventional,
continue to act the way they did in

ihe underground even after the
movement has become a legally

constituted government. In Ihe
HLQ state in Southern Lebanon, a
strange combination of un-
derground movement and routine
government cume into being. The
result was a pirate slate.

When the Lebanese police slop-
ped coming into Rashidiya and the
Font! camp authorities also discon-
tinued their activities, there was a

Midden vacuum. Yesterday's
authorities were gone, but there whs
iio new police to replace them. By
the very next day, the various
Palestinian organizations had each
started to form their own police.

At first they gave their attention
to the internal problems of the
enmp but soon turned to the
hunting of Israeli ugents. There was
u great deal of suspicion, since the
Israeli planes dropped their bomb
loads with surprising accuracy and
it seemed us if there wus nothing
Hint happened in Rashidiya that the
Israelis didn't know about.
.That was when the arrests and

torture begun. Jails were opened,
some of them in rooms prepared for
the purpose and some in basements
and cisterns, the suspect being
lowered into them at the end of a
rope. Informing became an every-
day mutter. The number of police
Turves multiplied the ranks of in-
formers and very many more
suspects were arrested than
previously, under the Lebanese
government.

A/-im Ziirir, u former Jordanian
army officer, was arrested in Jordan
by agents of the PLO and was later
appointed commander of the very
prison vamp where he himself had
been held. He won the confidence
0JViisser Arafat as an Intelligence
officer and head of a special in-
vestigation unit and was appointed,
commander of the .Tyre area. There
he Joined forces with the head of the
Tyre fishermen's .association, a
known smuggler, and together they
made smuggling .a big business.
2«rir*s position In the port gave
hacking to the business and biy the
use of outright terror the two of
them' controlled trade in the entire
city or Tyre. Zurir was suspected of
rape iind murder in cold blood, but

. no One dared raise u voice.

THIS P1.0 STATE enjoyed the
[iunV shttre or die generous funds.
Ihiti' flowed Into Rashidiya to be
divided among the various organiza-
tions.

In "the- ‘terrorist state" no one
could feel secure, not

|
even in the

-physical sensei. A trip to Beirut or to
the eastern part or Lebanon wag a
dungtipius.ufTujr. Any approach to
pifc uf the barricades was frighten-
ing: this reeling was not con-
fined Mo (ho rank and file but af-
fected the higher echelons ns well

I f, in the capital of the PLO stale,
Beirut, Arafat wap obliged to main-
tain heavy security and -strict un-
derground rules, this jyas alj the

more true of the lenders in the
Miutli. It was. essential for their sur-

vival. mu only because of (he long

arm of the M)f;ind the Mossad, but
also ht-eau.se of shorter arms that

could conic from almost anywhere
— from a neighbouring Arab state,

frum the Lebanese Christians, or
even from a rival Palestinian
organization

ALTHOUGH there wus a central

council in Beirut, headed by Arafat

as commander of the largest of the

Palestinian organizations, Beirut

was a long way from Rashidiya and
from lime to lime disputes arose —
mostly over territory, since each

organization controlled a particular

section of the camp, and controlled

it absolutely. Tension was especially

high when elections were due.
KiLshidiya wus under the manage-

ment of ;i Lebanese official whose
orders wore clear: no political

organization. On the other hand,
one of the first orders from Beirut

after the Palestinian organizations

took over was (hut there should be
elections for a council to run
municipal affnirsat (he camp. It did

not lake long for the residents to

learn the cost .of democracy. Every
election took its toll of deud and
wounded.

fc

Tliis sort of “democracy" proved
lo be a dangerous game, since it was
not a haMot-box contest but a
violctiL test of strength between an-
tagonists. it was because of this that
when the time cume for,the last

elections before the Lebanon war,
*

the residents themselves objected to

them. It was agreed (hat the focum-
hent council would remain in office
and the attempt at democratic
government came to an end.

ONI: 0I : THE bones of contention
between the rival organizations was
onltsjmenl. There was'brisk com-
petition for recruits between the
Drgnnizajions. It was a contest
without limits or laws, expressed in

terms of wages, budgets Tor shelters,
Ihe ability to organize building
crews and the construction of youth
clubs. But most or all it found ex-
pression in pressure on the residents
at the roadblocks, in the colTee
houses and on the streets. Only a
valid membership card in another
organization afforded protection.

There were also fashions in
membership, us one organization
waxed strong and another, waned,
only ip see the situation reversed

'

lifter u lime. Some organizations, in-
cluding the PLO, allowed members
to resign without prejudice, while
others imposed severe sanctions
and uny member who left them was
in danger. Those organizations,
although they offered the highest
salaries, hud the hardest lime
enllxling members. Strangely
enough,' it was the left-oriented :

organisations Dial offered the
highest salaries of all.

The struggle over the Palestinians
gave birth to the Fasda. The struggle
wus not for the member's soul, but
for his signature. Registration whs
whul- wih iinportunL and the time
cume when there was scarcely a
resident in Hie camp who wasn't*
registered.

Finally the struggle: shifted (o'

ihe elderly and the youth. The age
requirement^ -were relaxed, .and
people at the end of their sixties
were lemptud to lie about their age
This wax good Tor both sides: thd
organization

,
acquired-, more

members and therefore i bigge;
budget, and ihefamil/Qf the 1elderly

, member. received a'higher income.
Rashidiya' knew the Palestinian

revolution as the '*end ol'lhe month
revolution," referring to the date
on which salaries were paid,'

-

TUI: NUMBER of foreigners in the

camp increased. There was an in-

flux of Kurds, Turks, Pakistanis and

even Europeans. The coffee house

an the hill became their meeting

place and notices in several

languages adorned its walls. There

weren't many Europeans, and the

residents remember best a

Norwegian couple, a doctor and a

nurse who operated a clinic. They
had u romantic picture of the

Palestinians and their revolution —
a picture (hat, needless to say, was
not shared by the other foreigners.

Most of the foreigners were there

for economic reasons. Two Turks

told us how they had left Turkey by

slipping across Ihe border into Syria

at Bab el-Hawa. They were caught

by the Syrians, who offered to allow

them to proceed to Lebanon if they

would join the PLO. They were

promised food, lodging and 650

Lebanese pounds a month. They were

eventually sent to Rashidiya, where
they were treated as second-class

citizens.

Few Palestinians took pity on the

foreigners in Rashidiya and invited

them into their homes. They were
unwelcome in the shops, since they
.saved their money and bought little.

They looked unkempt and dirty.

Their goal wus not Palestine, which
they had never seen and had no
desire to sec, but their homes in dis-

tant places.

Occasionally, Rashidiya was also

visited by members of other un-

derground movements, but their

stuy wus usually short. They came
for training and they usually stayed
in the base and were rarely seen in

town. Best remembered of these,

even today, were the Kurds, since

the revolutionary slogans they
painted on walls are still visible.

THE PLO initiated three military
drafts in Southern

' Lebanon, the
first in 1976, (he second in 1978, and
the last and largest some weeks
before Operation Peace for Galilee.
The purpose of the drafts was to
strengthen the militia, (hot is, the
urmed Palestinians, forming a kind
or reserve. But these. drafts angered
the Rashidiya residents. The reserve
duly interfered with the normnl
course of their lives.

.

Tlie draft was organized not
through call-up orders, but by
pouncing on every man who crossed
one of (he barriers.

There was another method of
call-up, and that was by way of the
"revolutionary committees." Here,
however, things were even worse,
since the committees exempted the

j

numihers pfi.thelr own families or '-if
clans, and concentrated on rival 1
elans for llitfr quotas. Even the un-
lucky. ones, however, found that
when they did report for training,
things were so disorganized that
they could usually avoid it.

The response to these attempts at
enlistment represented the attitude

- °L “J®,
Palestinians to struggle ahead

or them; but in Beirut the leaders
,

clung, ip an optimistic and highly /
.unrealistic picture or Hie situation, f

I lus distorted picture was a resu It'oF

v incorrect information. The PLO
‘ 5

Bd Intelligence, and received
dcliuwd reports oh the use of their

;
money,1 the distribution of weapons j

' and the cohstniclidniof

:
Th.es^ reporth

;
led them

. W19hclieye' In- tho progress 'of . the: F<Jjj
,™V.o

JutjpnarV !caused The I DP'eta- :u|
V

;

lured c^ntplete communications
:

.

jyalettis tjfyt ’ show ;jusl how excel- HjP
•

,

n
J
w*8 ^contact between.Belrut Bp!

• • *fod
r the southern- areal But some of
sports we

re Unreliable and P
eiupL^

,U p{j
r
tUrBfBt

|

mo,;cr^sy ^an - I

There were acts of individual bravery during the
Israeli invasion, but the PLO did not conduct a ‘war
of popular liberation’ in Southern Lebanon. This
was mainly because there was no real military
organization. ZV1 LA N l R and ELLES
DOBRONSKI, in the third excerpt from their study
of Rashidiya, examine the myth of a ‘PLO army’

Third and final excerpt from 'Meetings in Rashidiw: Anatomy of a
Palestinian Community in Lebanon, ' by Y.vi l.anir and Liles Dobromki
soon to be published by Dvir, Tel Aviv. Hv arrangement with 'Daw.'
Translated by D’vora Ben Shanl.
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The Poster

Bscs,

ENTERTAINMENT

Jerusalem American Ming'. (Jerusalem Theatre. Wednes-

,
duv ill K..W n.m.l

APPLES OF GOl.11 — Colour documentary

film about the history unJ straggle of ihe PROTEST SONGS — By ihe Kalamonim
Jewish people Train ihe lime of ihe early Group (T/uvtu. Wednesday ul 9 p.m.1

Zionist movement lo the present. (Laromme,

tomorrow nl 9 p.m.; King David. Sunday ul 9 ^ areg
p.m.J

THE BEST OF SHALOM Al.EICHEM -

THF. BEST OF SHALOM ALEICHEM - (Hriimi. Thursday ul X.JO p in.)

Stories hv Ihe famous Yiddish writer, per-

InmieU ill English by Jeremy Hyman, Dawn DANNY BEN-ISRAEI. — Song we loved.

Nude), Isaac Weinstock, directed by Michael Astoria Hold, poolside. Thursday nl 9 p.m.

Schneider (Hilton, tonight at 9.30 p.m.. King

David, tomorrow ji 9.30 p.m.) ‘ EPHRAIM SHAMIR — Programme of songs.

(Bat Dor. tonight at 10 p in.)

DAVID BROZA — In his programme The

Woman With Me. Accompanied by 4 imui- I .OK PARA GROUP — Spanish music,

cians. the show will he filmed by Israel TV. folklore und South American songs. (Mann

(Jerusalem Theatre, Sunday and Monday at 9 Auditorium, tomorrow u( 9 p.m.)

p.m

)

Pm n FMFN THF MYSTKRIA RETURNS TONIGHT SHOW — Presented by Barry
GEN TLEMEN.THr.H Y STtRIA lib I UKrw

Lunaford. Evening or iniertulioful entcnnin-
- By Mint; (.tladi. kiiiuflijinincfll program- ^ d Mlltfrv„ws Special gucsi. Leonard
me with acting. d.memg and singing. (Gerard

lir.„ L.v(Hllllin ,l>liuirriiw al H.J0 p.m.)
Behar Miiincip.il Centre, tomorrow at 9 p.m.;

Jerusalem Theatre, Thursday ul 9 p.m.)

GOLDEN GUITAR — Shinud Aharon plny»
|.os PARA GROUP - (Haifa Auditorium.

chtsMcui und fltmcncu pieces lomorrow und Monduy at l
> p.m.i

Tuesday: I Euini liurla plays clussicul, jazz and

Isnteli folk pieces on Wednesday und Thurs-

dm.(Zorb;i ihe Buddha, 9 Yoel Salomon, at 8 Other Towns
PtlU

CAFE CONCERTO — Light classical music

ISRAEL, FOLKLORE — Tustc of Israel h> ™riuu< performers daily (Sharon Hold,

dancers Pnumci Tainum folkdancers. (inler- Her/liya lobby, today at 4

national Cultura) Centre for Youth. 12 Emck I mtabn* p.m - 7.3G p.m.: nil other days 5

Rcfuint, lomorraw at 9 p.m.) P- ni 7 |V 1,1,1

JAZZ - Fred Wdagul, piano. Eric Heller. UAVID BROZA
-
; .

^B^nmc of songs,

truss. Saul Uknisioiie. trumpet. (American (Na/urctli. Upper, tonight at 9.30 p.m.i

Cwhmv Ho,d - NjW,,s Rd rhursd“y •x9 * ni)
gentlemen, the hysteria returns

JEWISH AND ARAB FOLKLORE - - i Kf«r Sjl,;l -
A,,,al - u’ni8hl ul m 1,11,1

T/aharini folkd-tnecrs. folk lingers. Khalifa

drummers. {YMC.V. Monday at 9 p.m.) UII.A Ai.MAt.OR - Programme of songs.

(lludcra. I /jvtu. linughl at p.lil-1

JEWISH FOLK AND ROCK - Ctmcen with 0ftu .. fcIIMV
Ihe former Diaspora Ycshivn Bund. (Israel HANOC If ROSKNNF - 1 . 11011111116 .

Center. 10 Straus, tomorrow night) Hzuvia. l-Wt'n. i«"«ht ul 10 p m.)

LOS PARA GROUP -- With Isabel nml I.OS PARA GROUP - (Beerslieb.i Conscr-

Angel l*nrii. Spanish music, folklore and South vinotium. Wednesday al 9 p.m.)

Haifa
I.OS PARA GROUP — (Haifa Auditorium.

Monduy al 0 p.m.i

Other Towns

CAFE CONCERTO — Light classical music

h\ curious performers daily. (Shuron Hole),

iicr/livu. lobby, today al 4 p.m. - 6 p.m.,

IuvmJuy s p.nL -- 7.3(1 p.m.: nil other days 5

p.m. - 7 p.m.)

DAVID BROZA -- Programme of songs.

(Na/urctli. Upper, tonight at 9.30 p.m.)

GENTLEMEN, THE HYSTERIA RETURNS
- |Kfur Saba. Amal. Inflight ul 10 p.m.)

GILA AI.MAGOR - Programme i>r songs,

(lludcra. l/jvlu. lunight al 9 p.m.)

HANOCIi ROSENNK Paiiinmiiue.

(1/avla. Rishon l.e/ion. lunighl ul 10 p.m.)

THEATRE

All programmes are In Hebrew unless othenvtst

staled.

Jerusalem

DRUMS IN THE NIGHT - By Brecht.

Produced by the Beersheba Municipal
Thcuire, Directed by Micha Levinson. Aboul
u soldier who returns home lo Berlin during

'V.W.I. ((ierurd Behar Centre. Wednesday
and Thursday al 8.30 p.m.) Performance
preceded hy vuharel songs.

ICARUS — Puppet theatre bused on the story

hy Gabriel Garcia Marquez, about a

myiholugicu] dream. (Train Theatre, Liberty
Bell Garden, lomorrow al 9 p.m.)

{^TE DIVORCE — by A.B. Yehoshua.
Directed by Nola Chilton. A Neve Zedek-
Vuvnl Theatre production. The relationship

between members of an Israeli family in the
Eighlic*. (Jerusalem Theatre, lomorrow at 9
pm.)

T«l Aviv area

CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE - By
Brecht. Cumcri theatre production. (Csmeri,
lemorruw through Tuesday at 8.30 p.m-J

,
pAZY TEACHER __ Produced by the Beit
Lessin Theulnj (Beit Lessin. tonight ul 9.30

.
P-m,; Wednesday at 9 p.m.)

GOQD — By C.P. Taylor. Camert production,
dtijeted by llun Ronen. (Cameri. Wednesday

•’ “"d Thursday, ut &30 p.m. Translation Into

fuiglish on Thursdayi) ;

MUTINY — Bused on the story by Yehoshuu

Sobol. Directed hy Nola Chilton. Aboul the

sett men's big 1951 strike for democratic

represtntul ion. (Beil Leissin. Wednesday ul 9

p.m.)

i PILOTS — Events In the lives of pilots after

(the occurrence nr a dramatic event. Produced

'hy the New Zcdek Theatre Group. (Neve

Zedek.. tonight at LO p.m.)

THE RUBBER MERCHANTS - Written

und directed hy llanoeh Levin. A Camert

Theatre production. Aboul b triangle between

2 men und u woman. (Tzuvltt. Tuesday at 8.30

p.m.)

Haifa

THE SUITCASE PACKERS - A light com-

edy hy Hannah Lejrirj^A Camert Theatre

produetinn. (Haifa Tficatre. Wednesday and

em

David Broza.
whose The Woman With Me' road show continues to pack housesfrom Metulla to Edfit. <R.w"hk"

MUSIC

Thursday ut H..U)p.m.)

Other towns

DRUMS IN THE NIGHT - See Jerusalem

for dentils. (Beersheba Theatre, Monday and

Tuesday ui 8.30 p.m.)

IDENTITY CARD - Directed by Tzadi

Tzafuli. About the life of Israeli singer Aw

Tuleduno. (Kiryai Yam. Nit/an. tonight ut 10

p.m.; Yifut. Wednesday at 9 p.m.)

KING LEAR — A Beersheba Municipal

Them re Production. Directed by Dino

Tehereiisku. (Beersheba. Municipal TTicalre.

tomorrow at EW P-01-)

’•
.

pIE IDIOT '4-* Detective comedy produced mutiny — (Rehovoi: Win.. Auditorjqm.

V- (B«lt Hahayal, lomor- ^rrow ?l g.M P.m.) ,

•

K-;. .

through.Tuesdayat 9 p.pi.)
, .

IOT7; f
1

,

• :
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All programmes start at 8.30 p.m., unless

otherwise staled.

Jerusalem

FLUTE AND PIANO CONCERT - With

Riuinuii l-.itin. flute: Anal Sharan. piano.

Works hy J.S. nuch. C.P.E. Bach und

IViikiificv. (T/jvtu, loiniirruw at 11.11 n.m.)

ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
.
— Conducted by Zubin Mehta. Soloiil Alfred

Brcndel. piano. Progrumine - Tel: Symphony

No.2; Bcuihtivcii: Piano Concerto No.4;

Schunuinu: Symphony No.2. (Binyenel

HiiTimu, tomorrow)

CHURCH CONCERT - Juliana Glueck.

Hiprunoand Eli Freud, organ. Work* by flucli,

Handel and Mozart. (Finnish Church. 25Shiv-

tei Israel, tomorrow)

FOR CHILDREN

Jerusalem •

AN ADVENTURE IN JERUSALEM - Pup-

pet theatre fiir all ages by Michucl Schuster.

About lhu search fur the holy water of peace

in Jerusalem. (Train Thenlre. Liberty Bell

Garden, tomorrow at II.30 a.m.)

THE JERUSALEM BIBLICAL ZOO -

WALKING TOURS

Jerusalem

Jerusalem through the Ages

Sunday, and Tuesday 9J0 a.m. and Thursday at

2 p.m. — Thu Citadel, Jewish Quarter, Old

YinhtiJ Court Museum, reconstructed

Suphunli Synagogues. Western Wall.

Sunday at i p.m. — Sites of spcical Christian

interest.
t

Mohday at 9J0 mm. — The Canaqnite and

iNruelite period in Jerusalem.

Monday al 2 p.m. — The Jewish Quarter and

Ml. Zion.
. ...

TWO PIANO RECITALS — With Brae ha

Vilen und Alexmider Tamir. Programme —
Dchuvsv: Suite. Fit hlunc el noir; Ravel: Rhup-

mkIil- ILspnpinilc ;
Debussy: Fetes; Stravinsky:

Ia- Sucre <lu Crime nips. (YMCA Auditorium.

Sunday)

Tel Aviv area

FROM MOZART TO PREMIERES - Con-

duclor und pianist. Jenn-Bernurd Pomimer:

pianist. Boris Bcrmun. Progrumme — Mozart:

Symphony No.33. K.3l9;T.ukn* Foss: Solo

observed : Rim Coltun: New work; Mtvarl:

CtMuerloT«»r.2 Piano* in E-Flat Major K.J65.

(Tol Aviv Musoum. Wcdnesduy ufternoun)

PNINA SALZMAN — PIANO RECrTAL —
Prtipruninii; -- Chopin: Polonulse-rantasie;

Nuelurn; M;i/.tirka»: Andante Spianaio el

Guided iours in English -ind Hebrew. Adults

wcktinh.'. (Biblical Zoo, Sunday and Wednes-
day ul 2 p.m.). Plus course for uges 7-14:

Learning about, and curing for animals. Tel.

02-814822,

THE WAY BEHIND THESHADOW - Pup-

pci theuire for ages 4-7^'The story of a kind

monster. (Tr.iin Tiicutre, Monduy at 4.30 p.m.)

Polonnisv. Sctiuneiun: Scenes of Childhood:

Aruhcsi]uc. (Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Shaul

HnmcIcL'It. ini iiomiw)

ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
— Ci aid tided liy Zubin Mchlu. Soloist Alfred

Brcndel. piano. Programme - Schumann;

Manlrcd Overture. Schoenberg: Piano
Concerto: Miujrt; Piuno Concerto K. 466:

Tchnilovsky. Krancejcu du Rimini. (Minn
Auditorium. Sunday. Monday) -

Haifa

ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
— Dentils us per Tel Aviv.-.(lfuifii Auditorium,

Ttiesdnv. Wednesday, Thursday)

FROM MOZART TO PREMIERES -
Programme us per Tel Aviv (HiuTu. Sundu)

tifiernuon)

Tel Aviv area
FAMILY FUN — Including tricks by chim-
pnn/ecs. didpliius, and scu lions, puppcl
theatre, v I owns, .cu nouns und mare.
fDolphiimritim. Charles Clare i’urk. today ul

Ifi u.m. mill 12 p.m.: other duysal 10 turn., 12

p.m. und $ p.m.)

PANTOMIME THEATRE — With Yorum
Bukcr and his group. (Beil Lessin. lomisrinv
at 1 1.30 u.m.)

Wednesday at 930 a.m. — The Greek and

Roman Period In Jerusalem. -

Thursday at 930 n.m. — The Ml. of Qllves in

Jewish. Christian and Moslem (seller.

Tours atari from Citadel Courtyard next lo Jaf-

fa Gate and last 3-JW hum*. Tickets may be

purchased on the spat. .AU tours are guided In

English.
(

Dally at 9 am, 1 130 a.m., 2 p.m. — Jewish

Quarter archeological and historical lour.

Meet al Curdo Information Booth, Jewish

Quarter.

.Sunday through Thursday al 9.30 a.m.

— Temple Mount Seminar, from First

Temple period lo the present. Meet ut Cttrdo

information booth. Jewish Quurter

Other towns
Dally eapedIHora to old Jewish quarter of

Safnd, synagogues. War of Independence land-

merit*, cemetery. Tel. 067-30448.

Material for publication mast be at The

Jervmh-in Pun offices In Jerusalem (In writing)

pn the Sunday momlBR of the week of publica-

tion.

For last-minute changes is programmesor times

of performances, please contact boa office.
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Double fculiircfl litkei.

J.'As Jhs Ah 2.J0

Enigma 4JA
Sal.. Oil. I-

Viwnjt Ilnctor* In I Air 7JO, 9JO
Sun.. Oct. 2

DiiubJi- fejlurefl litkei:

l.'At l»« As 7
Knigm* 9

*

Mun, (Id. )
Triple leuiurc/l ijckci:

tint Shod 6.Ml
Mad Man E 8

Mad Man II 9J0
Tuc., Oul. 4

Triple feature/ 1 ticket:

First Blood 6JO
Mad Max I 8

Mad Mbs II 9.30

Wed.. On. i

l.a Pasuiilc dr Sam iftwd 7
Mirtfc Man 9
Thur., Oct. b:

Marble Mu MS
f-a Pawanlt de Kins Soud 9.15

EDEN -

FAST ONE
ON THE WORLD

Shi. 7, 9; weekday* 4, 7. 9

EDISON
3rd nark

TREASURE
OF THE

FOUR CROWNS
Sal. 7, 9;

Weekday 4. 7, 9

HABIRAI1

2nd week

NOW AND
FOREVER

Sat. 7, 9;
Weekday* 4. 7. 9

ISRAEL MUSEUM
Sun.. Mon., Wed., 2,20

E.T.
Tuc. b, 8.20

BEING THERE-

FLASH DANCE
Sal. 7. 9;

* Weekdays 4, 7, 9

MITCHELL
5th week

BREATHLESS
Sul. and weekdays 7, 9

ORGIL
3th week

DODES KA-DEN
Weekday* 9 .

10.30 a.m. (IS 100 per lickel); 4, 7
j

TIIE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVkR

ORION TcI.222914

midnight
EXPRESS
.

Adult* only
Sal. 6.30, 9

Weekdays 4, 6.30, 9

ORNA -. TeJ.22^733
4th week . .

*

New lype dr udveiiture (Tim

SUPERMAN HI
9 CHRISTOPHER REEVES
* KKIMKD f'RVOR

’ Sunday: TSI25 per ticket !

Sal. 643. 9; weekdays 4 6A5, 9

SEMADAR

MISSING
* JACK I.KMM<»
* CISSY SPACER

<1111! vu-cktl;n> 7
.

'1

SMALL AUDITORIUM
BINYENEI HATIMA

-lrd week

PAULINE
A LA PLAGE
Sat. and weekdays 7, 9

TEL AVIV

AI.LENBY
Israel premiere

BEN YEHUDA
lad week

NOW AND
FOREVER

Tonight 10. 12: Sul. 7.15. 9.J0
Weekdays 4.30. 7.15, 9.30

BETH HATEFUTSOTH
JEWISH
CINEMATHEQUE

6afi week
Sun. I only; Mon. I und 8.30

TELL ME
A RIDDLE

Kk
CHEN CINEMA CENTRE.
Adiunce ticket only u( hu\

ol five rnim Id u.m.

CHEN I jn
9lh week

:
BLUE THUNDER

Toulglii 9.30. 12 . 10
Sul. 7. 9.30

Weekdays 4.30, 7. 9.30

2nd week

STAR WARS
Today 11 u.in., 2

1 Sm. 1 1, 4JO

Chen 2

AN OFFICER AND
A GENTLEMAN

Tonight 9.50. I2.J0
Sat. 7, 9.40

Weekdays 4.30, 7, 9.40

2nd ntek

RETURN OF
THE JEDI

Today (J, 2
'

Sat. ll.-4.30

SOPHIE'S
CHOICE

lonijlii lU
Sal. and weekdays b.-Wl. 9JO

EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
T i*d;iy II. 2; Sat. II. 4.30

MAH WARS
Weekday* 4.10

CHEN 4 OT
°fh week

y£*.

CANNERY ROW
Tonight 9.50. 12.15

Sul. anil weekday.* 7 OS. 9.30

1 tie.. Thur. 7.05, 9 3ft

EMPIRE STRIKES
BACK

T Mi*) II. 2; Sul. 1 1.4.30
Weekdays 10,20. 1 30. 4.30

CHEN 5 Jf}
12 th week ff**

THE MAN FROM
SNOWY RIVER

Tuduy J|. 2. 10. 12.15

Sul. II. 4.30. 7.15, 9 30

I

Weekdays |0J0, 1.30. 4.30. 7.15,

j

9.30

CINEMA ONE

POPCORN AND
ICE CREAM

* T7.AMINOY
Tonight ID

Sal. 7.15, 9.30
Weekdays 4 30. 7.15, 9.30

I

DEKEL
5th week

MIDNIGHT
EXPRESS

7.9.30

DRIVE-IN
Sal. and wrekitaya 7.15

BEAST MASTER

Sm. and weekday* 9.J0

Tonight 10

OCTOPUSSY
Sm. und weekdays midnight

Sex FUm

m

IJlicngitlT Ctnler 288R6

6lh H«k

THE YEAR
OF LIVING

DANGEROUSLY
Sjl 7.45. 9.30

Weekdays 2. 4.3». 7.15. 9.30

LEV If

DirengnfT Center Id. 28868

DAY OF ZINC

Sat 7.45, VJ0
Weekday* 2. 4.10. 7.15, 9.30

ESTHER Tel. 225610

Silt week
Sm. 7. 9,50

Weekdays 4. 15. 7. 9.30

SUPERMAN III

MY FAVOURITE
YEAR

peter otoole
JESSICA HARPER
MARK LINN BARKER

Sal. 7.15,9.30,
Weekdays 4.30, 7.15, 9,30

GORDONCjimil
Bon Yohuda 87. Tel. 244373

7th week
r

ANOTHER WAY
Sat. 7,30, 9.30

• Weekdays 5, 7.30, 9.30
English subtitle*

Israel Premiere

Tonight m 10

Sat 7.15,9 30
Weekdays 4.JO. 7.15.9.3(1

W'.--
'•>- "-y: •yr

LIMOR

TOURISTS' TRAP
"Ctindid Camera" throughout the

world
Tonight 10, 12

Weekdays 4.30. 7.15. 9.JO

MAXIM
5th week
Sul. 9.30

4.30, 7.15,9.30

HOW TO DRIVE
GIRLS CRAZY

MOGRABI
23rd week

TOOTSIE
Tonight (0; Sal. 7. 9J0
Weekdays 4.30, 7, 9.30

TREASURE OF
the FOUR
CROWNS
4.30. 7.1S, 9.30

PARIS
4<h week

ticket to
heaven
Sat. 7.15,9.30

Weekdays 10. 12, 2, 4, 7. 15 . 9.30

Israel Premiere

DUET FOR FOUR
New Israeli him

Screenplay by David Williamson
(“Don’s Puny")

* MIKE PRESTON

SHAHAF
3rd week

Tonight 8.45, 10,30, 1 2.JO
Sal. 7.15. 9.15, ]|

Weekdays 4. 1 5, 7. 1 5. 9.30

flashdance
Sat. Il.u-iti.i

OLIVER TWIST

* -m:
r

_
TV

- tj

HIGH ROAD
TO CHINA

Fun and adventure at every turn
* TOM SEI.1.ECK
* BESS ARMSTRONG

A Seven Stun Release

tzavta
.

JO Jin GVirol, Tel. 250156
21st week

Sal. und weekday* 9.30 ora
THE FILM “E1GHTVTHREE

ZAFON
4lh week

ONE FROM
THE HEART

4.30, 7.15, 9.30

AMPHITHEATRE
2nd week

BAMBINO
IN EGYPT

* bud spencer
Sut. 6.45. 9

Weckduy* 4, 6.45, 9

ARMON

THE HOWLING
Sul. 6.45. 9

Weekdays 4, 6.45, 9

ATZMON
2nd week

Israeli Film

FAST ONE
ON THE WORLD

* DORl BEN-ZEEV
* MEiRSWfSSA
* C1LAANKOR!
* JEFF ALTMAN

Sat. 7. 9
Weekday* 4, 6.45. 9

tchelet
2nd week

DRAGON
SLAYER
ShI. 7.15,9.30

Weekday* 4 . JQ.- 7.15. 9.30

TEL AVIV MUSEUM
IJttfwrrk

.. YOL
Winners or "Golden Palm

Cannes, I98J
'

.
.« Film by. Yilma* Ounoy .

Sat. 7J5, 9,30
‘

Weekdays 4J0. 7.15, 9.30

2nd week

AN OFFICER
AND A

GENTLEMAN
Sal. 6.45. 9: weekdays 6 .45, 9 .

MORIAH
4th week

TOOTSIE
Sal. nnd weekdays 6.4S, 9

ORAH ’

5lh neck

BLUE THUNDER
* ROY K(1 1 EIDER
* MALCOLM McDOWKI I

* CINDY CLARK
Sul. 6,30, 9

Weekdays 4 . 6JO. V

ORION

COMPANY
OF WOMEN
b ntmsiop performance*

Adults only

ORLY

FRANCES
Sal. 6. 9; weekdays b, 9

f ri. 3.30

Weekdays 4
Walt Disney’s

HERBIE GOES
BANANAS

PEER
2nd week

FLASH DANCE
Sal. 6.45. 9

Weekdays 4, 6.45, 9

2nd week
First time in Israel

.Supervision J-l)

TREASURE OF
THE FOUR
CROWNS

Sal. 6.45. 9; Weekdays 4. 6.45, 9

siiAvrr

DRAUGHTSMAN’S
CONTRACT

Sul and weekdays 6.45. 9

ARMON
9th week

BLUE THUNDER
Tonight 10

Sal., and weekday* 9.30

Mat. 4.J0
' CONDOR MAN

6th week

BREATHLESS
Tonight 10

Sat, and weekdays 7,15. 9.30

OASIS

FRANCES
Tonight JO;

Sat. and weekdays 6, 9

ORDEA

THE WORLD
ACCORDING
TO GARP

Sat. and weekdays 7, 9.30

HERZLIYA

Cinemas Cinemas

DAVID MIUDAL 7th week

BLUE THUNDER
Tonight lit; Sat. .ind ncckduv*

7 15. v 311
TOURISTS’ TRAP

“Candid Ciimcra"
through! the world

7 15. w.js
Sul. 4.30: CONDOR MAN

SAVOY
TIFtRIH 2nd week

4.7 15. ‘I.JO

RETURN OF
THE JEDI

SUPERMAN III

Today 11 a.m.. ||j ji.M.

Sul 7
,
) R]

Weekdays II :i in.. 4 It
|. 7. ‘l.tO

Unforgettable

SOUTH==
AFRICA

Dec. 20—Jan. 10
The travel brochure pictures come alive: The awesome beauty
of South Africa — its national parks and nature reserves, the
beaches and the cities — make this country one of the

world's most incredible spots to visit.

THIS TOUR IS OFFERED EXCLUSIVELY TO
JERUSALEM POST READERS —
IT IS UNAVAILABLE ELSEWHERE.

The tour includes;
* Guided tours of Johannesburg. Cape Town. Port Elizabeth.

East London, Transkoi, Durban, Sun City, Kruger National

Park

* First Class accommodations, half board (except Jo'burg

and Cape Town -- bed-and-breakfast only)

* Israeli escort
* Round trip flight via South African Airways
* 22 days (Dec. 20, 1983 — Jan. 10. 1984)

ALL INCLUDED IN A VERY SPECIAL PRICE — $2,720
(The flight may be paid in 12 unlinked payments)

To book your place, drop in or call

ZIONTOURS GREENTOURS TRAVEL
23 Hide! St. 81 Hayarkon St.

Jerusalem or Tel Aviv

Tel. 02-233326 Tel. 03-666248

This tour is one of three offered exclusively to

Jerusalem Post readers by ZIONTOURS and

GREENTOURS TRAVEL Watch for advertisements

in this newspaper for the London Theatre lour

and a tour of the Far East. w

FILMS IN BRIEF

ANNIE — The comics serial about the littlo

orphan who conquers the heart of a hard-

boiled millionaire and introduces same horse

sen*f und kindness In his world, has become
first u stupe musical und now a movie musical,

losing must of its ingenuity in the process, and
rcplucing it with the glamour and cutencs of

old Hollywood.

effects, u Lou-cumplot plol and too-oflnn
redone space bullies prove a bit redundant.
The power may indeed be with us. The ques-
tion with regard to this film Is whether
unyhody imjHs it or not.

wipe oul :ui African leader. Plenty nr onter-

Hiinnu, nl with pretty damsels In distress saved
In Iho nick of time.

ANOTHER WAY — Hungarian film bused on
u novel or 34 years ago which wus rumoured to

be uuiobiogntphlcul. About a woman who is a

journal i*l and a lesbian. Directed by Karoly

Mukk, the film has two levels — the personal,

und the fight against Dig Brother. Given where
it is made, this film is almost revolutionary,

und (lucmT refer only to the past.

FLASHDANCE— A mindless, llnshy, banal
movie of u 30-year old dancer, Tlierc is

nothing beyond the purely fancy nnd super-
ficial ul all.

FRANCES — Thu real-life Rory of actress

Frances l•aTnlcr set in Hollywood of the *30s.

Farmer is depleted as an individualist who is

crashed by ;tn industry for contormiiU. Excel-
lent iiwiing hy Jussieu Lunge in the title-role.

THE RETURN OFTHE JEDI — A world of

monosyllabic morons who can control the

cleverest machines is whm director Richard
Mnrqusmd’s flint is ufl about. The script by
Lawrence Kusduii nnd George Lucas makes a
children’s fuiry title look terribly sophisticated

in conipnriiun.

BEING THERE — A comic fable about the

influence uf television in our live* and of how
Chance the gardener (iMer Sellers), who I*

really quite u simpleton, becomes a man of

great Influence because lie looks like someone
who should be listened to.

TH£ GOOD EARTH — (1937) Bused on
Pearl Buck’s novel set in Qiinu about how
greed ruin* the lives of a simple funning cou-

pfe, Paul Mtml und Lulu Rainer who won an
0*cnr for her role.

SOPHIE’S CHOICE— Pakula's film not only
doesn’t add uny new dimensions to William
Siy/un’* novel, but also diminishes its impact
by putting terrifying conceptions thnl should
be heytmd anyone’s imagination Into clear pic-

UJriul images

.

BLUE THUNDER - John Badham’s film

about it helicopter prepared a* a tool by
Americun right-wing government extremists

against eventual terrorist activities ul the 1984

Olympic dames In Los Angeles. Slick, profes-

sional, amusing und entertaining, It portray*

THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER - This
Australian film Is a faithful copy of a typical

DMcy uctiun movie. About a boy who is

driven uwuy from the mountains until he can
return there us u man. Pure family entertain-

ment with corny dialogue, and the scenery end
horses ure definitely the best asset.

STAX WARS*— A lule of inler-galsclic civil

wur between the dark rulers of the new Em-
pire und the rebels of the creative Force. A
dueling adventure story of the purest kind. It

lacks every scrap of logic, bursts with high-

spirits, Is totally dependent an the turns of
good fortune und is aimed at the child inui all.

Superb special effects at all level*
,
but

mediocre characterisations und dittlogue —
with exception*. The robots steal the show.

the struggle belween good fplayed by Roy
Scheidcr). und evil (played by Malcolm Mc-

BREATHLESS — A modern American ver-

sion of the first feature film by Jean Luc
Godard. Underground director Jim McBride

repeuts the film yvlthoul any of the

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS — A young
American, caught trying to smuggle hashish

out or -Turkey, is sentenced to 30 years

Imprisonment. Ills experiences with a barbaric

system of "justice'’ und a grotesquo prison

.system form the basis for lids shocking and Im-

portant film. Excellent acting by Brad Davis,

John Hurt und other*.

SUPERMAN IU - The finest of the
Supermen yet to be released, A film of
*iriiighfonvjrd comedy, as director Richard
LeMer hus decided that nobody, not even kids,

could tuke Superman seriously. A future world
is described where nut even the hero himself is

un exception!)) character. Great movie even
fur udulls, as long us they bear in mind that it is

all a big, fat juke.

characteristics that gave the original its uni-

queness. It is un opulent American produc-

tion, a typical Hollywood soporific —
everything digested beforehand, so who needs

it?

OCTOPUSSY— Lots of girls, Taw can, and
funcy locutions In. this latest Bond film.

Recommended for a couple of hours of sheer
escapism:

CANNERY ROW — A kind of mythical

glorification of the simpler aspects of life by

director Simon S. Ward. Beautiful

camerawork by Sven NykMst.

DODES-KADEN — Akira Kurosawa’s 13-

ycur-old movie seems to be a strange combine-
linn nf rtnrlru'c 11

1 stiver l~Vnlln" nnd de Sica’s

AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN - A
street urchin with strong character proves he

cap endure ul| the hardship* of the course for

novy pilots und becomes an officer.

Traditional melodrama, well made and well-

ucted.

TABLE 'FOR FIVE — A series of misunder-
standing* und disaster* that wilt simply break
your little hearts. This Dim about a father who
iu\c« his kids for u cruise, which Is disastrous.

A piunt step backwards by Hollywood Into the
Thirties.

lion of Gorky's ’’Lower Depths” and de Sica's

"Miracle in Milan,” sprinkled with a strong

dose of his own profound pessimism. The
theme: life itself is unbearable and bliss is only

to be found in an escape from reality. A most

carefully orchestrated film.

THE DRAUCHTMAN’S CONTRACT- An
amazingly Jnteillgeijl 17th-cenljjry thriller, to

.be read ul u multitude of levels, with in-

terpretation touching every imaginable field,

from social history to theory of esthetics.

Directed by Peter Greenaway wkh Janet

Suzman. Anthony Hlggln* and Anne Louise

Lambert.

LA PASSANTE PE SANS-SOUC! - Based
on the novel by Joseph Keisel, Jacques Rouf-
rjo‘* film deals with the pre-war aspects of the

Holocaust. 'll recounts the story of a imall

Jewish boy whose father was killed in a

pogrom. Starring Rnmy Schneider, in her kit
part before she died, and Michel Piccoll.

TOOTSIE — Michael Dorsey (Dustin HofP
man) put* un u woman's dress, a wig and a pair

or hich-hculed -hues — und succeeds in gel-

ling tnc pun of u middle-aged female hospital

udminiMTittor in TV soap. A most enjoyable

comedy — possibly the best thing that ever

hupprned to director Sydney Pollack.

PAULINE A LA PLAGE — Immensely en-
joyable French New Wave film by Eric

Rohmer, about, a teenage girl and a relative,

who spend time Iri.ffid family villa in a small
seaside resun in Normandy. -The sto'ry appears

'

to be. u tamp of no consequence, but Rohmer.

.
VA BANQUE— This 1981 film 1* a Polish 'mr-

sioti of The Silng. A bit short on produc ion
value*, but the editing is brisk and ther is

ever? u bit of j morel. About a crook who if

outsmarted ,u his own game by an erstwhile

partner whom he unce sold down the river.

YOL — 5 jailed Turkish men' are given a

week’* furlough. Through (heir stories, we get

to see Turkey and her People. Excellent film-

ing und some incredible performances make

EMPIRE ‘STRIKES BACK - Those who
thought they had seeivthe last or Dorth Vader,

arch-villshi of (he universe, in ‘’Star Waff” are

iii for a ;iirprise. Despite phenomenal special

to dc. u tamp of no consequence, but riobmer.
is perceptive about sbmtf bmiC human,
behavioural patterns. Excellent fitmwork and'
.dialogue. ;

,• ... -
•

THE PROFESSIONALS — Jean-Poiil

Belmondo playi a Secret Service agent |tnl to
Some of the film* fined are restricted fa odul?
audiences.. Please check with the cinema.
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l.AST Wl-I-K, ns I was consulting

niy companion as to where we
should go out to eat, she com-
mented on the fact that more and
more people seem to be unable to

eat in restaurants for budgetary
reasons.

She would not go so fur as to sug-

gcsl that 1 stop re viewi ng
restaurants altogether, hut she did

suggest that for u change I write

jhoui cooking at home.
“Thiit’s all well and good,'

1

said I,

"hut what can 1 write ahoul?" Here
she was less helpful, leaving me to

stew' in the problem by myself.

Finally, just as I do when all other
ideas about what to make fail ine, I

chose chicken.

After all, the bird is very versatile,

most people like it; doctors tell us

it’s good for us, with little

cholesterol; and while not dirt

cheap, it’s hardly a luxury.

The problem comes if, as I do,

you buy frozen chickens in the
supermarket and defrost them to

find they arc covered with feathers.

Tweezers help, us docs singeing the
bird over a gas flame. For the latter,

simply turn the flame up and grip

the fowl by a leg or wing. Even
pin-feuthers come out more easily

after u thorough singeing.

Another problem is the excess
salinity of the rcady-kashered
chickens, and u slight barnyard
aroma. Doth of these can be
eliminated by soaking the chicken
in water to which about half a cup
of vinegar has been added. The
vinegar taste dues not remain nftcr

the chicken is cooked, but it does
improve both the flavour and the

appeurnnee of the fowl.

Finally, remember to pull off the
globules of fat around the rear end

of the bird. These may be refrozen

and saved to make .schmaltz. If you
don't want the bother, give them to

the lady upstairs. She'll be eternally

grateful.

AS FOR cooking the bird, the

methods run from very easy to

relatively easy. The most basic, and
fur from the worst system, is to put

the whole chicken in a large baking
dish surrounded by raw, peeled
potatoes, cut into large chunks. For
seasoning, stick a few cloves of gar-
lic and u few branches of rosemary
inside the chicken.

Salt the potatoes and bake in a
medium high oven for an hour or
more, hasting (he potatoes oc-

casionally with the juices from the

chicken. Nothing could be easier or
more delicious. This is especially

good with a very large chicken, of
over one and a half kilos, which can
then be carved to serve six to eight

people.

For those who like to make work
for themselves, it is always possible

to stuff the chicken. My favourite

mixture is dry breadcrumbs, chop-
ped onion, a little sage or marjoram,
and u chopped apple. Pack the

stomach cavity and tie up the bird

with u cotton (not plastic! string. Tie
both wings and legs close to the
body to keep the juices in, and bake
for uhout two hours.

THEN THERE ARE the various
stewed chicken recipes that go un-
der fancy names: coq an vin,

puprikash, cuccialore, marengo.
What they have in common is the
fact that a chicken, cut into pieces
und surrounded with sauce and
purhups a few vegetables, will serve
a lot more people than a plain bird;

Fowl
play

.* i

MATTERS OF TASTE
Haim Shapiro

. They also share (he method of
cooking in which the chicken is first

browned and then slowly simmered
with the other ingredients. Perhaps
the must important thing to
remember here, especially if you
are using a plump, old bird, is to

pour ofT the fat after the browning
process. Otherwise you will come
up with poulet & la grease.

I would be less than honest if I

didn't admit at this point that what I

pul into such a dish depends upon
whut is lying around in the fridge or
the cupboard. Hair a bottle of left-

over red wine will result In coq au
vin, a while wine in a white sauce.
Ai Lhis time of year, with plenty of
ripe tomatoes, it is likely to be the
kind of sauce that leaves an indeli-

ble red slain on a white shirt.

FOR JUST ONE example of such a

dish, chicken in white wine, cut a

large bird into at least eight pieces.

In n large, heavy pot, brown the

chicken with a few cloves of garlic.

Once the chicken is well browned

on all sides, pour off the fat,

Add chopped onion, celery, car-

rots and, if you like, mushrooms. If

fresh mushrooms are unavailable,

try using dried ones, which add »

wonderful flavour. Cover the pot

and cook the vegetables and
chicken, without adding any liquid,

for about 15 minutes.

At this point you may, If you like,

add a tablespoon or two of flour.

This will give you a thick sauce, if

you like that sort of thing. Mix the

flour in well with the chicken and
vegetables.

Nuw pour in about half a bottle of
white wine and a cup or two of
chicken soup, from a cube if neces-

sary. Season with white pepper, a

little grated nutmeg and, if you have
it. a bit of tarragon.

Let the chicken simmer for at

least an hour, until meat and
vegetables are tender. This is, of
course, a dish which can easily be
made a day or two before it is to be
served.

FINALLY, I would be remiss in my
duty if I did not mention Chinese
stir-fried chicken. Here, of course,
the chicken is boned, and mast of us
will find it easier to use the chicken
breast (popularly known as chicken
.schnitzel) available in super-
markets.

Cut half a kilo of chicken into
bite-sized pieces and mix them with
the while of an egg, a few table-
spoons or wine (I use hock for
Chinese cooking), and half a tens-

spoon of ground ginger. Allow this to
sit for at least a half hour. Just
before cooking, mix in a tablespoon
ol cornstarch.

Deep fry the chicken — in a wok
if possible — in very hot oil just Iona
enough Tor it to turn white. This
means that almost as soon us you
put it in. you will be taking it Quito
drain in a strainer or colander.

Four off almost all the oil (you
can refrigerate it and use it again)
In the little (hilt is left, fry two or
three green onions, cut into bite-
size lengths, and a piece of fresh or
reconstituted ginger, thinly sliced.

(To reconstitute dried ginger, soak
it in while wine overnight or
longer.)

When your kitchen begins to be fil-

led with overpowering celestial
aromas, add the chicken and any
vegetable you like, such as Chinese
cabbage, broccoli, peas,
mushrooms, carrots, bean sprouts
or squash, or a combination of any
of these. If you want to be very

fancy, try toasted wulnuts or cashew
nuLs.

Fry over a high flame, stirring

constantly, and season with hair a
teaspoon each of salt and sugar and
a little wine.

At the very end, when the
vegetables are just done, add a

tablespoon of cornstarch dissolved

in cold water. Continue cooking just

long enough for the cornstarch to

thicken the mixture, and serve with

steamed rice.

Here, too, I must admit that

often, rather than deep-frying
specially prepared deep-fried
chicken, I simply use a cup or two
of honed leftover roast or boiled

chicken. It doesn't look quite as

grand, but it tastes ulmost us good.

! -i

•Thi/ Uleek in l/rael*The lending Touri/l Guide-Thi/ Week in 1/ioelThe leading
JERUSALEM RESTAURANTS JERUSALEM SHOPPING JERUSALEM

I Roof Garden
{•ntabiUhtd in 19JII

KOSHER

Gourmet Arabian Cuisine *Ep|oy typical Arabian specialties
ana mszas while watching sceplc Old Jerusalem.
Wense call (02) 282246 for reservations
Open seven days o week .

The National Pataca Hotel. Al-Zaliara g{„ East Jerusalem I

Open seven days
b week 1 1.30^m-midnight, w
EAT ALL W
YOU CAN! A
complete and delicous. •
meal - 12 kinds of Middle B
Esstem salsds, any kind of.

.
meat - shUhlUr, cutlets, .

.

chicken Ac fish, all kinds of desserts
- and coffee or tea - all for 111 Inch
lax. Sat. opon buffet- only $8 fed.
lax, Children under 3 - free. Credit
cards accepted,

# Al Zaharp St,
, E art Jiruulwn, Tel.

'

'TmT
Hflfmwn#

S’ n£5TAURANT
' j'.tyipSHER LEMEHAOIXH /...' ‘

'

•Afrtrtgijrtienl' of *fiimhos‘ •

fcftd events in the dining hell,
1

also on $habbat ana holidays.
' *

CsMiing for all oocasfona,
*Take-frway service* .

O/j/iVM of \rt ami Jftvi'iry \
I niii/io’ and Modem

Osf/ier ADorort
OiH-n » .mi-1 ,,ni. 1-7 {mi

I »C, 0 .1111— 1 {.I,, „„|y
I II. L linli.liiy ov-f *J .1111-2 tun

!) Shlomrlon Hiinallia St
Tel. (Cl'.') 22752B. Jiruv.1...-

restaurant

3s rY S3

. 7ft ,ndiM ™*»uniU MAHARAJAH
1 1 Shlctmzlon Homolka Street. Jerusalem

Tel. (02} 243 1 86

SABRA,
: Jerusalem's B

r ' new ffrh

fi)
1

restaurant.

W. Chips and salads

Free. V/lneiand
drinks. TASTY

& INEXPENSIVE* Bring,

i • the family for anaaiy-
k on-the-pocket

;
;i

evening.
/ -'A

ZORBA
the

BUDDHA
the vegetarian restaurant

BYOEL SALOMON STREET
toll Klkar Zion, through the illsy)

’

TEL C02I 227444 KOSHER

^ry 6omefbing truly differentJ

'he Bjvu
Creative Jawalry

by Bob Faber
AntiquItfaa-jQdafca

17 Jaffa Rd
r
opp. City Hal/, tel. 231032

0ff tHe Square
>

TWO RESTAURANTS - DAIRY
;

AND MEAT -IN ONE

TilM-away
CaiI(Q2> 212)273391-2;

Malchel bradl «.

4042 Jerusalem
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great music.

September 30-Octuber 7
l-'ri. m 2.30 pin: Four Friends Arthur
Penn

Sat. al 7.30 pm: Dona FIorandHer
Two Husbands Hrunn Barreto
9.30 pm: Salyricon Federico FeUnl

Mon. at 7 pm: The Lactmaker
7.30 pm: small hall Showboat
James Whale
9.30 pm: Woyzeck Werner Herzog

Tues. al 4 pm: Sound ofMusic
7 pm: Medea Pier Paolo Pasolini

9.30 pm: Germany Pate Mother
llelma Sanders-Brahms

Wed. at 7 pm: Comes a Horseman
Alan J. Pakula
7.30 pm: small hall Norferatu -
Fine Symphonle des Grauens

F.W.Muinau
9.30 pm: But Where ft Daniel Wax
Abraham Heffner

Thura. at 7 pm: Nousne VieUUrons
Pas Ensembte Maurice Pialat

9.30 pm: Nosferatu Werner Herzog

midnight: Play It Again Sam with

Woody Allen & Diane Keaton
Fri. at 2 pm: Quo Vadis Mervyn Leroy

Screenfaics at the new Cinematheque,
Hebron Road.Tel. (02) 7 12192.
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Spell of silence

mA m- - ^

Musicians meet, al Beit Daniel's summer seminar.

MUSIC & MUSICIANS / Eli Karev

DURING THE Iasi week of July, a

stimulating fivu-duy course on

Beethoven's piano sonatas was held

ul Ziehron Yu’ueov’s Beit Daniel.

The event, organized by Jerusalem

piano teacher Leonie Reuben and

conducted by Roger Kainien, the

Zubin Mehta Professor of

Musicology at the Hebrew Univer-

sity, brought some 30 musicians,

teachers and music-lovers to a uni-

que spot on the cultural map of

Israel.

Surrounded hy spacious lawns

and woods, and commanding u bill-

top view of the Mediterranean,

Beit Daniel owes much of its at-

mosphere to the human factors that

brought ahoul iis creation. The

story of the place embraces
enlightened Zionism, material

wealth and personal devotion,

idealism and tragedy. Music, loo,

plays a central role in it.

The lime may not yet be ripe for

this story to he told in minute detail

— the events arc too close to the

hearts or many people to be treated

as history. However, visitors are of-

fered a glimpse of it i» a booklet- by

Eugen Mayer, The Story of Beit

Daniel.

Two involvements deeply af-

fected the lives of the well-to-do

Benlwich family of London. First,

there was the Zionist commitment.

Herbert, the head of the family,

Yishuv and from abroad. Among
their close friends was their

neighbour, Aaron Auronson: it was

lie who had influenced Nila to study

agriculture in England. On a per-

sonal level, it was Langes' hope that

Carmel Court in Ziehron would

become the home of the entire

family.

,A step in this direction was taken

in 1922, although the cause was a

sad one. That year, Nita died at the

age. of 38, and Michael invited her

elder sister Lilian, to settle al the

house with her children. Lilian,

whose many activities included the

translation into English of some of

A had Ma'am's essays, had been

married to Israel Friedlaendcr, a

brilliant Orientalist and professor at

l he University of Strasbourg and

later al the Jewish Theological

Seminary in New York. They hud

six children; the youngest, Daniel,

was only two years old when in 1920

his father, on a Joint Distribution

Committee mission taking supplies

to Rusk inn Jewry, was murdered by

bandits in the Ukraine.

In 1925, Michael Lange, the

brooding Jewish philosopher whose

nest for divine truth occasioned

bouts of melancholy, unable to go

on without Nila, took bis life. He

left the properly to his sister-in-law.

MINDFUL of the tradition in her

Stravinsky and Cortot. In 1935,

Lilian took her sun to the United

Stales, where a scholarship to the

renowned Juilliard School awaited

him.

The New York environment was

a difficult one for the gentle youth

who had been nurtured in an at-

mosphere of affection and en-

couragement. H was deeply
impressed, however, by the Mac-

Dowel! Colony, a retreat where

creative musicians worked un-

disturbed, free of the hustle of

everyday life. Could not the family

estate in Ziehron serve Israeli musi-

cians in a similar way?

IN I93f». following a breakdown,

Daniel Friedlaendcr committed

suicide. He was 18 years old. After

the funeral in Jerusalem, his

mother's foremost thoagbl was to

perpetuate his memory by creating

a resort for musicians.

Eliezer Yellin, her architect

brother-in-law, drew up the plan,

and in 1938 the construction of Beit

Daniel was completed. Close

friends of the family attended the

inauguration ceremony: Judah

Magnus, u colleague of Israel

Friedlaender's; Max Lcvite, a

Ziehron neighbour of many years;

AIwmi Agranat, whose son was to

become the husband of Daniel's

sister, Carmel, and president of

Israel's Supreme Court.

The house finished, Lilian put all

* her formidable energy and connec-

t lions inlu achieving its purpose.

* Through the years many great ur-

l lists have come to Beil Daniel,

i among them Toscanini, Huherman,

e Copland, Arrau, Bernstein, Chagall.

The quiet expanse separating its

n buildings, the pictures on its walls,

a the breathtaking natural beauty,

e cannot fail to exercise a spell on the

r visitor. So little seems to have

c changed in the almost 70 years,

since Norman Benlwich, Nita's

e cider brother, on leave from-Allen-

jf by’s army, wrote; “There was

n something in the atmosphere of the

n place which isolated it both from

at local and from world politics, and

id which made it a haven of rest where

al people could think clearly and talk

id openly."
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Herbert, the head ol tnc lamuy, “
Viiinn made a Doint

supported Herzl's ideas and played parents hom, .

an active part in the early Zionist

Congresses. The other passion was lessons. It dt
Daniel was

music. The Benlwich? London to realize that Da^el was

home and their country residence,
J

e
'

have 'been a
Carmel Court, were frequented by Fnedlaender may haw been

^
the great performers of the day. musical prod gy. y ~ '

And each of the 11 children played f P
J’L his extraordinary

IT DOES NOT require much
imagination to see in Beil Daniel a

well-nigh ideal setting for inspired

m usiu-making — a cliamber-music

festival, a course in interpretation,

or the like. It stands up remarkably

well to famous places of the kind

abroad. What is more, the family of

Daniel Friedlaender still appears

anxious to see the creative aspect

materialize. ...
Incongruously, until now this has

remained an elusive 8p flU

Numerous ideas, some ambitious,

others modest, have not come to

much. For a few summers, Ramy

Shcvelov's chamber-music courses

injected life -into the place; ah off-

spring of these, the Daniel String

Quartet, began giving concerts.

However, Shevelov, who last year

And each of the 1 1 children played astounded peop
e*i raordinary joined the Julliard faculty, waa not

an. Instrument - ptaM, violin or.
H is first piano teacher 'able to continue with the preset.

. cello. Two of the sisters became
professional musicians: Thelma Yel-

lin, a pupil of Casals, played in the

first Israel Quartet (along with

Lorand and Alice Fenyves and Qe-

doen Partos), while Margery, a

violinist as well as a talented writer,

played In the Palestine Broad-

. .,
casting .Service orchestra.

It was Nita, the third eldest sister,

who 1

after her marriage to Michael

;

Lange decided to establish a home
iit'Eretz Y Israel. A spacious charm-

- irig house, designed in outline by

N'ta, was erected on a 77-dunam

,
property in Ziehron Ya'acov. The

!: ni6W Carmel Court, as the Langes

V
'

'named U, attracted visitors from the

l . ;

Ull Ills |»I“I,U , ,

musiculity. His first P«no teacher

was Mathilda Sapir or Haifa, later

followed by Rahel Krugliakov and

Arie Abileah in Jerusalem. Daniel s

playing struck listeners as both

delicate and charged with inner in-

tensity; some of those who

remember him compare him to

Glenn Gould. Daniel did npt prac-

tise much, yet he had no difncu y

with the most demanding Romant c

repertory. Artur Schhabel, Myfa

Hess and Felix Weingartner praised

his art. The manuscripts of bis com-

positions are strikingly clear and

l

^For two years, Daniel studied in

London with Blsa Kareh, a fwpd of

odipoz
The largest nmmiFaeturers

and exporters of gold Jewelry

in the middle and tar east.

Ycicl II. i, ut /.iin St., l.nli'iof ,
Jciijs:iU m.

Open Dtiily ^ tun. 5 .AO i».m. I rjtl.ty u m, -- 12 >0 p.m.

V or free ir;iu»poi(riti'i» ;<l
ctill . 02-7I7 225.
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able to continue with the project.

The members of the quartet went to

live abroad and are almost unheard

of here, although the ensemble still

exists. Beil Lilian, the house holding

u small concert auditorium, is silent

once more. .

The original Lange mansion

stands abandoned, becoming more

dilapidated with every winter that

passes. Its courtyard, reputedly pos-

sessing marvellous acoustics and in

the past the venue of many con-

certs, is overgrown with weeds.

Perhaps the time has cone For our

musical community to try to .break

the spell or silence at Beit Daniel.

Yohahati Boehm is on holiday.

Negev Safaris

2 days, every Friday $99
5 days, every Monday $240

SinaiSafaris

and Trekking

2 days, every Friday $99
3 days, every Tuesday $145
4 days, every Friday $195
5 days, every Monday $240
7 days (camel trekking),

every Monday $295

Egypt Tours

4 days, every Thursday $170
5 days, every Sunday $1 95

8 days (fiist class), every Thursday $465
8 days (Budget), every Sunday $345

For information and bookings contact:

36 Karen Kayesod St., Jerusalem, Tel. (02) 699386, 636494

162 Hayarkon St„ Tel Avly, Tel. (03) 233120, 22641

0

or your travel agent '
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JERUSALEM MUSEUMS Ivory’s Indias

TO
EXHIBITIONS

this week

the israel museum
jerusalem

Forman ant Col (act Ions of Judalca, Art and Archaeology
Morin Oppanhoim - The First Jewish Painter
Q aorge Segal — 18 life-size plaster sculptures
China and the lifomlo World: Mutual Influence in Ceram lea

Mario Marz - builder of igloos and constructor of moveable nomadic dwellings
From "Pang" to Home Computer
Contemporary iir&all Art
Looking at Picture! - for children aged 8 and up
ThaTIp of tho Iceberg no. 2: New Acquisitions of laraeli Art.
Kadesh Barnea — at the Rockefeller Museum
The Wonderful World of Paper - Poley Canter

SPECIAL EXHIBITS
Capernaum Hoard
A New Moseio in the Norman P. Schenker Archaeology Garden
Oil Lamp Section
The Permanent Exhibit in the Prehistory Hall
Yemenite Torah Flnials ("Rlmonlm")

EVENTS

FILM
Tuesday, September 27 at 18.00 & 20.30
"CONFIDENCE" {Hungary 1970)
Director: Istvan Szabo; with lldlko Benaagl, Peter Andorai

CHILDREN'S FILM
Sun., Get. 2; Man., Oct. 3; Wed., Oct. 6; Thun., Oct. 6 at 1B.30
"E.T." - Extra-Tarreilrtel Friends

.

FILM
Tuesday, October 4 at 18.00 Si 20.30
"BEING THERE" [USA 1970)
Director: Hal Ashby, with Pater Sellars, Shirley Mac Laine

GUIDED TOURS IN ERBLISH
Museum: Sun., Mon., Wad., Thu rs. at 1 1 .00; Tubs, at 18.30
Rockefeller Museum: every Friday at 1 1.00 .

Shrlna of the Book: Tuesday, October 4 at 15,30

RUTH YOUTH WING
Registration for art courses continue: for children — painting, ceramics, sculp-
ture, creative movement, etching & drawing, weaving, puppet theatre, embroi-
dory, silk-screening, film-making,.photography, ato. For adults — as above plus
sculpture& introduction to different materials. Illustration & graphics, drama,
interior decoration etc.

For more Information about Youth. Wing activities, please call <02) 833278
Recycling protect open daily except Saturday from 10.00 to 1 4.00

Plano note our now phono number (021 698211

Become a local Patron (“Shohar") of the Israel Museum. For details please
contact (02) 68198T.
Student membership available^

XR!P2Q HOURS. Sun., Mon., Wed., Thin*. 10.00 to 17.00; Tubs. id .00 to
22.00; Frf. & Sat. 10.00 to 14.00

SHRJNE OF THE BOOK: Sun., Mon.
-

, Wad., Thura. 10.00 to 17.00 ; Tubs. 10.00
to 22.00* Fri;'& Sgt. 10.00 to 1 4.00

. . : v . .

:

BILLY ROSE 8CULPTURE GARDEN: Sun -Tfiurs. lOloO to sunset: Frl:
'

‘

' Sat..& holidays 10.00 to 14.00

ro^EFeLLER MUSEUM: Sun.-fhurs. 10.00 to
:

17,00; Frl. ft.Sat. 10.00 to

LIBRARY: Sun., Mon, Wed., Thins. 10.00 to 1 7.00;Tues.iB,00 to 20.00

GRAPHICS STUbY RpOMvSuhl, Man.,.Wed., Thurs'. t 1 .00 to13.0Q;Tuas. .

> lejQQ.tp SKLOO
l

;

•
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MMe In advance'at 'the Museum end at the .

'

:

Avlv-Rpcoco, Etzlqn La 'on and Costal; Jdreulerri.V
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JAMES IVORY has his own private

and well-established niche in the

world of cinema. He may not be one

of the greatest artists of filmdom,

hut in his movies about India, con-

stituting more than half of his out-

put, he has been a foremost expo-

nent of the encounter between East

and West, whose ability to display

the finer points of the conflict and

the subtle attraction between these

two pules are not to be doubled.

An American who has hardly

made any films at home, he has

hcen known as one member of the

Wandering Company triumvirate,

Ln use the name ’employed by the

Brilisli to describe (he alliance

between director Ivory, producer
Ismuil Merchant (a Moslem Indian)

and novelist-scriptwriter Ruth
I’rtiwcr-Jhahvula (a Jewess from
Cologne married to an Indian

architect). They met 21 years ago,

when Merchant was looking Tor the

right director to shoot Prawer-

Jhubvala'a novel The Households,
and have been working together

since that lime, rain or shine,

Lhrough 15 feature dims, eight of

them about India and the way
Westerners fit (or don’t fit) in it.

For many, Heat and Dust, their

latest effort, shown this year at the

Cannes Film Festival under the
British flag, sums up in the best way
the qualities of the team. It has the
lush, handsome and polished look
of their non-Indian literary adapta-
tions (such as Henry James’ The
Europeans or Jean Rhys' Quartet)
while retaining the incisive ap-
proach or their more modest but
original portrayals of the culture

clash between Occident and Orient.

That most of this information is

new for an Israeli audience is not
surprising. For it seems that Ivory-
Merchant Aims have the talent to

scure away our distributors and ex-
hibitors, who consider their work
Loo intellectual, their pace too slow,
and their casts too unglamorous, to
luke u chance on. Shakespeare Wal-
lah. the story of a travelling com-
pany presenting the Bard to Indian

CINEMA/Dan Fainaru

charm of the Hindu nation. Of
course, the comparison is in-

evitable, as so many things have

changed since the 1920s. India is no

lunger part of the Empire, women
are no longer bound by the strict

morul codes of yesterday,
everything appears to be much
more flexible — people, sex, human
intercourse, racial relations and
class distinctions. And yet, so the

Aim seems to argue, not everything

hus changed as much as we believe

it did.

Anne, a BBC researcher going,

stale at her job, a typical liberated

woman of the 198%, decides to do
some research of her own, in the

family attic. She discovers that her
grandmother's sister, Olivia, who
had married an army officer 60
years earlier and gone with him to
India with him, disappeared in a
most suspicious manner. Intrigued,

she starts by looking for a family
friend who was very close to her.

His great-aunt stories lead her to
the inevitable conclusion that, if she
wants to discover the whole
truth, she must go to India herself.

Thus, the film slips into its paral-

lel stories. One is the story of Anne,
fuscinated by the different reality
she finds away from England,
meeting an American hippie who
can’t go on being blissfully happy,
the Indian way, because he can’t
stand the food and has to go home,
and an Indian man in whose home
she lives and whose child she will
eventually bear. The other is the
story of Olivia, the beautiful, lively,

innocent young woman, bored stiff
by (he colonial society to whose
stifling rules she is expected
to conform. She is married to a man
who is torn between his sympathy
for the Hindus and his duty to the
Crown, Year in, year out she has to
go through the motions, play (he
society game and Inevitably she will

,

mil prey to the local Nawab, a
princeling whose grand mannersa'idicnces, undoubtedly one of the princeling whose grand manners

best Ivory films, has languished for can hardly disguise his shortage of
yeurs on the back shelves of one dis- money, a willing puppet in the
tribulmg office in Tel Aviv, with the ha"ds or the foreign fulcra whoCinematheques as its only nevertheless exploits every doDor-
customers. [unity to pull his rank and hit backThe Guru went very quiqkly nl them,
through our cinemas, thanks mostly
to the Tact that Michael York was in AS THE PLOTS slowly progress
it, at a time when some people intertwined by the narrative lechni'
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All this is very carefully hound logeth-

cr and very inliHligeiUly presented. There
is the definite reeling that the
Wandering Company know in-

timately what they arc talking

about, and some of the characters in

this film are unusually relevant to-

day. The Nawab, submissive and yet

spitefully arrogant, accepting the
gifts of lire West (even demanding
them) but acting us if he is absolute-
ly independent, may well suggest
some of (he new-fangled Third
World leaders and their ambivalent
relationship with the Occident.
Oiiviu’s husband, gradually becom-
ing disgusted with the job he has to

do but at a loss as to how to change
the situation, is not very different

from what the Americans used to

call contemptuously "bleeding-
heart liberals."

AT THE SAME time, the suspicion

that the crime of manipulation is be-

ing committed by the filmmakers is

confirmed with every additional

step taken by the two plots.

Everything is simply loo neatly ar-

ranged, labelled and organized; the

stories are pushed gently this way
and that to allow Tor full exposure of

the English ladies to the Indian

climate (human and atmospheric)

and iT the steps taken are oc-

casionally melodramatic or inconse-

quent (this is particularly true for

the modern purl of the film), never

mind. The message is the thing.

Maybe this is why Ivory has never

made it in America, where they still

believe in Sam Goldwyn’s saying

that for messages you use Western

Union.

Also -- hut this is nothing new —
Ivory is not a very during kind of

director; he never really ventures into

virgin cinemat ic ground (he did it

once, in Savages, and the result was

pretty awkward). 11 in later movies

seem to bo unusually restrained and

traditional, nnd it is no wonder that

when interviewed in Cannes about

his work, he said that "most of us

work the same way, only the con-

tent of the film differs.” Which is

not quite accurate. The trouble with

this sort of filmaking is that for an

informed audience it tends to be a

little too predictable. The same se-

quence of shots to build up a scene;

(he same patterns to indicate love,

or hate, or perfidy. Unless the par-

ticular subject is absolutely

fascinating, this faithful following of

the rules can become a bore.

Which leaves us with the perfor-

mances. One is truly astounding —
that of 2 1 -year-old Greta Scacchi

who plays Olivia. Maybe because

hers is a new face, radiating light

and an infectious spirit of youth,

possibly because she looks fragile

and stubborn at one and the same

lime, and manages to go through

the motions of the script as if they

always made sense, she is the real

winner in this movie. Not to be dis-

counted is Shashi Kapoor’s perfor-

Tnonqe of the Nawab, a subtle, smart

and unusually accurate portrayal ot

the Complex relationship between a

noble vassal and his plebeian lords.

And one should have a kind word

for Christopher Cazcnove, coping

with th$ almost impossible part «

OliviaV husband but achieving a

convincing sketch of a man torn

.between two worlds, and also for

Mahdur Jeffrey, as the Nawab s

mother^ a ohe-^fimensionat, erotic

;
character. ..but, very impressively

'iT«ndercd.
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ONE OF THE services that the

Israel Museum offers to the public

comes from its Department of

Truvelling Exhibitions — and one of

those exhibitions is entitled "Dance

in Art.”
,

Consisting of reproductions and

slides, these collections go — for a

token fee — to elementary and

secondary schools, teachers’

seminars, kibbutzim, community

centres, libraries, homes for the

elderly and industrial plants.

Every month about 100 exhibi-

tions dealing with various aspects of

art — Judaica, ancient and modern

techniques and styles, individual ar-

i isls — go out, sometimes to remote

pluces.
t

"Dance in Art" is one of the

latest exhibitions to be assembled.

When I talked to an assistant in the

department, Naomi Louv, she

seemed very pleased and in a way

surprised nt the success of this ex-

hibition. *it is very popular, in great

demand," she said.

Museum road show
DANCE / Dora Sowden

At her invitation, I had visited the

museum and met Lhe head of.the

department, Tatni Schatz, and

another assistant, Miriam Becker.

Each exhibition, whatever the

theme, consists of about 30 items,

with notes explaining the subjects,

their period and Lhe historical and

artistic continuity of the theme.

Each exhibit is 30 by 50 cms. or 30

by 70 cms. in size. Wherever possi-

ble, more than one kit of the same
exhibition is made up so that the

material can be sent to more than

one pluce at the same time.

“What we try to show in the

reproductions and slides from

various sources and countries that

nmke up "Dance in Art’ is what

dance means in culture, com-
munication, drama, worship and

society," said Louv. The kit 1 saw

began with primitive dance and

ended with Mondrian — all il-

lustrative of movement.

THE DEPARTMENT was started

about 40 years ago by the Bezalel

School as an art collection. As there

were not enough originals,

reproductions were used. When the

number of reproductions grew, it

became a travelling and lending

department.

The assembled exhibits began

with dancing figures found in an-

cient niurals, and with camera shots

of African dunce. The oldest picture

was of an Egyptian terracotta

figurine estimated to dale back to

5.nw BCE.
There were also coloured

photographs of Egyptian funerary

sculptures in relief, with mourners

in dancing poses, some kicking up

their legs apparently in a sort of

frenzy. A painting on a Greek urn

portrayed mourning in a more

geometric style, but was still a study

in movement. From Etruscan art

there was a chain dance by women.

(African tribal dances to this day

have such chains.) Also Etruscan

was a male dancer in a short toga.

Roman reliefs showed the

Muenudes or Bacchae, the female

companions or Dionysus or Bac-

chus, god or wine and fertility. A
Cambodian dancer was posed,

among lotus flowers.

A vase belonging to the Christian

era depicted Salome swinging the

head of John the Baptist in her

dance. Other reproductions in-

cluded a Turkish miniature of danc-

ing dervishes, community peasant

dancing painted by Breughel, social

dances on a 15th century French

manuscript, a dance lesson painted

by Pietro Longhi (I8lh century) and

of course several Renoir drawings

of ballet dancers.

A painting or a male dancer by

Watteau was new to me. Matisse

was represented by the famous cir-

cle of dancing nudes. Mondrian’s

dunce idea, cubistic but fluid, was

mimed "Boogie-Woogie."

"For some people these exhibits

are their first encounter with ait."

said Louv. They may also be their

first encounter with the story of

dance. And it is not only the young

who are interested. One order has

come from a home for the aged in

Kfar Saha.

Each kit of 30 exhibits can be

rented for one month. Regular
postal rates are charged for mailing.

If additional exhibits are required, a

further small fee is paid per produc-

tion.
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RESTAURANTS TEL AVIV RESTAURANTS TEL AVIV SHOPPING

THE
f OPEN
V TABLE

wnere you can eat all you like

for IS 660 + V.A.T., Sunday to

Thursday, 12.30 pm-3.30 pm.

Choose from our superb dishes:

fish, meat, Chinese specialties

and a wide variety of satods

and side dishes.

Adequate free parking.

Charles Clore Park

next to the Dolphinarium.

.
i

’

. 2nd floor

. til. (03) 666353,660780

HALF JAPANESE. HALF CHINESE.
ONE RESTAURANT

FOR A TOTAL DINING EXPERIENCE.

OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER UNTIL

LATE NIGHT. SUNDAYS, DINNER ONLY

.

THE SUKI PIANO BAR OPEN FORCOCKTAILS

AND SNACKS UNTIL LATE NIGHT.

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED.

3EC3]
302 DIZENGOFp ST., TEL AVIV, TEL. 443687
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- Soften. if BAT YAM

ALWAYS FIRST - ALWAYS BEST

«wi ifintfU rtf Pizza * Original KtBllin kltchin
* nvk.ll, lon.llim,

main * 6pj»l dilly 11 BW«0 1 .

DANIS FISH & SEAFOOD
Approved by tho

Ministry of Tourism
* Backsround music
•Intimate atmosphere
•Special service

by ownera
Open noon— 4 pm:
0 pm — 1 am-
54 Yinnlyahti Street

Tel. (03) 4478B4

EILAT

Bflft Service

1983

ThaBlBgancs and

ityla of tha 30’*-

agaln overlooking

tha Tal Aviv itafrant

Plltz Cafe, Bar and Restaurant. Breakfast, lunch cock-

tails and dinner. Evening and nlght-spBciel 30 s atmos-

ohsre with singer/pianist. Fashion shows-every Friday

at ^pi^. every^turday at 6 pm. Rich EuroP-n menu.

Lovely view of the sea. Open lOam-l am, Frl. till 2 am.

Reservations recommended.

81 Hayarkon St., Tal Aviv, Tel. (03) 667021

mpT:Rufyon QfcUar

vm vetawn &etitautant
?Etaui»ni.

A
K other Jewiib lood on to-

Aqua Sport

In £iVat
.20 years of experience

A new experience awaits youl

Call or write: Aqua Sport

P.0.8. 306, Eilat

Coral Beach: 4 miles south of

Eilat. Tel. 069-72788

HAIFA

ZENTNER
Tha largest wholesaler and ratsilsr to

reel for handbags, brlflfcsssi.Wltcflia*

and otliar leather goods.

iii

HANDMADE CARPETS

CARPE TS & WAl.J, HANGINGS

10 Gonim St,#‘
, Kiry.it Stuiul -
near

IVLitdii Rest

To
03-401 744!

[
Open 8.30 ami

-6 pm

Storo at 43 Ussishttin St.

Harriot FlaTiarnn

focuB colour labs ltd.

’ tatavfe98dhuneoffet.
eniBatam,! king geotgeet.

The Most Famous Chinese Restaurants in Haifa

PAGODA GHIN UUNG
OPEN FOR LUNCH. & DINNER. AIR-CONDITIONED

1 Bat Gallm Ava.
'

I „
126 H.nassl Ava.

Bat Galim. Haifa . I
Central^! Haifa

Tel. 04-524582 A Tel ' 048 1 308
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CHESS
Elialiu Shahaf

Problem No.3140
A. KOPNIN, USSR

2nd prize. Chess In USSR, 1982

iV’VA v'-v *v«v
.P/r.i %

r

"m mm "ti
m<m m *

pfj-5 ^ |^|wVm'm
<kM -&M &'&.m m it

BAgafijaaft
While males lit three (9-7)

SOLUTIONS, Problem No. 3138
(Ku/ovkov). I.Ngfi Ne3 2,Rcf5 RT:

T5 RhfS 3,Nc5.Rf4 and 4.Rf4, Nc5x;
I.- Ng7 2 Rr-rs Rr:f5, EUi:r5 3.Ro5,f3
and 4.13, Itc5x.

OOI.I) MEDAL FOR RONKN
LEV

Some 134 pluyers from West Ger-
many, Belgium, Luxemburg, Israel,

France, Yugoslavia, Wales and
.Switzerland took part In the

tradilion.il Cadets (players under

15) International held in Paris.

Konen Lev, or llurzliya Hapoel,

finished with a brilliant victory,

scoring the Tull 7 points in the 7-

round Swiss event. Tied for second

were Schulte (West Germany)
Yitzhak Ben Menahem and Alon

Shutman (both from Israel) with 6

points each. Lev's individual

achievement followed the success-

ful appearance of Her/liya Hapoel

Cadets in West Germany, where
they won both their matches, 5-1

over Koln and 3 Vi-2'/j over North

Rhein Westphalia. Captain of the

team and coach was Shiomo
Kandelshcin.

KASPAROV REIGNS SUPREME
IN NIKSIC

GARRY KASPAROV scored a

brilliant victory in the Niksic,

Yugoslavia, Grandmasters' tourna-

ment by coming in first with II

points out of 14 games, a full two
points nheud of Denmark's Bent
l-ursen. Tied for third place were
Boris Spassky and Lajos Portisch,

with 8 points, while Ulf Andersson
and Tony Miles tied for 5th, with 7H
points each.

THE ART OF ISRAELI
COMPOSITION

THE WORK of 24 composers,
some 632 problems and endgames
are assembled in The Art if Israeli

C hest Composition, published on the

eve of the International Composi-

tion Congress in Bat Yam. This

murvcllous document of Israeli

achievements over the last three

decades, both in the national and

inlernalonal arenas, was edited by

Yoel Aloni and Uri Avner. They

have done a fine job in collecting

the cream of Israeli compositions

and presenting them in a technically

impeccable manner. A must for

every composition lover.

SEIRAWAN KASPAROV
I .d4 d5 2.c4 e6 3.Nc3 c5 4.cd5 ed5

5.Nf3 Nc6 6.g3 Nf6 7.Bg2 Be7 8.0-0

0-0 9.Bg5 cd4 !0.Nd4 h6 I LBf6 Bf6

l2.Nb3 d4 !3.Ne4 Be7 14.Rcl Qb6
!5.Nec5 Rd8 !6.Rc4 Bc5 l7.Nc5

Q62 I8 .Qc 2 Qc2 I9.Rc 2 Rb8
20.Rb2 Rd6 2 1 . Rd I b6 22.Nb3 Bb7

23.Rhd2 Rbd8 24.KH Ba6 25.Bc6

Rc6 26.Nd4 Rc5 27. Nb3 Rd2
2K.Rd2 Rc7. 29.Rd8 Kh7 30.Kel

Bc4 31.Kd2 g6 32.Ncl Kg7 33.a3

Kf6 34.e3 Ke7 35.Rd4 Rd7 36.Kc3

Rd4 37,Kd4 b5 38.Nd3 Bd3 39.Kd3

Kd6 40,e4 g5 41 .f4 gf4 42.gf4 Kc5
43,Kc3 u5 44.Kd3 h5 45.H4 b4 46.a4

T6 47T5 Kb6 48.Kc4 Kc7 49.Kd3
KU7 50.Ke3 Kc6 5I.Kd3 Kc5
52.Ke3 b3 53.Kd3 Kb4 54.e5 Ka3l
White resigns.

KORCHNOI, CHRISTIANSEN
SHARE U.S. OPEN

VIKTOR KORCHNOI and U.S.

co-champion Larry Christiansen

Lied for first in Lhe 1983 U.S. Open,
held August 7-20 in Pasadena Ca.

Both scored lOYi-lift, each taking

home 53,250.

KORCHNOI GUREVICH
I.d4 Nf6 2.c4 e6 3.Nc3 Bb4 4.e3

c5 5.Ne2 b6 6.a3 Ba5 7.Rbl Qe7
8.Bd2 0-0 9.Ng3 Na6 lO.dS Nc7 1 1.-

Qr3 Bc3 I2.Bc3 ed5 13.cd5 Re8
I4.NF5

!
Qe4 15;Bf61 Qbl !6.Kd2

Qe4 1 7.Qg3 !
Qd5 18.Kcl g6 19.Nh6

Kftt 20.Qc7 Bb7 2 1 .Bb5 Qe6 22.Qf4.

Black resigns.

BENJAMIN CHRISTIANSEN
I.d4 Nft 2.c4 eb 3.Nf3 d5 4.Nc3

Be7 5.Bg5 0-0 6.e3 Nbd7 7.Rcl a6

8.c5 c6 9.Bd3 b6 I0.cb6 c5 11.0-0

Bb7 1 2.Qe2 Re8 13.Rrdl c4l 14.Bbl

Qb6 1 5.Qc2 g6 ! lb.Rd2 Rac8 l7.Bf4

Ne4 18.Ne4 de4 !9.Ne5 Ne5 20.de5

Bd5 21 .Qdl Rc5 22.Bc2 Rfc8
23.Rbl Rb5 24.b3 c3 25.Rd4 a5 26.-

Qg4 Qcb 27.H4 Rb4 28.h5 Rd4
29.ed4 u4 30.hg6 hg6 31.KH2 ab3
32.ub3 Kg7 33.Bg5 Rh8 34.Kgl Qc7
35.Ral Qd8 36.Be3? Rh4 37.Qe2
Qh8. White resigns.

COUP DE GRACE
While - Kgl; Qh8; Bb2; Nc2,

Ne3; Pa5, c4, d5, g2. (9). Black —
Kg6; Qe2; Rf7; Bc8; Nf4; Pa6, c5,

d6, g4. (9). Black to play.

I. — Qg2! White resigned in view
or 2.Ng2 Ne2 3.KH1 Rfl 4.Kh2 g3x,
or 3.Kh2 g3 4.Khl Rflx. (Ivakin —
Puriov, USSR, 1982).

.
ELEGANT FINISH

While - Khl; Re6; Rfl; Nc6;
Pa2, b2, c3, g2. (8). Black — Kh8;

Rd5, Rf8; Bf4; Pa7, g3, g4 , h6. nt
Black to play.

' ’

1.— Rh5 2.Kg I Be3!3.Re3Rhl

4.

Khl Rflx. (Mcreklishvili^!
Lelunshvili, USSR, 1982).

ENDGAME FINESSE
White — Ke3; Rh7; NO; Pe4 ti

g3. h4. (7). Black — Kb6; Rd8;Nc5-
Ph4, c6, f6. (6). Black to play

1. - Rd3 2,Ke2 RD! 3.KO b3
White resigns. (Kirilov — Domuls
Riga, 1983).

BRILLIANT TOUCH
While - Kg2;Qh4; Rb7;Bf7:»
N:t4; IM3. 12. g3. (8). Black • Kh7
7.14. Black resigns. (Karlsson -Tim-
plny. 1.- lb! 2.gf Bib 3.RI4 (3.Qf4

QI3 Kgb 5.gc6 Bf6 6.Qe4 Ka5
7.(4. Black resigns, (karlsson - Tim-
man, Las Palmas, 1982).

endgame finesse
While - Kb3 ; Rc2 ; Pa5, b6,g2,h3 (6)
Black - Kd3;Rc5;Pc3,f6,h4.(5)]
White could win by continuing
I . Rc3 ! ! (I.Kb4? Kc2 2.Kc5 Kd3
3.b7 c2 4.b8Q clQ 5.Kb6 Qgl,
draw) I.-Kc3 2.Kb4 Rcl 3.a6 Rbl
(3. - Kd4 4.b7! Rbl 5.Ka3 Kc3

5.

Ka2 Rb2 7.Kal Rb6 8.a7, and
wins) 4.Kc5 Rcl! 5.Kd5 Ral 6.a7!

(6.h77 Ru5!) 6. - KaS! 7.Kc6!(7.Kc6
Kc4 8.Kh7 Kb5! and wins) 7. -Ke4!
(7. - Raft S.Kl‘5!) 8.KI6 KI4 9.Kg6
Raft IO.Kh5 Ra5 1 1 .Kh4 Ra61
I2.g3! Kf5 1 3.g4 KI4 I4.g5, etc.

(IJtinskaya — Lenmchko, Bad Kis-

singen, 1982).
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MUSEUM TEL AVIV SERVICES TEL AVIV SERVICES

Beth Hatefutsoth
Nahum Goidmaim Museum of the Jewish Diaspora

Visiting Hours.
Sunday, Monday, Tuaiday from 10 am to B pm.

Museum [a closed on Frldeyi and Saturdays.
• - Children under S are not admitted.

Organized tours must be pre-arranged. Tel. (03) 426161
Sundays to Thursdays from B am to 1 pm.

Permanent Exhibit
The main aspects of Jewish life in the Diaspora, presented through
the most advanced graphic and audio-visual techniques.
unronosphera

people'

8* aUdi° ViSUar disp,ay dflP [ctIn9 the migrations of the Jewish

Exhibitions

Jewish Communities In Spanish Morocco.

- The Jewish Agricultural Experience in the Diaspora.

Jewish Cinematheque
1.

,J

T«I* Mf a Riddle”

- iM* “up,a in NswYork seUs its house and heads for
the. West. Tlielr journey is Interspersed with flashbacks' of their

,
.pest life in their. birthplace In Russia. .

Starring: Brook Adams, Melvyn Douglas, Lila Kedrova
. Directed by Lee Qrqnt,

'

*. Sunday, October 2 at 5 pm.
. M.opday, October 3 at 8.30 pm.
Tuesday,.October 4 ait 6 pm.

: Tbdrsday, October 6 at 8.30 pm. -

/
Theflfm Is In English with Hebrew arid French subtitles. :

'

[

Adrtilsslon feea; IS 120;! IS 90 for Members of Friends
I i

Association.

-
! Courtesy of Bank Leumj Ifrliras!.

ExhibdiorisonTour

W«nd of D|.rb. - Mamas Uvori. Ezor V.v
Ashflod;

f

'•

I the L^rig Brldge -r the meeting of the volunteers from Eretz
!
r
u!?.

6
-^ Holocaust survivors. In the foyer of the Jerusalem

j..‘ Hilton Hotel. October 2 to October 7,

r£cnir
VaoLeh
Hm V»oilil Zioimt Ofym./jiion

Oom. of Ifnrnfjrdiion K, Absorption

WE ARE

A PERSON
TO
PERSON
SERVICE
Sorrwtlma or onodwr you haw thought
bout n tiling In ISRAEL. You haw
woowed II your future might not ba
hire, with you! own paopla.

blllttas. To halpyou dtelde, Whatlwr
your quaitkm is to do with Houilng,-
Immigration, Invaslmant, Business; Em-

w anything «lw

tour^vavu^ohS
,n ,nd «KHJR VA A LEH.Vth,i group of akparti

on *31 aipactt of Immigration, am not a
tacolan, anonymow organlutlon. W*
IffjLSta ,rl,nd"n«* *nd™ riv"vl “ l^swura lor ui tomwtpMpla IntarMtad In ISRAEL. Coma'

Wl,p,ak V»r Imguaga.

AVl
o i2i5ph!l

«MMM1
HAIFA: 8 WMgawood St.

"RVWLEMiBHanySudaSt,.
W-2W22 '

For nwnatloni call: ear rental coi
Rwtrvulon Csntre & Head Ofricc:
Til A»Jr: 74, Peiach Tlkvj Rd., Tat. (03)330128
Hwi Ourlon Airport: {03IB71B04-B. 972323, 24-H Servla.

u!!m
M

«
Klnfl D,vld St- Tal - (02)248091-2-3’ r|Mf«: 146, Jaffa Rd„ Tal. (04)B3aB6B, 624474 G

M«efinaiiSt„(063l33777 B
Ho,a,1: W60)7fll39

Otflea Hourt. Sun.-Thui: 8 AM - 7 PM; Sat: Cloiad.

AtBudget
you’re

For yaara car rental companlet
have been ihaullng about wlio'i

number one. .
Budget ballevea, in any Mrvlce
builnen there li only one
number one: you, the cuitomer.
Budget knowi who countt. And
that's the difference you'll like.— Budget - The laitait growing
ear rental company In the world,

I

Budget
rentacar

PIONEER WOMEN
. TpuH.if Dapartment

Morning Touri .'
:

Call for rajeryatiom:
Tt I - Aylvj - H Istadrut Headquarters

93 Arl(jtoroff Street
Tel, (03) 260096, S31 841 ,

Jifusettit)t 17 streu$ Street -

’

'

. Jel.102) 221631
Tel. (04) 841781 0X1.241

9tlbeif
Zaifo

New models
in a variety

. „ .

of makes
Unlimited mfleage

Poni^le io return car at tha airpon
' '

1HSj!Y,ri(0n S»rbat; .
•

TaL (03) 228023^220^, 226160

\ Wf Albert ZarcoU your

)

personal advisor oh

* all aspects of Red

7 Ealale and Invest-

ment properties ir\ Israel.

If you are Interested in investing In

homo, apartment or villi or if you

prefer to invest in land, phone Albert

Zareo: 484370 or drop by 42 Sokolov

Street In Ramat Mashwon. He speaks

your language - English, SpanU*.

Italian or French.

-CGalei Nechessr
Reaf filiate, houses, villas, plots «nd

businetus.
Special for tourists! Short- end long

term rentals of rooms, flat*, vlhf*-

270 Dlzangoff St., Tal Aviv

Tel.03-245036

The best defence
West

A03 2

cy K 3 2

V 108 6

A g 10 4 2

North

A A K 0

9 9 8 7

- - J 9 7 5

+X76

South

AJ76
V A O J 4

V A K 2

+ J95

Knsi

A 10 8 54
;> 1065

v g 4 3

*AK3

BRIDGE/Hanan Sher^ —

—

ALAN TRUSCOTT was one of Bri-

tain’s best bridge players before he

moved to the United Stales in the

mid-1960s. He is now considered

the best or the newspaper bridge

columnists. His articles appear daily

in The New York Times, und are

widely syndicated, mostly in the

U.S.

In one of his recent columns,

Trascott described a “brilliant

defensive play.” Let us look at the

hands:

North
*J54
VKS72
0K9762
*4

Wart

A 10

V J 10 443
0 Q 10842
A 10 7

East

AKQ6
<?9

0 A J

+AKJ9532
South
4Avn732
VAQ5
OS0 s

*

The bidding, wi. . both vulnerable:

Eut Sorth Wert North

I* 14 Para 24
ZNT 34 Para 44
DM. AH pan

AFTER OPENING the hostilities

with a one-club call and bidding

strongly ail the way, East doubled

the final four-spade contract.

The opening lead was the dub
ten, won by Bast’s king. At first

glance, it seems that South can now
make his contract, ruffing two club

losers in dummy, and at some point

running the spade jack from dum-

my, to “smother” the singleton ten

in the West hand. (It should be

pointed out that the singleton ten in

the West hand is the only 3-1 spade

break that South can handle.) Now
Solith will lose only one diamond,

one spade and one club.

: : "Routine defence” will allow

• South tb do just that. But East had
• another Idea. At Trick Two, he led

the spade six. South stuck to his

Original plan, by letting it run to the

jack: At this point, according to

Truscott’s analysis, “he could; no

longer make his contract.”

:TruscriU says that South ttow!

.
entered his hand with'a heart to ruff

a club, and led a second heart

toy/ards his other fyonouf, But East

IftUDAY,^SEPTEMBER 3®, ljWJ

ruffed with a spade honour and \

played the other one, losing to *

South’s ace but drawing dummy's I

last spade. Now South still had to <

lose r diamond and another club, 1

and went down one.

THAT’S certainly true, as far as it

goes. But there is another way to

make the contract. It all begins

back at Trick Two, after East has

“put" South in dummy with Mb low

spade play. South can — perhaps

even should — realize that East is

attempting to “kill" dummy's ruff-

ing power, and that entries to hand

arc hard to come by. So at Trick

Three, he should lead a low dia-

mond from dummy.

On the bidding, East is clearly

marked with the diamond ace. But

he need not hold the queen as well.

And ir he doesn’t. East reasonably

can read South Tor the singleton dia-

mond queen. If he does, and rises

with the uce. South has found a

parking place for the second dub

loser on the diamond king.

And even if East plays the jack,

South has a chance on the current

layout. East’s best return after winn-

ing the diamond jack would be the

spade king, won by South’s ace.

Now a club can be ruffed with dum-

my’s remaining trump, and another

diamond Jed from dummy. The ace

must be played, for South to ru».

And now a heart to dummy s bag

>
provides an entry to the good king

of diamonds. It now matters not

, whether East ruffe with the master

i trump or nbt; either way, South can

t discard that last club like a hot

- potato, and make his contract,

i Nor does any other defence work,

e A heart return merely reverses the

n other or things, allowing South to

e ruff two diamonds as entries to tus

n hand, and to ruff two clubs with

i, dummy’s two spades.

THE OTHER hand we’il report on

Say can be centered .neither

‘•brilliant" nor "speclacular Bnt rt

;a worthy of nols, mainly because t

Hisolavs the attention to detail

thich is the muff or bridge .uccea.

North-South were playing 16-18

point opening one no-trUmps, ana

ffh wisely declined^his partner^

game invitation since he held a bare

' minimi The opening l^d v^tbe

“natural" club deuce, won by Easts

The bidding:

South West North East

1NT Pass 2NT Pass

Pus Para I

uce. Next came the king of clubs, I

und a small club to South’s jack and I

West's queen.
|

When West cashed the 13th club, I

everyone had to discard. For
j

declarer, a pitch Tram dummy was
|

no problem — a small heart was I

played. East also discarded a heart. I

and South pitched a spade.

Now West wus on lead. He could

virtually "count" the distribution I

and high-cards in the unseen hands.
|

Let’s follow his reasoning. I

South had a minimum 16-point I

no-trump, since he had not gone on
j

to game. Dummy had eight points, 1

and he had started with seven. That

left his partner with exactly nine

high-card points, of which he had

already shown seven in the ace and

king of clubs. East, therefore, held I

one of the red queens (or possibly I

,

the jacks of hearts and spades). I

Now about the distribution. West I

knew ihut the club suit was divided I

t
4-3-3-3. But what were South’s I

j other ten cards?
J

s It seemed likely that South had a

s balanced hand, with a four-carder

ir in either hearts or diamonds. He I

g hud discarded one spade, so be I

s probably did not have four of them I

- ip start with. And he had not dis- I

d carded a diamond, which would

k have been safe with his four-card I

i- holding in dummy. So he must have I

four hearts, probably to the ace-
|

ly queen-jack. (Another clue was
|

ut Eust’s heart discard, probably not I

I| from a holding he had to protect.) I

ly If his analysis was correct, it wm
a- dangerous for West to lead a small

es spade, which South could run

a around to his jack. That would give

ib him eight tricks— two hearts, even

with the losing finesse; three
|

;k, spades; and the ace-king of dia-

inf monds. „ I

in- But the queen of spades was a I

he “safe" lead. Even though it would

:e. promote the jack in declarer s hand

m- to the status of a winner, there was

lor no separate entry to dummy which

ice would allow him to cash the jack

iff. and king separately. So the queen of

ng spades was led, won by dummy s

ing king, with East discarding a high-

tot spade to indicate that partner bad
J

ter “struck gold.”

•an Now declarer was finished. He

hot lost the heart finesse to West s king,

and another spade was returned to

irk. the king.
. ,

.. .

the Declarer played the diamond

to jack from dummy, in a vain attempt

his to smother the doubleton ten In the

rith West hand. But East had been

counting too, and went straight up

with the queen. Declarer could now

ton cash three hearts and two dia-

ther monds. but West had no problem

ut it hanging on to the diamond ten for

seit the setting trick
,

.

etail It’s true that a heart lead at Trick

:ess. Five would bring about the same

6-18 result. South could win the jack,

and and end-^lay West with the ace and

ler’s a small heart. But even then. West

bare would have to play the queen of

X spades if the defence was to makd

last's six tricks. .

u
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The
Tiberias

Club Hotel
&

Eilat Club Hotel
Time Sharing Resorts

In Israel
,

offer you luxurious

holiday homes with
full hotel services.

Economical.
PracticaLClassy.

i i
1 '.I, :

'fill

I You’re invited to join \
m

our hospitality program in

Eilat & Tiberias for a
long week-end for only

$109 (+vad per couple.

I ^

dub notch
1 EjJ-I fl f » *

JERUSALEM: Tel. 02-127931

HAIFA: Tel. 04-87628

TIBErIaS INFORMATION DESK AT PLAZA HOTEL
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Till: MAGISTERIAL American
Jewish Year Rook, now in its 83rd
year, lias lung since received
recognition as an authoritative
reference work. Its annual surveys
of developments in certain aspects
of U.S. Jewry and uf selected com-
inunities elsewhere, its

ik'ino.iiraphic information and its

U.S. Jewish directory, constitute a

staple and reliable guide. The
"plum" in each volume is its in-

troductory articles on misfcel-

lancoiH themes.
This year, it presents four such

studies, all hated on questionnaire
surveys. The conclusions are often

of areal interest but there remains a

danger til over-reliance on, and
reading too much into, such sur-

v«
.
s. Where polls can be checked

completely (as in elections), they
have sometimes proved drastically

in error, and the same possibility

must lurk even in conclusions
regarding Jewish identity. With this

reservation — and the hope that the

American Jewish Year Book will

revert to other approaches in its

feature articles - - it must be said

that the tendencies discerned in

these four articles stnnd to reason,
even if often they only confirm the
obvious conclusion reached induc-
tively.

Till: FIRST two studies relate to

religious life in Israeli Calvin
Ooldsclieider and Dov Friedlander

of the Hebrew University examine'

"Religiosity Pntterns in Israel.”

This is u difficult article for the non-
specialist to read (unlike the

others), and suffers from the use of

sociological jargon which is not in

place in a work for the general

public. (Sample sentence:
"Although the overall cohort data

provide no evidence of religious-

secular polarization for the total

Jewish population, an examination
of the religious and secular ex-

tremes among Israel's ethnic sub-

populations qualifies that con-
clusion”.)

Rased on 3,000 interviews with a

rundoni sample of Israel's urban
population, its conclusions ore not

unexpected. There is a decline in

religious observance from genera-
tion, to generation (least marked in

kashrut observance). There arc
strong contrasts, with Jews from
Moslem lands maintaining a higher

religiosity than the Europcan-bor.n

(most marked in the use of the

ntfkwh); .
these distinctions lessen

with Israeli-born generations,

mostly through the diminution in

religiosity among those of Afro-

A hardy annual

AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR
BOOK 1983 edited by Milton Him-
melfarb and David Singer. New
York, The American Jewish Com-
mittee, and Philadelphia, The
Jewish Publication Society of
America. 436 pp. $23.50.

Geoffrey Wigoder

Asian origin. The higher the educa-
tion, iho greater the likelihood of
secularization, but in any case all

ethnic groups show increased
secularization. Of those inter-
viewed, 14% call themselves
religious, 14% moderately religious,

38% moderately secular and 35%
secular.

TH E SECON D 1 survey, by = Dr.
:Ephruim Tsttory of Bar-lian
University, presents a social and
religious profile of Reform, and
Conservative Judaism in Israel. This
excellent article supplements the
statistical Information with a

historical account and sqcial

analysis that examines the main
problems.

Tavory puts the number of
Israelis leading a non-secular life-,

style at 75%, so that the number

who huve been attracted to Reform
and C onservalive Judaism, even al-

lowing for their late start, is sur-

prisingly low. Out of 6,000 syn-

agogues in Israel, only some 40
(representing 2,000 families) are

Reform- and Conservative-
nfflliutcd. He notes that there is less

social pressure in Israel than in the

U.S. in pushing Jews in the direc-

tion of the more liberal religious

denominations, and that in the U.S.

the Reform and Conservative
movements are vehicles for ethnic

as well us religious identification.

Conservative Judaism has caught on
in Israel more than Reform; it has

30 congregations, all but three hav-
ing been founded since 1970. Of the

12 Reform congregations, eight
were founded before 1970. The
Conservative members tend to be
younger than the Reform, of
American origin rather than or the
European origin of many Reform
members, and of a higher social

status. (The Conservatives have at-

tracted an element of young, social-

ly mobile Israelis.)

To improve its image, the Conser-
vative movement in Israel calls itself

Mesorati (traditional), in fact, this

nume — like “Conservative” —. is

misleading. They recall the story

BY 1942 the steadily increasing

number of Jewish partisans in

Volhynia and Polesi had mnde a
definite contribution to the Russian
war-effort. The Red 1 Army suc-
ceeded in slowing down the

: German onslaught; and (he in-
vader's long lines ofcommunication
became a permanent headache for
him.

The Soviet and Jewish- partisans
were particularly effective in the

1

wide swamps and forests area over!
which the Germans exercised only
sporadic control. The Germans
engaged the help of

!
local fascist

bodies among the Ukrainians, and
enlisted other allies, also— Riima-
nians, Hungarians, even
Norwegians. But when; thp local
population realized that the Nazis
might soon crumble, the partisans’
task became much ’Busier.

* • ;.
* -n • V .

. Regrettably, the true, extent of
the Jewish partisan contribution will

never be known. The Nazis, (he
Russians n.rtd the- Uk ran Ians were,
always-,unwilling., to gjyo the Jews

Death in the forest
—————

—

•

JEWISH PARTISANS: A there were several reasons why they
Documentary of Jewish Resistance in wouldn’t disclose their real identitv
Ilia Knvlal T Inlftn n..J» UI..U UI nn<4 «kai. ..... -

JEWISH PARTISANS: A
Documentary of Jewish Resistance in

the Soviet Union During World War
II. Compiled and edited bv Jack 1

Nussan Porter with the assistance of.

. Yehuda Merlin. University Press of

America. Two vols.: 294 and 296 pp.
Price noL staled. .

Alexander Zvielli

much credit for underground ac-
tivities. • ,

;

j pWS, made . desperate by the
German programmo of extermina-
tion; quickly changed from mild and !

. frightened, people into . hJapliite.

-persons who felt they had npjhjtig (6
lose,- They also prbved .tfiemselvi-
able to, vMhsUnd the rigours of a

.
severef. el i matc^ ‘and

;
of

,f6 rests,

swamps and hunger.' HowcYer,

and their successes were often
ascribed to others.

• The Jewish partisan might have
been more intelligent and enterprise

.
inS than his geiftile comrade, yet
Ukrainians; were ' the commanders.
The Jews were exposed tb two-fold
danger for "Some of them wire
murdered by their own gentile com-
rades. Thousands or them perished

.without trace.

i
JACK NUSSAN' PORTER and his

ij
8

?Wnt ®
; Merlin have:

:

through,Co| |Cctmg ; and editing In
English some remarkable docu-
ments on^ thq, activities

J

of Jewish
partisans

\f\ the So^et Unlon. Lat-
ivia,. Ukraine, and -Ybihynia. These
co lootions represent an important

&!. pari of, phr national heritage,; -

.

; .

Port
.®r

.!f
a ^oiplbgist.lwho' Wa^

about the man who was asked how

his wife was, and who responded:

"Compared to whom?" The word

“Conservative” is relevant in rela-

tion to Reform; it is obviously in-

accurate vis-a-vis Orthodoxy. In

Israel, Mesorati may apply in com-

parison with Reform (and also with

American Conservatism though

thin was hardly the intention) but

congregations in which inen und

women sit together arc hardly

Mesorati.

ANOTHER PROBLEM is justify-

ing maintenance of two separate

movements in Israel instead of a uni-

fied "Progressive Judaism." To
some extent, this question is rele-

vant in the U.S. where — whatever

the ideological differences at the

lop — there is little to choose

between the two groups of con-

gregants. In Israel, the Conser-

vatives arc reluctant to be tarred

with Reform non-halachtc prac-

tices; they fear that this will com-
promise whatever recognition they

have achieved with the Orthodox.

Tavory finds both Conservative

and Reform in Israel targely ethnic-

oriented with basically
homogeneous backgrounds. They
have had hardly any success in at-

tracting Israelis of Asian-Africnn or

even Latin American backgrounds.
They want to be seen us indigenous

hut their affiliation (and much of
their finance) derives from abroad.

Their members have a high
educational level, with five times ns

many college-educated as in the

general population. Native Israelis

tend to join because or their parents

or through a marriage. Some have
encountered the movement while
abroad, others arc attracted by the

harmitzvah and haimiivah prepara-
tion and ceremonies. On the other
hand, only half Ihe children con-
tinue their parents' affiliution when
they grow up — indeed, among
those who no longer live at home,
only 27% of Reform and 42% of
Conservative children attend syn-
agogues of the same denomination
as their parents.

THE OTHER two surveys in the
Yearbook relate: to U.S. Jewry. The
"National Survey or American

- Jews," by Steven M. Cohen of ihe
City University of New York,
provides stimulating information
although the methodology is far
front satisfactory (1,700 question-
naires sent to people with Jewish
names in telephone directories, of
whom 700 replied). Here are some
of the findings:

36% were Conservative, 26%

born in Rovne after the war, but
was brought up and educated in
America. He graduated from North
Western University and founded
The Journal of the History of
Sociology, He has lectured widely in
America, and has had a dis-
tinguished record of work for the
American Jewish community.

His late father, Irving Porter, was
once, better known as Yisrhcl
Putchik. His nickname among the
partisans was Zalonka, Yisrael was
one or .the commanders of the
famous, “Kruk" (Raven) Division,
Which was led by the Ukrainian par-
tisan 'leader Nikolai Konishuk. He

fn ,h \T^ ^y8eh M*rin - bought
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Reform, 6% Orthodox, 32% Unaf.

filiated.

Religious practices include Seder
services (kept by 77%), Hanukka
candles (67%), Yam Kippur (50%)
Sabbath candles (22%), meat and
milk ( 1 5%), not working on SabbHih
(5%).

50% were synagogue-affiliated;
50% contributed to UJ A/Federation
annually.

37% had visited Israel (which
compares to 16% in a 1970 study but
approximates to other recent polls).

Asked how many or their closest

friends were Jews, 40% said "AH*'
22% "Most."
On Israel, 81% disagreed with the

statement that each American Jew
should give serious thought to sett-

ling in Israel, whereas 83% said that, if

Israel were to be destroyed, it would
he one of their greatest personal

tragedies. 71% felt that Israel’s

future was not secure, and 76% that

Jews should not vole for political

Candida Les unfriendly to Israel. 74%
reject negotiations with the PLO,
and 64% agree that a West Bank

Slate could endanger Israel, in

general, 23% could be classified as

doves while 74%. think Israel’s

policies are about right. Concern
Tor Israel was weakest among the

younger, the belter educated and

the more assimilated. As the

liberalism or the respondents in-

creases, their concern for Israel

declines; their liberalism is not in-

compatible with pro- Israeli feeling

hut restrains their support for cer-

tain hardline policies from Israel.

Asked about the major problems

confronting American Jewry, the

most serious were seen as Israeli

security and American anti-

semitism. 62% rejected the proposi-

tion that all positions of influence in

America were open to Jews. In U.S.

politics, 66% declared themselves

L) e in o e r a t s and only 1 1 %
Republicans.

Despite the questjumibility of the

methodological basis, the results

obtained arc highly feasible, and

could well reflect, in general terms,

American Jewish altitudes.

The final survey, analysing Jewish

data in national (iullup polls, con-

tains few surprises. It notes, forex-

ample, that the percentage of Jews

in the American population is drop-

ping. their average age is older,

more 11ml a career in education,

fewer in manual lahour, and virtual-

ly none in agriculture. The main

value of this dam is to provide a

check on other demographic

sources. In any case, by now the

trends and patterns are clear. O

Dcr Ernes Jewish Publishing House.

The Stalinist purges of the Jewish

leadership and of the Jewish intel-

lectuals, in the period preceding thc

Doctors' Plot, prevented the.book s

distribution. Several copies of this

edition were not impounded, and it

was brought out in Israel in a

Hebrew edition by the late jour-

nalist Benyamin West, with the title

Heym Hayu Rabi/n. (They Were

Many: Jewish Partisans in the

Soviet Union during World War tl)»

Tel Aviv Labour Archives Press.,

The second collection included in

the Porters' anthology is another

Israeli publication: K’Oranm
Gavahii; Partlsantm YehujiM

Beya'arot Volhynia (Like Pines They

Grew: Jewish Partisans in tje

Forests of Volhynia) edited

Nathan Liven in 1980. Both collec-

tions have been supplemented oy

additional materia). A large number

of researchers, translators and map-

makers made this anthology
ble. It is a valuable addition to tne

increasing number of books abou

the Jewish partisans-. -
•
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A FULL DECADE after the Yom
Kippur War, Israelis are still not in

agreement about the proper lessons

lo be drawn from that conflict, nor

about the choice of intellectual

tools for proper national decision-

making that would prevent the

recurrence of Yom Kippur-type sur-

prises.

The Agranat Commission, in us

celebrated and much debated

report on the outbreak of the war,

focused in large measure on the

failure of military intelligence to

foresee the onset of the war and to

issue an early enough warning ubout

its coming. The point was made that

the Egyptians, through concealment

and deception, had managed to pull

the wool, as it were, over the IDF's

eyes, thus scoring an almost com-

plete surprise. The traumatic im-

pact of that surprise has, it is true,

not dissipated to this day.

Zvi Lanir, in a ground-breaking

study on the crisis of national intel-

ligence, grants that there was an ele-

ment of what he terms “situational

surprise” in the failure to read the

enemy's signals correctly on the eve

of the war. He contends, however,

that what should worry Israelis

more profoundly, and what escaped

the notice of the Agranat Commis-

sion, is the "fundamental surprise"

revealed by the war. This had its

origin in the failure of Israel’s own

strategic doctrine to keep in tune

with changing realities. It was, in

other words, a matter of self-

deception.

The military doctrine current at

the time was abstracted from the ex-

periences of 1956 and 1967. It did

not allow for the possibility that

Egypt, which tacked the resources

for winning a decisive military vic-

tory over Israel, would nevertheless

choose lo go to war merely to gain a

limited success on the battlefield,

which could later be translated into

political advantage. Nor did the

doctrine allow that, after the in-

evitable retreat early in the war of

thc regular forces in the south and

in the north, the IDF would find it

impossible to stage, even with the

aid »r freshly arrived reserves, a

simultaneous counter-attack on
both the Egyptian and thc Syrian

CLEANING OUT the chicken

coops, taking one’s turn in the

dining-room rota-day-to-day life

on a kibbutz can often be far from

lyrical. Yet a visitor who arrives late

on a summer afternoon, and sees

the interplay of light and shadow on

the lawns, the houses settling back

in the quiet serenity of the place

during those inuted hours before

Sabbath, the way the entire scene

appears to have retreated to some
still, suspended moment in lime...

anypne who has noticed this will

recognize immediately the mood of

Gilead’s poetry; his symbolist
images, his allusive shifts.

Brought up on Kibbutz Bin

Harod, and witness to the amazing
transformation of the Gilboa from a

wasteland and swamp into “green
and flowering farmland,” Zerubavel
(as he is known) could in many
senses be called a child of nature,

not. least of all in the
Wordsworthian. Wordsworth wrote

; On Poems of the Fancy XX):

• Vain Is the glory of the sky.

The beauty rain of field and

V gfave:

• Unless, while with admiring eye

fi'f gbit, we also team to love.

\ .
Choosing from the best in lyrical

' traditions* In vl Pomegranate Tree In

V = Zerubavel gazes at nature

With;: a jovifig eye, and is able To
'., .-. communicate ,thb Mever. renewing

Self-deception

HAHAFTA’A HABESISIT —
MODI’IN BEMASHBER (Fun-

dsmentat Surprise — The National

Intelligence Crisis) by Zvi Lanir.

Hakihiitz Hameuhad/The Centre

for Strategic Studies, University of

Tel Aviv. 213 pp. No price stated.

Mordechai Nessiyahu

fronts. Yet that is what accounted

for the unexpected length of the

ALTHOUGH the writing of the

book was completed before the

launching of the war in Lebanon,

Lnuir's conceptual framework is

easily applicable lo that war as well.

Israel was in possession of the ful-

lest situational intelligence about

the PLO in Lebanon, as well as

iihout the Syrians, und certainly

about the Lebanese Christians. Yet

Israel's military doctrine, which led

to that self-initiated war, remained

fundamentally flawed. The com-

pleteness of racluul information

could not make up for the almost

total lack or genuine strategic un-

derstanding.

In Lanir's book, fundamental sur-

prise is not. however, confined to

war. The author analyses Anwar

Sadat’s peace journey to Jerusalem

as itself a variety of fundamental

surprise. The Egypliun leader's in-

itiative came to Israelis as a bolt —
although admittedly a welcome bolt

— from the blue because the basic

conditions which gave rise lo it had

not been duly investigated.

Dr. Zvi Lanir, an aluf (res.) in

military intelligence, is currently

senior researcher in Tel Aviv

University's Centre for Strategic

Studies. After the Yom Kippur War
he helped set up the Centre for

Political Research and Planning at

the Foreign Ministry, In line with

one of the recommendations of the

Agranat Commission. In this

trenchantly argued, keenly original

study, however, Lanir suggests that

what the country needs today is

something better than just another

information-gathering agency,

which would merely reinforce the

conventional ofTieiul wisdom.

Lanir dues not underestimate the

importance of information gather-

ing as such, nor does he slight the

contribution made by thc tools of

modern technology, such as com-
puters. and by statistical-analytical

methods to the improvement of in-

telligence at the level of situational

understanding. What he denies is

rather that “the truth" is itself

embedded in information, and that

fuller and more reliable information

would by itself assure safer predie3

tion.

The most complete information

about a given subject, he says, can-

not prevent undesirable surprise,

und in order lo get at the bottom of

complex processes taking place in a

shifting “space of occurrence”

theorizing is essential.

WHAT LANIR urgues for, then, is

a move from analytical to synthetic

and from inductive lo deductive

reasoning in the field of intel-

ligence. He proposes a holistic-

theoretical approach which, he

believes, would alone make it possi-

ble lo view the "adversary" and the

"seir as a single unit.

Some of the most crucial issues to

have faced Israeli intelligence over

the years, Lanir points out, could

not have been resolved through ex-

clusive reliance on factual inform a-

lion.

Such, for example, were the is-

sues debated within the intelligence

community before the Yom Kippur

War: Would Sadat reconcile himself

lo the status quo which Israel was

trying to force on him? Would he

start it war despite Egypt's
demonstrable military inferiority

vis-a-vis Israel? Was the credibility

of the IDFs deterrent being main-

tained?

But such, Loo, are the issues with

which Israeli intelligence has had to

grapple more recently: Would the

forma! peace treaty with Egypt

produce in lime a normal pattern of

relationships between the Israeli

and Egyptian peoples? Would a

A child of nature
A POMEGRANATE TREE IN

JERUSALEM: Poems by Zerubavel

Gilead translated and introduced

by Dorothea Krook. Hakibbutz

Hameuchad, Tel Aviv. 93 pp. Price

not stated.

Aloma Halter

sense of wonder" (translator s in-

troduction) with great directness of

appeal. Birds, flowers, trees —
Zerubavel has developed his idiom

through nature. His poetry is sym-

bolist not only in its apprehension oF

reality through the senses, but also

by using the freer and more fluid

forms of vers llbre.

TRADITIONALLY thc lyric form

(despite its affinity to music) Is a

vessel into which can be poured a

variety of poetic modes. To mention

only the outstanding masters of this

form: Ovid1

*
lyrics were an urban-

dweller’s celebration or rural Italy;

Herbert, in 17th century England,

used the lyric form to explore a pas-

sionate relationship between man

and God; and Marvell paid homage

to the traditions of the form while

simultaneously alerting one to the

political tensions and military cpn-

flicls or his time. It is a form capable

of expressing considerable intellec-

tual range succinctly; which is not

to say the import need be simple.

From within this range, Zerubavel

restricts his use of the form mainly

to its celebratory functions.

In contemporary Israeli folk-

songs we are used to the pure

celebration of parts of the country,

' but in modern Hebrew poetry this is

rarer. Yet, even In this branch of the

genre., one could make the distinc-

tion between celebrating nature,

commenting on it, or merely

recording it. There comes a point at

which saying — even In delicate,

varied and poetic ways — Isn t

Nature wonderfull" can become

either simplistic or repetitive. The

impulse to pastoral must con-,

eomilantly express the world that

thirsts for that idyllic place or time.

So; too, the lyric, in order to

preserve its ease and beauty, should

allow one to sense that which is out-

side it, foreign to.il. One has the

Impression that Zerubavel has been

slightly seduced by the lyric

pastorhl, rather than gaming the ad-

vantage over It. 'That he has, m
Marvell's words, been “Insnar’d

with Flow’rs...”; or, to put it more

Palestinian entity, even u Palesti-

nian stale, in the West Bank prove

an irredentist threat lo Israel's very

existence, or could it rather spell

the end of the Israeli-Palestinian cy-

cle of violence?

In contending with such issues,

the author observes, the mere ac-

cumulation of facts may not only be

irrelevant lo strategic under-

standing. but is even apt to distort

proper evaluation. The vital link

between information and evaluation

is forged not through "situational

reasoning," which scorns iheory-

making us redundant and even

harmful, but through “fundamental

reasoning," which resorts to

mediating theoretical assumptions

and makes extensive use of insight,

imagination and intuition.

"Fundamental reasoning," ac-

cording to Lanir, is the hullmark of

fundamental intelligence research.

The purpose of such research,

however, is not to produce abstract

theories for their own sake but to

assist the policy-maker in guiding

thc nation's destiny.

THE TEST of successful intel-

ligence is its ability to provide an

early enough warning of possible

untoward developments. But

whereas situational intelligence has

discharged its function by caution-

ing against possible action by an

adversary, fundamental intelligence

goes further to admonish the policy-

maker about the possible impact of

his own actions. By taking advan-

tage of fundamental intelligence

research, the policy-maker should

be able to shape an initiatory as

contrasted with a purely relative

•policy.

Thus, starting with the concrete

case of the surprise of the Yom Kip-

pur War, Lanir draws a significant

distinction between the
methodologies and uses of

situational and fundamental
national intelligence. Buttressed as

it is with a wealth of illustrations

nnd supporting evidence from social

science literature, this short but

Lhouglu-provoking book should

stimulate wide-ranging discussion of

the role of fundamental as opposed

to situational reasoning.

j

it-'

directly, from a middle stanza of

that poem:

Mean while the Mind, from
Pleasure less.

Withdraws into its happiness...

Annihilating all that’s made
To a green Thought hi a green

Shade.

Zerubavel hasn't’ confronted the

problem or the "child-like" in-

herent in this form — which had

been so aptly solved In Herbert's

devotionnl poems by having the

“child" address Goa, the Father.

Zerubavel's / can be curiously

static, seif-enclosed.

THE'QUESTION is really whether

he is at all tiqies electing to use the

lyric, or sometimes just slipping into

it, as into a very comfortable

medium. Some of the poems in this
.

volume are so restrained, that they

almost seem to renounce passion

and involvement, withdrawing from

the public arena into an intensely

private vision. (Quite a long way

from the Zerubavel who wrote the

rousing anthem of the War of

Independence; "Shir Hapalmach.”)

One : wonders if this retreat can be

thought of in the same way that

Ovid used to retreat from Rome to
‘

his country seat, or whether it is a

form or escapism. At what cost, to

Zerubavel's poems, has the calm

been achieved, and to what extent

has the stripping away of ,tension

within his expression also con-

stituted a denudation of essential

areas of creative conflict?

There arc times when this very

renunciation accords with the mes-

sage of the poem. "The Thrush" was

an elegy written to commemorate
the eleven members of Ein Harod

who fell in the Yom Kippur War,

and was read out to an assembly of

the entire kibbutz. The poem moves

from the particularity of grief

towards expression of perennial

loss, with the ever-present need, in

this country, to come to terms with

the tragic, in the aourse of daily life:

/Ij- the old peasant from
Vesuvius

returns to his field

returns

and returns.

when the fire dies down,

and ploughs...

Within the context that
Zerubavel writes lie shows that his

'green Thought in a green Shade*.

—

although necessarily self-restricting

in Us scope — can be refreshing in

its purity and radiance.

Dorothea Krook (a world;

authority on Tragedy and Henry

James) has brought the richness*, ofi

her critical sensibility to the "in-

troduction and translation!. Her in-

. traduction is one of those .
rare

.

prefaces that one reads beforeThe
poems, and then, after finishing,

returns to for the delight of savour-

ing a sharply honed intelligence.
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A review of arts

and letters in Israel

NUMBER 55 AVAILABLE SOON!

the 1983-84 ARIEL senes will begin with

ARIEL number 55. which will In? published

shortly l| will incluilo the fallowing fre tun's

A chapter horn Late Divorces.

by A.B. Yehoshua

Poetry by Oan Pagla. Ittamar Yaoz-Kost

and others

\ short story by Ahoron Appolfeld

YhiI Veslmni as an Art Museum, hy

Joseph Llshanaky

Nature Proieclion m Israel, hy Jo soph Shedur

The Kol Uamania Dance Group, by Dora Sowden

Now in its twenty-first yenr of publication. ARIEL is published

throe tiniuu a year. Each issuo. in English. French, German
and Spanish oditions. is fully illustrated with 1 6 colour pages
and many black-and-white plates, printed on high-quality art

chrome paper. ARIEL is published and distributed by The
Jerusalem Post. (Note: The 1982-83 ARIEL series is also

available es a set. or as individual issues.)

To ordet your subscription to ARIEL, fill out the form below
and send it together with your payment, to ARIEL P.O.Box
3349, Jerusalem. Make cheques payable to The Jerusalem
Post.

ARIEL. P.O.Box 3349. Jerusalem
Pubfishad and distributed by The Jerusalem Post

Please start my subscription to ARIEL for 1983-84, beginning
with issue number 55 (three issues)

IS 1120 in Israel. IS 1300 overseas.

Please send me the 1982-83 ARIEL series es a set (numbers
52— 54)

IS 1120 In Israel. IS 1300 oversees

Please send me the following individual issue (s):

IS 413 each in Israel. IS 530 each oversees

Name (please prim) „

Address Phone
City Postcode *

Pncaa are subieci to change. The prices noted above will be honoured until Septem-
ber 30. 1983.
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YAD IZHAK BEN-ZVI

JERUSALEM
Jerusalem and Eretz-Israel in

The Second Temple Period
Course coordinator: Sr, Isaiah Gafnl

A series of bi-weekly lectures, supplemented by study tours
will be riven by noted university scholars and will be
conducted In ENGLISH. *

flie lectures will cover aspects of social end political history,
Jewish thought and literary development, archaeology,
geography, art and architecture.
The programme of 16 meetings will run from November 9; 1BB3
through May 23, 1984.
TIME and PLACE: Every Second WEDNESDAY from 5 p.m. to 8 45

?
.m.

AD IZHAK BEN-ZVI, ' entrance after No. 12
. Abarbanel Street, Reliaylai

COST: IS 2 800 per person (an additional minimal fee
Will be charged for bus tours).

A detailed programme and a participant's card will be mailed unon
registration,

,

Please remit your payment to Yad Izhak Ben-Zvl, P.O.B. 7680
Jerusalem (Tel. 838201). Specify olearly . mil name, address and
telephone. • :

Participants^- entitled ta«n 25% discount on the price of
The Jerusalem Cathedra (en Eoglish languege publication

•
• , on the history qf grata Israel):
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BETTER TO BE LATE
> THAN TOE LATE

DRIVE SAFELY

Criminal briefs
IT IS rarely now that one reads a

gum) new mystery or thriller. Often,

ii seems that the best books have

been written.

So one mirst be thankful for the

occasional reprints — of Chandler,

Edgar Wallace and (he other oldies.

Here is a reprint of Deadline at

Dawn hy Cornell Woolrich (Ballan-

tinc. S2.25) (in 1944 it was first

printed under his pseudonym Wil-

liam Irish).

The theme is classic-romantic;

niiiji-oii-run meets hard-bitten

il.iiicc hull girl. Love, And an at-

tempt to nail a killer before the

police nail the man for a murder he

did not comi nil.

The tough prose is slightly

leathery hut there are Inis of good

lines, if you like this son of thing.

"Plenty crowded here tonight." .

“...Yuli."

I le tried again. "Is it always as

crowded as it is tonight?"

“No. after it closes it's empty."

“...site didn’t have to be
agreeable to him, all she had to do
was dance with him. His ten cents

just covered footwork, not vocal ex-

ercise."

HIS AUNTS sufhmon Scotland

Yard Superintendent Merle
Capricorn to New York in F.G.

Winslow's The Rockefeller Gift

(Fontana, £1.75). There he's in-

volved in the murder of two British

diplomats, as well as family feuding,

and his holiday (urns into
nightmare.

But not quite nightmare, as that

conjures up something powerful

and frightening, whereas this book
droops and flounders from page
one.

ELMORE LEONARD’S Split

Images (Avon, S2.95) is somewhat
improbable in plot, but carries well

and, in parts, is very well written.

Playboy Robbie Daniels, a psy-

chopathic kilter, guns down with

deep pleasure anyone he doesn't

lake a fancy to, and Detroit cop

Benny Morris

Bryan Nolan tries to plumb the

depths and learn all. He is helped by

Angela Nulan, a journalist who in-

terviews playboy millionaires, but

who is deep over her head in this

one. Sonic of the action is- fast, and

.snippets of dialogue are even faster.

IN PARTS, Peregrine by William

Bayer (Corgi, £1.50) is quite

riveting. A psychotic bird-lover

trains a lalcon to kill people by

knocking them down and ripping

out their jugular. A woman TV
reporter, who's witnessed the first

assault, embarks on the hunt.

Along the way, the media set up a

duel between ihe falcon and his

"manager," and a hawk-eagle and

his Japanese controller. Needless to

say, the falcon gnaws his way
iliruugh the aerial battle and limps

home safely to base, while Yoshiru

Nakamura, shamefaced, takes the

plunge with harakiri. Justice, even-

tually, will out.

RALPH GLENDINNING’S The
Ultimate Game (New English
Library. £ 1 .75) has at least one thing

to recommend it: a very efficient

psychopathic murderer. Bomb, gun,

snake, electrocution, crucifixion —
he uses them all as a small
American town trembles and braces
itself for what feels like an endless

onslaught of death.

The killer seems to have no
motive other than to shame .the in-

vestigators. But justice outs’ in the

end, and a long, somewhat wearing
read concludes.

I also found Nicolas Freeling's

new book. The Back of the North
Wind (Heinemann, £7.95) very
wearing. It has Inspector Castang
solving the murder of n dis-

membered young womnn found in

the woods.

Once one of my favourite mystery
writers, Freeling's prose has
become viscous, impenetrable, fill-

ed with mind-diverting, often un-
interesting, sometimes unintelligi-

ble, descriptions, and psychological
Asides.

In his initial, Inspector van der
Valk scries, Freeling gave us a good
portrait of Holland and the Dutch,
together with good plots and
characterization. Cnstang's stream

of consciousness makes heavy de-

mands on ihe reader, and it is a solid

achievement to hold on to the

thread of the plot. However, there

are some interesting characters, and
intermittent flashes of wit.

OWEN SE LA's latest, Triple Factor

(Fontana. £1.75) has an extraor-

dinarily complex plot. It includes a

35-ycar-uld legacy (which might

help solve the world’s energy
problem) of a Nazi-collaboruting

millionaire; a Soviet conspiracy to

purchase America’s leading banks;

Na/is emerging from a South
American hog to acquire financial

domination of the world; and kill-

ers, agents, bankers and innocents

killing each other often and
lighlhenrlcdly.

Nothing in the book convinces,

and only its fast pace attracts.

Ear, far better is action history, in

Jack Fishman's And The Walls
Came Tumbling Down (Pan, £1.95),

the story of the RAF Mosquito raid

on Amiens Prison on February 18,

1944.

it is based on dozens of inter-

views, and a minute by minute
replay of the raid’s planning and
implementation. Fishman takes us

up to and through the prison gales

as the low-flying precision-bombing
lighters blew holes in the prison, in

the centre or a French city, to

enable the escape of dozens of in-

carcerated Resistance fighters

awaiting death at the hands of the

Gestapo and the SS.

It is questionable whether the

raid hiiiTmuch* hearing on D-Day,
though this is the drift of Fishman’s
bonk, which is devoted entirely to

one pre-landing exploit. However,
the tale moves and grips. Perhaps

the author includes rather too many
details and characters. But it is an

interesting study of courage and

imagination. P

No idle worship
AT CENTRE STAGE of Temple. I-

can’t-dance-don’t-nsk-me Paulie
Bindel, a ballsy -blend of Holden,
Huck and Woody Allen, knocks us
out with his non-stop, standup
routine — Finding Myself in

Brooklyn after Dropping out of
Harvard. His twin idols are James
Brown tearing up the Harlem Apol-
lo and his cohen grandfather soulful-

ly wailing the Yom Kippur benedic-
tion. This is np idle worship. With
such august models of priestly
authenticity, Paulie’s comic juices
spritz unimpeded.

.
Here's an early sample sirealm:

“By Lhe lime I get back to the apart-
ment Rob is gone. Leslie and I kiss
apd make up. Then we do other
things. We do everything we can
think' of, Thep . Lesl|e inyeitts a few
all on her pwn. Back home, Rosh
Hushanah ha^ corrie aad gone, Soon
it will be Yom Kippur. I cannot help
bill (hlnk.of niy grandfather. He is a
sfnHli man, not unlike Menashe-
Shulnik in appearance, only not so
Tunhy. He does have a tremendous,
sense of humour. lhough. Thc facl
(hat he

.
is stilji alive ij q .constant

TEMPLE by Robert Greenfield.
New York, Summit. 41

1 pp. j$l5.95.

Haim Chertok

lower-middle class Jewish
Brooklyn. The texture of the postal
employee’s plaints and rounds, dis-
count house rilm-n&m, the

'
politics

of temple and beauty parlour are

.

solidly realized. 'Greenfield knows
this territory better than anyone
since Daniel Fuchs. What bears
stress- is that Greenfield aims past
the played-out kvftchy satire of
Roth, Friedman, and Richler. His
Jewish mothers, fathers, and. board
directors suffer from fallings but re-

gain their humanity. Greenfield’s
verdict, is decisive: "Nat Weiss was

;• not a Villain. Not at all. He was a
victim of the American disease. An
overwhelming desire Tor geli and

...
th® power that.came with it,” Note
what -is -or central significance (and'
characteristically distorted; by. the

..
T/wte

. reviewer): the disease it -

^Attiepcan rather than peculiarly
American.,

‘ .

r rivirii/ r?:> i ..a I-.source df aipu?encm tq hinr. ./ UNLIKE- 1 MANY tnUnt-w 1 -.
1

critical s»ance toward American
Jewish life issues less from outright

rejection than from disappointed af-

fection. The most vital relationship

Paulie sustains in the novel is not

with Leslie, Stephi, or Sugar

(Cohen) but with his holocaust-

surviving, priest-cobbler, grand-

father whose integrity and eternal

Jewishness are identical.

Temple is good enough for its

weaknesses to be noted. The main

problem is architectural. Greenfield

composes one smash scene after

another; indeed, Temple feels like

wall-to-wall pop-guns. The problem

is less fizzle than pace and overall

design]
. The ending grants Paulie

greater self-discovery than war-

ranted by the palter of events.

Indeed, pattern imposes itself too

gratuitously on Paulie, patter, and

grand-pater too. Most of the old

neighbourhood characterization — •

Pau lie's postal employee-stamp col*

lecting father, his divorcee mother

on a datcr the rabbi mediocrity — 1S

highly effective, but as for Loose

• Leslie, Uptight Stephi, and Just-

Right Sugar, these three honeybears

are pure pasteboard.
The main thing, however, is that

this
1

frenptic burst of Brooklyn
- energy makes for an entertaining,

. very:, funny* . sometimes .
moving

^noveL Greenfield, an unknown till

ribyv fpr - pie, - is >a waiter 1’IJ Pc

;.wu(ching for. /. v '

.
!

“YES, BUT WHAT was' he really

like
0
”' — that’s what we want to

know when all the “larger” mailers

have been discussed. People have a

sharp intuition that the person

behind the policies and philosophies

is the key to their vnlidity. “In

triviality lies truth,’’ says Richard

Crossmail, one ol' the personalities

in this hook. „ , „
Alan Watkins, one of England s

leading political journalists, has not

actually modelled himseff on the

work of John Aubrey, the 17th cen-

tury author of the original Brief

Lives, but his aim is the same. He

gives a potted biography plus a per-

sonal anecdotal impression of each

of the characters as if they had

already departed this world. They

are all people known to him or Tor

whom he has u certain affection or

who have influenced him.

They include politicians: Lord

Bradwel! (Tom Dribfirg), Ian

Maeleod, Crosiand, Beaverbrook,

Healey, Foot right across the

political spectrum; and leuding

authors and critics: Paul Johnson,

Anthony Powell, Auberon Waugh

for instance. There is one Jew —
William Robson. Professor or

Public Administration at tile Lon-

don School of Economics, but

Watkins comments, "He neither

paraded nor concealed his

Jewishness: he simply mude no

reference to it: it seemed to play no

part in his life’’. However. Watkins,

usuully sparing with his praise, says:

"Though he was a difficult nu»n to

deal with, he had a touch of

greatness.... In his great work,

“Justice and Administrative Luw,”

he demonstrated that England did

indeed possess a system, even

though covert, of administrative

justice ... there was no difference

between an administrative and a

judicial decision... that there was no

magic in the appurtenances of n

court of law. Indeed Robson,

though he was (perhaps becuusc he

wus) u barrister ... always showed an

aversion to lawyers and their ways."

"Monty Pvihons 'The Meaning of Life'
” by Graham Chapman. John

Cleese, ferry Gilliam. Eric Idle. Terry Jones and Michael Palm

(Methuen. £4.95} is the latest outrage by the group to hit the bookshops

and the silver screen simultaneously.

Truthful trivia

lur ill :ii purpose we would be able

i n subs til me gc n in n c soei a I

democratic government for

oligarchy. Now after the experience

ol a Mieiul democratic giivermnem

.. I have seriously begun to doubt ...

L liis experience has really shaken

l hul ultimate faith in the political

educability of man. or more deeply

even, in the possibility of a govern-

ment where decisions are taken by

ordinary people.’’

Peregrine Worsthome, a Times

leader-writer and political pundit,

was seduced aged filieen on the art-

room sofa ol his public school, by

George Mclly. a fellow pupil, now
jazzman and journalist. Years later,

niter a 1 V broadcast with Mclly, he

was attacked hy Mclly’s new young

wife as a pur it an and kill -joy. Said

Worslhorne (a dyed-in-lhe-wool

Conservative): "It might interest

you to know, niadame. that you nnd

"l have more in common than you

care to recognize. We were both

seduced in our teens hy George

Mclly."

BRIEF LIVES by Alan Watkins.

London. Hamish Hamilton. 214 pp.

£8.95

Aviva Even-Paz

rtOST OF’ WATKINS’ subjects

:ome from the middle and upper

:lasscs, were usuully educated at a

public school and either Oxford or

Cambridge, the natural recruiting

ground lor Fleet Street, the BBC

mid sometimes the House of Com-

mons. They arc the opinion makers,

the wits, the sceptics, the fashion

moulders Tor better or worse. A lot

ol' them arc uddicted to the bottle.

Simon Ruvcn, the novelist who is

responsible for TV dramatizations

of Trollope, iris Murdoch, and

Frances Donaldson’s Edward VU.

“alter a hot hulh at eight ... would

begin to drink seriously, consuming

two large whiskies and soda. With

dinner he drank most of a bottle of

wine. With coffee he had a liqueur

hrundy. Afterwards lie ... drank

several brandies and soda. The

evening would end ... with glasses

of strong beer." Wuikins concludes

with a certain irony: "Raven would

make a note of those ideas which

came to him towards the end or the

evening: some or them withstood

scrutiny in the morning and proved

of value in his work.”

Naturally quite a few of these

leading lights are homosexual.

Crossmun formed an early attach-

ment to Auden at Oxford and then

to a “beautiful scrum-hair.” I am
glad to say, however, that he

straightened out, so to speak, and

ended up murrying three limes. It is

also Crossman who as early as 1967,

before Ihe current disenchantment

with workers nnd unions, wrote this

chilly piece: “Ever since I was a

young man, I've believed in the

WEA (Workers Educational

Association), in training the mass oT

people for responsibility Tor self-

government and I’ve been con-

vinced thill if wc could use education

AT ONE lime Watkins was a lodger

in the house of G.E. Moore, “the

greatest English mural philosopeher

of the 20lh century." It was Moore

who must have heen at least partly

responsible for the moral develop-

ment of the Apostle Society at Cam-

bridge, which i ncluded B urgess.

Maclean, Philby and Blunt. Moore

believed that personal relationships

were of Die highest importance and

that wc should strive after love,

beauty and truth. (Didn’t he sec that

these were somewhat contradictory

beliefs?) He was child like and had

a rather literal approach to life.

"Mrs. Moore was once talking

about u table that some of their

previous tenants had bought. Odd

how everything to do with Moore

seems to coine down to tables. ‘You

sec,’ she explained, ’they wanted it

to have tea on.’ Moore stirred. 'No.

no. dear,’" he said. ‘That’s not quite

right. Coffee loo”’.

Malcolm Mugge ridge would have

disagreed with Moore. ' Lord

Montgomery took a fancy to him

and... provided him (Muggendgc)

with several exclusive pieces ol

news which duly appeared in the

Ihiilr Telegraph as. of course.

Montgomery bad intended they

should. Yet in his writings he

treated Montgomery, certainly not

with hostility, but with a genial con-

tempt. Perhaps he was right to do

so. Personal friendship can he n

corrupting relationship. Loyalty to

person, institution or country, is of-

ten an ambiguous virtue”.,

Beaverbrook comes over just as

you imagine he would. "1 hen

billowed a waddya-tliink session.

First of all he would ask 'Waddya

think or ...’ it might be Kennedy,

Khrushchev or Harold Macmillan.

A Washington correspondent once

got drunk and announced “We’re

going to play the game differently

this evening. Lord Beaverbrook.

We're going to ask you the ques-

tions.
- He was afterwards

dismissed."
One of England’s best music and

literary critics, Philip Hope-Wallace

(another homosexual, but he didn't

go on about it) suffered greatly from

proof-readers. They once sent down

to the prinl-riuim his review or

Doris Godunov and another of The

.Merchant of Frit/iv with Olivier us

Skylark (only sixpence round the

bay?).
,

.

Those who imagined in ui

Kingsley Amis was above the

terrors and absurdities of ordinary

mortals, since he writes about them

so well, will perhaps be cheered to

leurn that this writer, whom
Wuikins calls the outstanding

English novelist of those who began

Ui write after 1945. cannot bear to

be alone, especially at night. When

his marriage to Elizabeth Jane

Howard (the novelist) broke up, his

first wife very kindly took him in for

a time to live with her and her new

husband. I’d like to see him pul that

i in a novel. He probably will.

If you say there’s more IP

,
Kingsley Amis than that, surely this

: one line of Wuikins says more than

a dozen learned theses: "Lucky Jim.

: which wus' published in 1954, was a

1 seminal work in that it said: “No, life

i isn’t like that, it’s like this"’. Really,

) that’s what Lhis book says as well.

.

VIY COPY or The Biggest Game In

Town, A. Alvarez's study of

irofessional poker players in Las j

Ifegas, proved just thin enough to

squeeze beneath the rear left leg of

my writing desk, which is wobbly
^

and rocks like a stagecoach when I

type. In its new role, the book not
j

only lends to my writing a certain !

equilibrium but now, every time I

lean down to empty my ashtray in

the waste-basket, I'm afforded a

lingering, upside-down look at .it
,

which sends the blood rushing to my
brain along with inspiring memories

of my father George.
In his day, George was a sliUy-

eyed, cigar-puffing kingpin of night

shift Post Office locker room poker

who left, every evening, three hours

early Tor work to get in a couple of

hands with the boys. I think he

made more money at cards than he

did at slaving over piles of mailbags

which he and his poker partners had

to shlep' and stack the night long

into vans wailing grumpily with

their running motors growling.

Coipe morning, the exhausted

poker players shuffled bapk to the

locker room where, just to start the

day off right, they got in a few more

hands before the subway ride to

bed. Back home, George
• breakfasted on meat balls and.

. mashed potatoes and, for an hour

•before turning in. sat in a plush,

plastic-cpvered chair, staring pen-

sjyefy at the wall with a cigar poking

front' his facO;,

A bunch of studs
THE BIGGEST GAME IN TOWN
by A. Alvarez. Boston, Houghton

Mifflin Company. 183 pp. No price

stated.

Alan Kaufman

Opening my bedroom door just a

crack. I would stand, dressed in my

pajamas, spying out in perplexity at

this close-lipped, cigar store Indian,

wailing for a gesture, a cough, any

sign of animation to betray life ip

him— but George sal perfectly still,

his mind lost in astral projections

amidst spades, queens and straights.

It puzzled me that his sole preoc-

cupation in life was cards. I sup-

posed that he lacked ambition or a

hobby or was bored. And besides,

poker was so fundamental a part or

our household ("We’ll seehowyour

father does at cards tonight was my

mother’s standard reply to requests

for everything,from a new baseball

milt to cash for a date) that, like the

wallpaper or the dish towel, poker

had submerged in my awareness to

invisibility. Somewhere in U»e

Dsyche or that little boy who was me

ooker dwelled, a mysterious phan-

tom force, half-Scrooge, half-Santa

Claus. :

THEN I GREW up. 1 thought it

strange when hunting for a book to

review, just recently, I chose one on

professional poker players, since at

So time in my adult life have I ever

even pretended to like cards. And

yet, 1 Telt sure that I knew all about

it. Gestalt cume when 1 was hair-

way through Alvarez’s book. Cur-

sed with a flagging, moronic text,

Alvarez brilliantly chose to stop

writing and surrendered the page to

self-portraits by the poker pros who

annually preside over and play in

ihe World Series of Poker at Bi-

nions Gaming Hall (n Las Vegas.

poker player’s consciousness like u

Shangri-La suspended from the

wires of his winnings. His need to

keep the hearth afloat prevents l|ie

big timer from playing recklessly

and even, to some exicnL. from

losing. For the rest of their lives, the

lucky wives and children of five-

stud puradise remain up in the air as

to exactly who daddy is.

SUDDENLY, I recognized my father

in men with names like racing ear

drivers (Doyle Brunson, Johnny

Moss, Puggy Pearson, A.J. Meyers)

who play for stakes running Into the

millions or dollars — average quiet

people with no interests outside the

seance circle of.a poker table, and

living estranged from their wives

and children at the cigar-smoky end

of an unbridgable communication

gap. Yet, for success in a nerve-

shattering contest over million-

dollar slakes, all admit w needing

; the Stability and support of a normal

home life; the family lives in the

THE BIG PROS (and maybe the lit-

tle ones loo) regard themselves as

the last or an exclusive breed of

-lonesome heroes left io the twen-

tieth century, and not to be con-

fined with the common, armchair

rabble who vicariously stake their

pittances on lhe left hook, golf

swing, or jump' shot of other

sportsmen. By contrast, poker’s

paladins rely on their own skill and

wits to win in a gun-Or-be-gunned-

down game where your enemy keeps

radnr-like surveillance of the pulse-

throb in your neck or the rate at

which your eyes blink when you

reach for your slack of plastic chips

to call or raise. Sitting perfectly still

is a finely honed weapon of the

poker player, and my father was a

man who for hours could sit perfec-

tly still. Yet behind the poker

player’s poker face a wild

steeplechase is in progress; logic, in-

stinct, observation and luck

straining neck in neck for the ante

.
pot. These guys will filch you far

your grandma's farm if you jusl

sneeze wrong.

Nonetheless, hundreds of

hometown rubes flock annually to

Las Ve&us for the World Scries of

Poker. Ten G’s will buy you into a

iourname nt which for some players

ends twenty minutes after the first

dcu) and, for others, stretches into a

ihrcc-day marathon with top place

earnings ut one hundred and fifty

thousand to three hundred and fifty

thousand smackeroos. Most just

blow your average lifetime savings

on u chance to line up against Ihe

lop professionals; sort of like spen-

ding your kid's college ftind on the

chance to dribble against Ear! "The

Pearl” Monroe. Luckily, my pop

was smarter than that — he stayed

in Lhe two and Tour bit slot where he

survived and made sure ! got my
degree.

Like The Savage Gad,
Alvarez s

earlier, chintzy, literary exploitation

of suicide, The Biggest Game fn

Ton’ll is pseudo-sociology with a

capital P. The text is just paisley

with literary allusion, so tailored for

the very rare and very precious

tastes of tweedy, academic Jabba

The Hulls who count on Alvarez to

provide them (in a manner com-

mensurate with their erudition and

scorn Tor reality) with startling ac-

counts from the "fringe.” Alvarez

has once again proved himself the

Marco Polo of the pipe and

patched-elbow brand of voyeur. A
spice less, tasteless book for fast

consumption in English Depart*,

ment cubicles. O
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Center for Conservative Judaism ,//
Congregation Moreshet Yisraol f

Adult Education Institute W
cu of^ Is pleased to annaunco two now series:

' by
*tn̂ -

The Meaning and Interpretation of the Shabbat Zemlrot
Moshe Sllberacheln, MA

Wednesdays at 8.00 p.m., October B ~ November 23

The Teachings of Ralbi Nahman of Bratzlav
Rabbi Gedalia Fleer

Thursdays at 8.00 p.m., October 6 — October 27

In addition, three new classes beginning Oct. 5 und 8
• Talmud In Hebrew at 4.00 p.m. Wednesdays.
• Bible at 7,00 p.m. Wednesdays.
• Torah portion of the week at 8.00 p,m. Thursdays.

ISRAELITISCHES WOCHENBLATT
Founded la 1901 REVUE JUIVE
OH*W34 Zarich/Switier)and, Fiorutruie 14

J"
German and French. This independent

Bwlsa paper will week by week keep you informed

SSttf1*. 1- t0 J®WB all over the world In
tne fields of religion, politics and culture. Large adver-

o, _?,!
e
5
tlo

.
n ,or business and personal notices.

Sample copies and advertising ratea avajTable

Short-Cut
to

Research

Today, the researcher

interested in Palestine,

Israel, the Jewish
People, the Middle East

and associated subjects

can avoid time-wasting

research in large
libraries. Take advantage
of The Jerusalem Post
information service
based on our extensive

archives. Open every day
8 a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Fri-

day and Holiday eve.

For detailed information

write or call The
Jerusalem Post
Archives, P.O.B. 81 (

Jerusalem or contact In-

ter Documentation Com-
pany AG, Poststrasse 14,

6300 Zug, Switzerland.

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM
MAISON DE FRANCE

annuuncaa

French Lessons
at Msison de France, at different levels. The courses are of 3-monlh duration (twice
weekly in the aftamoon and evening).

Information and registration at the Maiaon da France secretariat between
8 a m. and 12 noon, and on Mondays and Wednesdays between 4 and 6 p.m.

Tel. *584628 or 663862.

The Youth Wing of the Israel Museum, Jerusalem

Announces Registration for Art Classes
for Children, Youth and Adults

Among the classes for children; pantomime, puppet theatre, photography
and courses for children end parents together, such as building a doll houal-
Classes begin October 2.

Classes For adults include silk screening, weaving, interior design, puppet
theatre, aesthetics, movement,, dance, etc.

r

Classes begin Oct. 1 8. and are qffsred for one -year and half-yea r sessions.

For details and registration phone 633
:

278.

EMERGENCY
Denture Repairs

Tel. 621069
'MAGDA.”

Dental Laboratory
66 Altanby St., Tel Aviv 2nd Floor

Notices in this feature are chargocf at PS224.20 per lino including VAT; Inser-

tion ovary day coots IS4441.30 including VAT. per month.
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Tel Aviv
(OM)l(IH) loi'KS
Amrrican Mlmuhi Uonn.ii, rice Morning
K.ur> — M ,V\iv. Tel 220187. 24 .It"6

UI/.Oi in wilt nur projects oil I el Aviv.

2J2‘m Jerusalem. 22fJit«i; Jlaifu. hv5J7.

PION'FKR U< ).UKN — NAMM AT. M.irni ng
loiin fall lor rc« irrv.itmn,. Tel Aviv. 25MW&.
VOt'TII 41.EVA — Ouided Tour of a Youth
Allja V'HIurv i Tree of charge I Infominion amt
u*tc ra.itMini. Mti. Horn iji’tctfuum. Israel

Oisonrni Hank. IW-24X20.

Haifa
VYhai'u on In Haifa, diid IM-OJfUMO.

Notices in this feature aro charged at IS224.20 per line including VAT; inser-

tion every Friday costs IS872.70 Including VAT, per month.

J erusalcm Sjn’a by Yemenite Jewish goldsmiths at bcgln-

iiiieruin nmg of this century. At ihe Rockefeller
MUSEUMS Museum: Kadcsh-Barnca, Judean Kingdom
.... „ ... llt ... _ Fortress. Ptley Centre: Wonderful World of
Israel Museum. Exhibitions: Moritz ^ Op- paper

Jerusalem

MUSEUMS

Israel Museum. Exhibitions- Moritz Op-
pen hcim, First Jewish Painter. Tip oF the

Iceberg, Nn. 2. New Acquisitions of Israeli

Art. Murio Mer/, Italian artist. From "Pong"
to Homo Computer — until IS. 10 (closed

Saturdays). George Segal, sculptures (until 2.

10) China and Ihe Islamic World (until 31.10)

Oil Lamp section; Permanent collection of

Judiiicj. Art und Archeology; Primitive Art

from the Museum's collection (Maremont
Paviliun): Luoking at Pictures (Ruth Youth
Wingj; Permanent exhibition in Pre-history

Hull; Contemporary Israeli Art. Special Ex-
hibits: New Jih cent, mosaic From a Byzantine
church: Torah Finials (Rimonim) produced in

Old Ybhuv Court Museum. The lire of the

Jewish community in the Old (jity, niid-lVth

century-World War II. 6 Reh. Or Hahaim.
Jewish Quarter Old City. Sun-Thur.. 9 u.m.-

4 p.m.

Sir Isaac and Lady Edith WoHtan Museum at

Helcbal Sblotno: Permanent Exhibition of

Judaicu. Diorama Room: History or Jewish

People. Special Exhibition entitled, "People of

Old Jerusalem’*, by Ihe weaver Brncha

Fredman. Sun.-Thur. 9 a.m.-l p.m.; Frl., 9

u,m.-l2 noon. Tel. 633212.

Galerle Vision Nouvelle, Khutzot Hayotzer
Y.S. Hiiniiuche. Original prints by inter-
nuiionul uniats, fcl. 02-819864, 280031.

Tel Aviv

MUSEUMS

Tel Aviv Museum. Exhibitions: Picasso A R
Peuk. Expedition to the Holy Land. Israeli
Art: Museum Colleetiun. Seventeenth Cen-
tury Dutch und Flemish Pulnlingi-Elghlemh
Century linliun Painting; Impressionism and
Post- Impressionism; Twentieth Century Art In
Europe und the United States; Archipenko
burly Works 1910-1921. Visiting Hoots: Sat.

I i'i-2; 7-10: Sun.-Thur. 10-10. Fri. closed.

Helena Rubinstein Pavilion : Sat. 10-2; Sun-
Thur. 9-|; 5-9. Pri. closed.
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- Jerusalem Municipality

Cultural Department
Adult Education Division

HA’UNIVERSITA HA’AMAMIT
(The Popular University)

Ministry of Education and Culture
Department for Adult Education

Belt Ha'am, 11 Rahov Bezalel, TeL 2241 66

. announces
that registration for ihe Popular University cammancaa on Sunday. October 2 1 983 at the ,

• mU*.
1) Twentieth Century Jewish American Fiction -» Prof. Howard Harrison <

31
advahoad —i1

re(..Paul Sould. ;

.4) Poetry Workshop ~ Prof. Howard Harrison. i ;

Translation From Hebrew to English 4 Dr. Jeffrey 'Cresn
"

8J Introduction -to Cultural Anthropology -M- Dr. Jeff Helper
l

.. .

!

CoLjrae8 wi, l Whence -on Sunday. October 30. 1983. :
,D
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RENT
TVS - WASHERS

COOKERS— FRIDGES

electric HOUSE
14 Rehov Aza,

Jerusalem

|

Tel. 632977, 661488 J

Tesu Solomovlci presents

SOUTH AMERICAN FABULOUS 80NQSI
The son and daughter of the legendary Viols ta Parra

Isabel y Angel Parra
• TEL' AVIV: Mann Auditorium. Sat., Oct. 1. 9 p.m.
• HAIFA: Auditorium. Mon., Oct. 3, 8.30 p.m.
• BEER8HEBA: Conservatory, Tue., Oct. 4. 8.30 p.m.
• JERUSALEM: Jerusalem Theatre. Wod.. Oct. B. 8.30 p.m.

The Cameri Theatre S Habima
The Notional Theatre

CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE
Sat.. Oct. I; Sun.. Oct 2
Mon. Oct. 3: Tuo.. Oct 4

GOOD — 3rd season
Cameri Audilorium

Wed , Ocr 6; Thur.. Oci 0
Sal.. Oci. 9

SUITCASE PACKERS
Sun.. Oci 9. Mon. Oct. 10

CAVIALE E LENTICHI8
Neapolitan comedy

Tomorrow. Oct t : Sun.. Oct. 2

BUNKER
Tomorrow. Oct. I: Sun.. Oct. 2

AKUMIM
Tub.. Oct 4: Wed. Oct. 5

PASSION PLAY — above ego 16

L Sat . Oct 8; Sun.. Oct. 9

THE HEBREW UniVERSITV
OP lERUfAIEfll

DURING THE WAR in Lebanon,

the world media accused Israel of

the unnecessary killing of Palesti-

nian civilians and the systematic

destruction of refugee camps and

entire quarters of cities. When we

arrived in Rashidiya a Tew weeks

alTer the start or the war, we asked,

umong other things, to know exactly

how many casualties there were.

We talked for hours with Palesti-

nians. who, we were told, could give

us the names of family members

who had been killed. To our sur-

prise we did not get any names and

were totally unable to substantiate

any of the claims of the foreign jour-

nalists. Wc also lulked to the com-

manders of the units that captured

ihe cump.

When the war started, there was

un Israeli air raid on Rashidiya. The

target was a fortification on the hill

near the cemetery and the sur-

rounding area, and it is claimed that

a woman and her daughter were kil-

led there when their house was hit,

and that they are buried under the

ruins. These two seem to be the only

civilians to have been killed.

How did it happen that there

were so few victims? The large

number of people who were outside

the camp, mingling with the Shi’ite

population, and the system of

bunkers and shelters, easily explain

the discrepancy between the

destruction and the casualties.

When the IDF Nahal troops who

captured the camp withdrew, they

left some damaged houses. There

were no real ruins, beenuse, in the

first place, these troops did not even

have explosives. The damage to

the houses was from mortar fire

directed against the lower camp

before the IDF entered. All the

destruction of bunkers and fortifica-

tions wus done by the Engineer

Corps after the troops had left.

The general devastation fed the

imaginary picture of heavy fighting

between the IDF and the Palesti-

nians, buttles bitter and long, with

hand-to-hand combat, house-to-

house struggles, and the resultant,

inevitable loss of civilian lire. Our
examination of the matter con-

vinced us that there was no basis

for this imagined situation.

Although every camp in Southern

Lebanon had its own war stories to

tell, only in one, Ein-cl-Hilwc, were

there uny real battles. This was the

only place where the fighting was

heavier than in Rashidiya. Although

the complete story of Ein-el-Hilwe

has not yet been told, there,

too, it seems that the descriptions of

what really happened were
somewhat exaggerated and that in

the end the Palestinians fought

rather less than is claimed.

THERE WAS NO popular war of

liberation in Southern Lebanon.

This was one of the definite facts

to emerge from this war, and one of

the greatest surprises for the PLO.
But this Tact was neither known nor

understood by the Israelis.

.
Whether conscious or not, the

descriptions or the heavy resistance

and the exaggeration of the threat

posed to Israel by the concentre-,

tibns in Southern Lebanon were
primarily a justification for the use

<?f such massive force on Israel’s

part. The fact that there was virtual-

ly no real resistance on the part of

the; Palestinian population was con-

cealed..

.
One of the most widespread

myths of the war has been the myth
or the RPG kids. We made heroes

of them, biit that was not the case.

Thpy were nothing more than

,

‘ childrep playing an adult game, and
'
ithfcre is Ifttle truth in the legend3 of

,/. Jhe llPG kids of Rashidiya.

.
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The children of Rashidiya were
understandably inlluenced by the
situation in which they grew up —
influenced both by home and by
school, by the place and the time
into which they were born. But for
all of that, a child remuins a child

and sees the world around him
l hrough the eyes of a child. They
are judged by a different standard

and treated in a different way. We
should have borne this in inind in

dealing with the RPG kids of

Rashidiya.

It is important to note here that

the Israeli fighting men themselves

found, in a totally spontaneous

manner, the right way to deal with

this matter; they did not fight with

these children but ran after them

and caught them in a sort ofgame of

“lag.”

The organizations in Rashidiya

operated youth movements that

were a kind of combination Gadna,

sports association and youth move-

ment. The programme did contain

weupons instruction, but not in the

framework of fighting. The
youngsters knew how to shoot, but

they didn’t know how to fight.

Consequently, any battle in which

they were engaged was very short.

The whole “battle” was usually con-

Uncd'to their firing the bullet or the

missile already in the barrel. After

(hut. the child usually didn’t know

what to do next. He played at war,

but didn’t fight. He didn’t know

what il really meant to kill or to be

killed.

WHAT, THEN, of the fighters of

the Palestinian organizations who

did fight? What was the level or

their fighting and what can be

leurned from it? Basing our conclu-

sions on conversations with com-

manders who fought against the

Palestinians, and who were

themselves veterans of other wars,

thus having a standard of com-

parison, we find that the level of the

Palestinian fighters was very low.

There was simply no comparison

with the fighting ability of the

Syrian, Egyptian or Jordanian

soldier, well known to the Israelis

from encounters in other wars.

Their outstanding weakness was in

their apparent inability to fight

within a framework and to carry out

a multi-stage plan.

The Palestinians were equipped

at unit level with mortars, anti-tank

weapons and tanks, but they did not

operate this weaponry in the man-

ner that is customary for units, that

is. according to a coordinated plan.

Although the operation at each in-

dividual machine-gun was good

enough in itself, there was no single

example of artillery support

deserving of the name.

The Palestinians were no good at

sustained combat as a group, either

defensively or offensively. As a mat-

ter of Tact, there actually were no

Palestinian- offensives in this war.

Such offensive action as there was,

was in the nature of a sporadic out-

burst. There was 'also no organized

retreat. There were only conditions

or holding or conditions or flight.

Nor was there any coordination

us regards the units or the area.

Heavy fire would 1 continue in one

sector while another was in the

throes Of flight. In such a case, the

destruction of those who stood firm

was a matter of time, depending on

the number of casualties they were

willing to sustain before they fled.

This does not mean that the in-

dividual Palestinian fighter did not

exhibit great personal courage and

stability. Indeed, one thins l

f
at

emerged from the Peace.for Galilee

operation was the fact that the

Palestinian fighter is not one to drop

his weapon und run when filings gel

rough. In many cases he proved lu
I

he a fighter who fought until lie had

cither expended his last bullet or

liiiJ been killed. Ik had the courage

to shoot ul forces far superior in

strength than his, often under what

can only he termed suicidal condi-

tions.

The description of the battles

with the Palestinians as being very

hard stems from the tendency of

every veteran to describe the battles

in which he look part as very hard,

thus proving his own capucity as a

fighter. But in this particular war,

the Israeli soldiers were also impres-

sed by the motivation of their oppo-

nents and especially by the fact that

even when the cause was lost, the

PLO lighters fought on.

Their very stubbornness was

impressive. Most of Israel’s

casualties were suffered not during

the advance, but after the occupa-

tion of the area. When we were ad-

vancing they could not stand up to

us. Once the advance was over and

the Israeli troops were either in

sialic positions or on routine

patrols, they inflicted heavy losses,

mostly by sniping.

What of the battalions, even the

divisions, of the PLO? What was

their level of performance? AH

these existed on paper, in parades,

und possibly even at the training

level, but not in battle. One possible

explanation is that the Palestinians

simply had not yet had enough ex-

perience of a conventional military

framework.

But there are definite signs

that the reasons for their

failure went far deeper. The ability •

to fight in an organized military

framework depends also on several

non-military factors. Among them

ure educational values, the level of

the tradition of internal order, and

the norms of social cohesiveness.

The number of officers of field

rank killed or captured in Operation

Peace Tor Galilee was very small.

Most or the prisoners at the Ansar

camp ure other ranks, or, at the

most, junior officers. Where, then,

were the senior officers during the

fighting? A partial answer was ob-

tained from the officer commanding

one Palestinian unit. He explained

that their field officers command

their units from ihelr offices, not

from the field. Medium rank and

senior officers transmit their orders

in writing or by transmitter. They

visit the field but they don’t stay

there, even if their duties are totally

field-oriented.

THE PLO has always justified its

policy or violence towards Israel by

claiming that it is unavoidable.

Because Israel is bent on the total

destruction of the Palestinian peo-.

pie, the way of the PLO is one of no

alternative. Violence must be

unswored with violence. The ter-

rorist organizations used these argu-

ments to convince the Palestinians

in Rushidiyajn order to ensure ihe

continuation of their own activities.

This was entirely unconnected

with. Ijiejr desire to return to

Palestine. The justification of the

terrorist organizations is that theirs

is a violence of liberation as op-

posed to the Israeli violence of op-

pression. Israeli oppression is not,

they claimed, only against the PLO,

but against the entire Palestinian

people.

The older residents, however,

remembered the Jews, they had

known before, the War of

Independence. In their memories,

the Israelis yvere not the pitiless, In-

human enemy that the refugee* of

Black September described. But the

memories faded, particularly when

they no longer dared to object lo

the songs Lhat were sung in the

streets or the slogans that adorned

the walls.

AND THEN it was all over. The
Israelis were right there in the

camp. They didn’t murder anyone

and Lhcy didn’t rape the women and

(lie girls. In the orchards where they

were concentrated until the fighting

slopped, Lhcy found water, brought

lo them by the Israeli soldiers. And
in the evening they were even al-

lowed to go home and get blankets.

Their houses were untouched. No
one had broken in or looted them.

When I visited the camp a few

days later, I was approached by an

old woman, wrinkled, bent, walk-

ing with a canc. She had thick glas-

ses, tied to her head with a black

shoe-string. She held out both her

hands and her cane fell to the

ground, 1 saw that she was about lo

fall and 1 caught her. She hugged

me and began to cry. All 1 could

make out, between her sobs, were

the words “ Dr. Menashe... Dr.

Menashe...’’ At Iasi, some of the

people who were standing by, smil-

ing, told me. “She thinks you’re the

son of Dr. Menashe from Nahariya.

She claims she was your nurse." 1

was speechless. All I could do was

pat her shoulder and in my elegant

Arabic mutter ‘it’s all right, it’s all

'

right...’’

For years ! had been taught lo

regard the greetings sent by Arab

friends from over the border with

the deepest suspicion. 1 had been

Laught lo see the smiles as obse-

quious greetings by ihe conquered

lo Ihe conqueror. But this was

something more than fawning. This

was also joy at the realization that

the Israelis really weren’t the

monsters they had been led to

believe they were. That they were

not the terrible destroyers of the

Palestinians. That the terror

organizations were wrong. That

they were a peaceable people.

Nothing had changed. The Jews

were still Dr. Menashe and the

neighbours one used to know, JO

years Hgo. Now, &t long last,

meeting face to race, the Jew had

regained his
1 former image as a

human being. And this was a relief.

If this xvas so, then there was still a

chance.;-,.

Therefore, the adult Palestinian

hud no trouble surrendering to the

Israelis. He knew that ir he sur-

rendered he would not be harmed.

IN ALL THE conversations I had

with Palestinians concerning their

relationship to the PLO, It was pos-

sible to., discern a difference
between their relationship to the

organizations and their relationship

to the extremists. Despite their suf-

ferings, the Palestinians regard the

activities of the organizations in

Lebanon as an important develop-

ment. Through the work of' flip

organizations they straightened

their bent backs and stood tall, they

erased the image of the helpless

refugee, they raised their standard

of living and they tasted the sweet

tusle of changing over from an op-

pressed and failing people lo a suc-

cessful and oppressing people.

Altogether, the activities of Ihe

organizations were a successful ex-

periment. The suffering, the

violence, the price paid for this ex-

periment are all attributed to the

extremists.

Who are these extremists? They
don’t want to say. Some mention

the smaller and more extreme
organizations; some say men like

A/ mi Zarir. Few are willing to in-

clude Yasser Arafat. He is seen as a

moderate leader who is willing to

negotiate terms with Israel.

But when xve ask them if they

agree with the idea of some
moderate leaders that there should

be -a Palestinian state in Judea,

Sumuria, and the Gaza Strip, and
thut it should live in peace with

Israel, the conversation starts to go

in circles and vve cannot get a clear

answer. But it is clear that, for them,

this is no solution.

They came from the Galilee and

never saw the West Bank as their

home. If a Palestinian state arises

there, they will not leave Lebanon
in order Lo live in it. Many of them
who were in the Galilee before

1948 had never visited the West
Bank in their entire lives. For most

of them the Wdst Bank is simply a

new form of exile.

They want lo go home to the

Galilee, even under Israeli rule.

Before the war few were interested

in leaving Lebanon to live under the

Israelis; but now, with their homes
in Lebanon destroyed, the idea

seems reasonable to them.

The Western concept of
nationalism is not the concept of the

Palestinians. There is a certain

nationalist loyalty to the state, of

course, but this is secondary to their

loyally to their own ethnic group.

Most of them describe themselves

as Palestinian Lebanese. They sup-

ported th*- PLO on the basis of t:.ls

Palestinian identity, as the expres-

sion of the Palestinian struggle.

The war caused a situation in

which once again the Palestinians

cannot devote all their efforts to the

ideology of the PLO. Even before

tlte war this, was a secondary issue

with them, and was based on their

wish to preserve their accomplish-

ments us an ethnic group in

Lebanon.
Their problems now are im-

mediate problems of existence. In

Lebanon, after Operation Peace for

Gulilee, they are exposed to the

possibility of expulsion, or even

massacre. Their problems are real.

Where will they go ir they are expel-

led’? Who will protect them in their

hour or distress? At. this point they,

look to the Israelis for an answer.

Later on? Who knows?
,
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AN INTERNATIONAL con-
Terence on alternative medicine, to

take place here next spring, is now
in the planning stage. The idea was
initiated by doctors associated with
local hospitals and universities, and
it appears to he a first nod oT
recognition toward this verdant

field by the academic establish-

ment.

There has been n tremendous surge

of interest during the past decade
or so in unconventional ways of
achieving physical and mental well;

being. These include yoga, medita-
tion, breathing exercises, magnetic
healing, acupuncture, rebirthing,

bio-fccdback, vegetarianism and
drastic diets, herbal medication,
hypnosis, jogging, reflexology,
Feldcnkreis and the Bageimacher
here ui home, on (o encounter
groups oT assorted and dynamic
flavours, primal and other screams
and whimpers, and total religious

commitment — the important thing

being to believe in the therapy oT
you' choice, including your doctor's

prescription.

The above is only a very partial

list, IHit already a mixed bag that in-

cludes approaches which have been
in use Tor centuries in other
societies, now eagerly rediscovered
und popularised in the Western

. world, sturting usually in America
and spccifially in California.
Southern California most often, 1

note with the disdain of one who
grew up in San Francisco.

The surge toward alternatives is

caused, orcourse, by dissatisfaction

and disenchantment with conven-
tional medicine. Many people seem
unable or disinclined to cope with
the tensions, pollutions and' pills of
modern life, and the approach of
hard-core medicine to our infir-

mities seems less ’ attractive than
what may be fished out from the
seething cauldrons ofthe unconven-
tional — where charlatans also
flourish. The poet Yeats saw it all 50
years ago, when he wrote, "Things

• fall apart; the centre cannot hold."
I heard about the planned con-

ference, for which the more dubious
alternative sheep will surely be
separated from the acceptable alter-

native goals, from Zeev Bolgar of
Tivon, at a two-day workshop he
conducted recently nt a home in

Moshuv Arbel on something called
"Touch for Health."
The name puts me off, but this is

irrelevant to the factThai some two
million people in 20 countries have
tuken TFH courses 'since the idea
was born over IQ years ago, mostly
in America and Europe, but also' in
sueh unlikely spots as Indonesia and
New South Wales. Tho basic TFH
book, “a practical guide to natural
health using acupuncture, touch
and massage to improve postural
balance nqd reduce physical and
menial [iain and tension,” has been
translated from, English into Dutch,
Danish, Swedish, German, French,

;
Spanish und Braille, and teaching
summaries are available in
Japanese, Portuguese and HebiW.
Two certified instructors work in

Israel -^Nathan Van Leeuwcn, who
liltcndcd tho 8th International TFH
conference this summer in Califor- •

niu, und Bolgar, who has given in-
struction over the laat two years to
more than 250 Israelis, !

I SHOULD SAY nt ihc start that I

have a profound lack or interest In

myself, its an. object for psy-
chological or physical investigation.

‘

• This goes rtgainsi ihc spirit of the;

limes, 1 know] and the deep reasons .

for,this 'disinclination are probably
Tod horrible to' contemplate. The

;
superficial reason is that I had the

! blind goodjuck to coined from such

healthy parents that I know little

about aches and pains. Thus it is

easy for me to scoff at the way doc-
tors arc revered here — though
when I hreak my leg again I wilf

rush to the surgeon, and I have
complete trust in my dentist.

As for the tensions from which we
are all supposed to suffer, profound
laziness serves me us a good an-

tidote. In short, nobody will get rich

selling me the keys to self-

improvement. It's not that the pre-

sent package is so wonderful, it's

just that self-absorption seems so

much worse.

Rational, although involving such
elusive concepts as “lines of energy
now,” TFH provides some instantly

visible demonstrable^ It can be
easy or profound, whichever you
prefer — as Bolgar says, "You don’t

have to be a dentist to brush your
teeth." The testing and strengthen-

ing of muscles aims not at physical

strength, but balance: when one
muscle is in spasm, the problem is

considered to lie not in it, but in the

opposing muscle.
TFH is designed to make

available to everybody a set of sim-
ple tools enabling the detection of

t rouble-spots long before they
hceomc serious, and another set of
tools devised to eliminate those

spots nr get you to the doctor in

lime.

"We don’t heal people,” says
Bolgar, emphasizing that he is not a
doctor. It is a basic tenet of TFH •

that no "healer” ever heals
anyhody: it is the body itself which
performs the healing process.

The trick is not to abuse our
bodies too much, resilient though
they are — not by what we feed
them, nor by how we use them
(literally, how we walk and sit) nor
through our emotional states; like

ull modern theories, TFH
emphasizes unity or mind and body.
At Arbel, we watched and took part
in somfspectacular demonstrations
of all this. The techniques, though
simple, are hard to describe.
Children can — and do — perform
them, and they are a natural for

television.

WE STARTED with a testing of 14

major mpscles — arm, leg, shoulder
and so on, done by resisting- a pres-
sure applied by ourselves or a
partner. This does not involve a
contest of strength, but is a test of
energy balance; the pressure may be
lights but the muscle must be strong
enough to “lock” and stay in place.
This is applied kinesiology (a new
one on mc^ and a technique for
balancing muscles) and involves Lhe
"energy (low" which connects the
various systems of the body.
The results of the muscle tests

lead to u gentle massage of certain
‘‘neuro-lymphatic points,” the light
lunching of "ncuro- vascular
holding points." mostly on the head,
and u tracing or one of 14 "meridian
lines.”

The . concept of meridians, or
Hcupressiire vessels, is taken
straight from the Chinese method of
ucu punt lire, though here there are
iio pins and everything is done with
the fingers. It islhrcugh these meri-
diuns iljiit the muscles are said to be 1

associated. with our bodily organs, ,

though the TFH 'connections will
corne as' a surprise to most of ns.
For example, "thyroid conditions,
digestive disturbances, infections,
weigh! changes, and crying: for.no
uppurent- reason jnay be associated ’ -

^Uh, Teres minbr (a shoulder,
muscle) weakness." according to

1

:
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the TpH book,
:
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If.Lhissounds.terriblycbrti-
pllc.atqd^ li is. BMt you don't need
to understand' the structure'ofTFH.'-

Soft touch
HELGA DUDMAN takes a sceptical

look at an 'alternative health' programme.
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theory. As noted, children take to H
like ducks, or at least like intelligent

ducks. During our course, the
seven-year-old daughter of one of
the participants wandered in and
Began to take pari. In no time at all

she was tracing meridian lines with
glee, whereas I, possibly the most
dull-witted in

:

lhe'room, was having
trouble remembering whether It

went in or oul, at the shin-bone.
But it all becomes automatic very

soon, Bolgar assured us, and in-

deed, those who participated in the
second day, which I missed, said
things fell Into place rapidly. Bolgar
also told us that he had heard of a
cat suffering from a kidney disorder
which had been cured by a TFH
technique, and lh6re are those who
work with horses and dogs os well.
Fur more to the human point, in-
funis and other patients suffering
from paralysis ' or Immobilized by
surgery tan be helped by using a
surrogate, testing and balancing
through a third person who touches
tho one undergoing treatment.

The 14 participants in our course
wiire a varied mix, and proved that
no prior knowledge Is required. We
ranged from professionals quite
familiar with the riamei oT mpsclies
(nurses and physical therapists from
fieafby kibbdtzim were

' well

represented) down to dumb-bells like

myself. There was a charming cou-
ple from a northern moshav, who
had already taken this introductory
course and were present to help
out; they were soon to take the in-

termediate course. There were two
people from Amirim, the vegetarian
moshav, who sat through the whole
thing in a yoga position.

Vegetarianism is not part orTFH,
though healthy eating — with
emphasis on whole, natural foods —
is. The TFH book gives nutritional
indications Tor each of the muscle-
nnd-organ associations considered.
For instance, the Pectoralis major
sternal, the muscle .involved in mov-
ing the arm inwards,- turning and
drawing it forward, js considered to
be associated, with the liver and
such problems as glaucoma. The
book illustrates the arm muscle lest
and gives the acupressure points,
the massage;point,;and the meridian
line., Dietary advice is ta avoid fried
roods and sweets containing, fats,
aicohplic beverages, bftrbohated
drinks and caffeine. Recommended

• are: .I yer arjd . roods containing

l
Yuamiii a, such as green leafy
vegetables, parsley and green pep-

1 HERE A RE some of the things that
...happened; tp hie ahd ' irty felfow-

m* *

participants during the course- at

Arbel:

i Early in Lhe day, one of my main
arm muscles was tested, and found

i to lock in place nicely. Fine. Then
Bolgar gently tapped some point

i near my collar-bone a few times,

i and tested again. This time my arm
went down as though held up by

butter. Auto-suggestion? It couldn't

have been, because I had no idea of

i
what was supposed to be happening.

After this "weakening,” it was
returned to its original fine condi-

tion by running the “meridian” line,

which in this case is drawn, by a

hund, up from the centre of the

- groin in a kind of circle, going under

I
the chin to the lower lip. Hard to

i visualize: but imagine those gestures

I in the air made by karate fighters. 1

hud thought them some sort of

rililttlized Japanese dance, but it

»• turns out this is Lhe traditional way
i

of strengthening yourself and
I weakening your opponent. The op-

»
posiie of what's good for you is bad

l
*

.
for him. This "weakening” potential

I made me rather nervous, and

S Bolgar stressed the importance of
' understanding the techniques.

\ Another participant had her arm
muscle tested, and also passed nice-

ly. Then] she was asked to walk

around the room several times

holding a hook awkwardly under

her arm, and immediately re-tested.

Again, the result was a suddenly and

dramatically flabby muscle. The

point here was to indicate the

negative effects of improper body

motions.

Another participant told me later

that she hud been to the doctor for

lower back pain, and hud been told

that the trouble seemed to be a disc,

and that she might need an opera-

tion. Bolgar, or course, knew

nothing about this. He had her lie

on the floor, face up, and tested a

leg muscle by asking her to hold it

up and out, und pressing against it.

The muscle was unable to "lock"

against the pressure, and the leg was

pushed back. "Mushy" is the term

used.

Bolgar asked for a glass of water,

moistened her lips, and tested again.

The result, dramatic enough to be

called a parlour trick if we didn’t

know belter, was that this time her

leg firmed up beautifully and

resisted the pressure.

Equally dramatic was the

weakening effect of a pack of

cigarettes held behind another par-

ticipant's back after a positive

testing: the mere presence of the

cigarettes, in what was practically

an Uri Geller effect, "mushed” the

muscle.

Two teenage boys, macho and

totally absorbed in their football

prowess, were later given the same

treatment. Cynical as only 16-ycar-

olds can be. they did not believe

what was happening to them. "You

used more pressure the second

time," they insisted, and remained

unconvinced until their fragile

mother accomplished the same

thing with just one finger. If they

could be drawn into such circles,

these exercises might help show

teenagers the dangers of cigarettes

— and alcohol, not to mention

drugs.

THE LIST of ailments Tor which

TFH holds out some sort of promise

covers most human complaints: al-

lergies, constipation, tension, hic-

cups, jaundice, weak ankles,

cramps, dizziness, arthritis, inability

to concentrate and learning dif-

ficulties. Once again, Bolgar stres-

ses that these techniques, preven-

tive and early-wurning in nature, by

no means replace accented medical

treatment — especially with the

really sSrious disorders. He prefers

the term “complementary” to

“alternative.’’

“1 go to my doctor once every

two or three years to check whether

I'm still healthy,” he told me.

."After all, I’m on his list.”

. By training and temperament, he

is far from being a health nut. His

farmer profession was in com-

puters, and the logical-analytical

approach is still apparent. He
worked as a technical writer in the

; computer field in England, and that

was his job ih Israel when he

returned here after an absence in

,

1981.

'Bolgar. may be described as a

. Hungarian-English
.

Israeli. He was

bom in London but grew up in

Budapest (the, Leslie Howard pat-

tern, but backwards) and lived -in

Israel from 1951 to 1957. He was a

founding member of Kibbutz Dvir

and served jn the air force, leaving

.fp.r England in 1957 for family

reasons. To add to
,

the cultural

variety, his ScOts-born wife Anna
;adds, “he's

,
really a yekke by

temperament.",

;
.The origins Of TFH itself are a

cultural mix. loo. Developed by

chiropractors and with a distinct

: aura or Protestant religiosity, the

! tPCthod nevertheless draws deeply.
-r •

1 "
..! i

uii Oriental health approaches, and I HSj
we arc right into yin and yang —• but 1 Kg
such arc the beauties of Southern I §Si
California, where the TFH Foundu- I Bl
lion has its headquarters.

Courses there are not cheap — a I

12-hour one is S10Q. (Prices have
|

H
been adjusted downwards for the

|

Hj
local courses.) But the American I ]S|

i nundation is a non-profit corpora- I Wb
tii^it, "has a policy of non- I |B
discrimination and admits students l H|
of any race, colour, religion and I jjSj

national or ethnic origin." Its presi- I jfl

dent, John F. Thic, who began as a ! H
chiropractor in California, now lives I H
in Hawaii. He visited China in 1978 I H
and presented TFH techniques to 1

medical personnel in Peking, H
Shanghai, and Nanking, which ID

might be something like sending I
chop suey from a Chinese 1 I

restaurant in Jerusalem to these I I

same cities. .1
Like reflexology, TFH is entering I I

the hack door at medical establish- I

menls here and there, acceptance of I

such techniques depending entirely 1

on who' is in charge of any specific
j

establishment. In the Netherlands, 1 I

some nursing schools now invite
J

I

TFH instructors to lecture, while I

off in Arizona nurses may take
|

courses for credit.
J

All such methods have their l

|

stories of success where conven-
j

I

lional medicine fails. Bolgar

produced one the first dity, and I am 1 I*

prepared to believe it is just a sam-
j

pic. A boy was brought to him I

j

recently, he told us, suffering from I

severe pain in the kneecap. Doctors I

|

had not been able to help over some
|

1

period of time. After just one ses-
|

I

sjon — he was careful not to say
|

I

"treatment" .

— cf testing and
1

|

muscle-balancing, the boy walked

away feeling fine, and hasn t been I I

back. 1

1

He told us’ another story, not 11

from his own experience, but simply I

to illustrate the basic principle that

incorrect muscle use and posture
j

cun result in health problems I

seemingly fur removed from the

source of the trouble. This was the I I

case or u little girl who began to pass
|

blood in her urine. After con- I

siderublc diagnosis, the doctors
|

decided they would have to operate.
J

"Bui, very fortunately, one dqc- I
|

tor investigated the child’s habits
j

und discovered that, like many
J

others, she was carrying her school

hooks in a heavy bag on one arm,

always on the same side. The bag

was placed In a carrier on her back

and her arms allowed to swing free

when she walked. In no time at all,

the trouble disappeared.”

FINALLY, there is the “dance of

the muscles," which sounds better

in Hebrew. This is a run-through of

the 14 “meridian lines, which TFH

uddicts do every morning — the

only special exercise required for

healthy persons. Bolgar says he

whips through them all in just three

minutes daily, but for the inex-

perienced and until it becomes I

automatic, the ritual can take up to

an hour and a half. When

demonstrated, the “dance of the

muscles” resembled a smoothly

complex routine by a smart robot;

when the rest of us wavered through

it, we looked like a group doing an

unconvincing Indian rain dance.
,

[ left the quite exhausting days

proceedings with far more food for

thought than when l attended an

early meditation demonstration,

when that technique first burst upon

our shores. .

And when my troubles start, iqis

is the direction I will investigate,

though of course by then it may be

too late. But I am in no hurry to

cure my lazineBS. ....
'v

l

.
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As a parent or educator, you can give your children or students extra education, stimulam and

just plain fun. by subscribing to the English newspaper written especially for them — STUDENT

POST (grades 10-12) or HEY, THERE I (grades 7-9)

Published by The Jerusalem Post and edited by Susan Bellos Minkowich. formerly The Jerusalem

Post's educational correspondent. STUDENT POST and HEY. THERE I are used by students in

Israel to improve their English while widening their scope of knowledge and understanding.

STUDENT POST and HEY. THERE I voice the concorns of today s Israeli youth, with

thought-provokinq articles on social and political issues, music, sports, films, books anti science

in comprehensive, casy-to-read English. *

Nine monthly issues (SepiVOct 1983-June 19841 cost IS300 postage included, for either

four-page illustrated newspaper. Group orders (10 or more). I S2 50 per subscription.

To subscribe fill in the coupon below and send it along with your cheque (payable to The

Jerusalem Fost.)

To The Jerusalem Post. PO-BoxSl. Jorusalom 91000

I would like to suhscnbe to llie following:

STUDENT POST fgrades 10- 1 21

subscriptions

I HEY. THERE I (grades 7-9)

subscriptions

n Pavment of IS .s enclosed (lor fewer then 10 subscriptions. IS300 each)
payment 01

ifor 10 or more subscriptions. 1S250 each)
Please bill my school in the amount ot IS not w

Name (Please.print) '

Address (or school address)
"

City

Postcode

School phone
Homophone

1983-84 ISRAEL ARTCALENDAR
A variable ai souvenir and bookshops.

F »r the first time together in one beautiful wall calendar (42 x

35 y, cm V Twelve magnificent, full-colour reproductions,

for Warning. Each is the work of a different contem-

Israeli artist, such as Yosl Bcrgner, Shnwel Bak, Shaul|SH|ScMand

°

the,S

Price: IS 920
includes mailing in crashproof box

The 16-month calendar (September 1983 through December

1984), printed by Lion the Printer, Tel Aviv, is available from olnces

or The JenisaLem Post in Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Haifa, or by mall.

To order, fill out the farm below and send it. together wtti your pay-

ment, to Books Department, The Jerusalem Post, P.O.Box 81,

Jerusalem 91000. (You may also order the calendar us a gift for

friends overseas. Add IS 50 for sea mail postage. IS 250 for air mail.).*MM

To: Books Department, THE JERUSALEM POST, P.O.Box

81, Jerusalem 91000.

Please send me the 1983-84 ISRAEL ART CALENDAR. My
payment is enclosed.

Name (please print) "
7 .7."....!"”

Address nTl-T'"
City Post code Phone.post code Phone.

IS 920

includes mailing costs within

Israel'. To send overseas, add IS

50 for sea mail, IS 250 for air

mail.
.

Prices are subject to change.

The prices noted above will dc

honoured until October 31 1983.

Carful??
Careful!!

*HB JEBUSAtpM'PM
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Sculptors

in the
printshop

Melr Ronrtcn

i

SCULPTORS huve been casting

multiples ever since bronze casting

was invented. In the earlier port of

This century, each casting of an edi-

tion of six was considered a full and
true -original (Rodin and Maillol to

Henry Moore). Editions of true

"multiples" today run to 45 or 50.

Monumental sculptors, however,
can rnrely reproduce matters full

scale; some of them sell multiples of
“maqueltes" of the original. Oflatc,
many environmental sculptors,

from Christo to Tumarkln, make
and market etchings, photo-
etchings and screen prints of their

sculptures or environments, or use

them us the mitin motir of a print.

Etchings by Igael Tbnurkln that

fit the above description go on view
next week in a varied and in-

teresting show, "Etchings by Sculp-
tors." On view are graphics (and
sculptures) by four very different

.

sculptors, but the two different

mediums are not always related in

form or subject. The graphics were
all made al the Jerusalem Print
Workshop.
One of the main points brought

out by the thoughtful museum-
standard catalogue to the show is

that the managers of the printshop
have become aware of a difference
in approach between sculptors and
other artists. Understandably, the
former have a special feeling for

materials and here, for the printing

Layers of

mysticism

Meir Ronnen

THE INAUGURAL show of works
ul a pleasant new.Jerusalem gallery
offers something of an enigma: the
artist, Abraham Pincas (b« Sofia
1945) wus brought here in 1949 and
left in 1967 to study at the Beaux-

.

Arts in Paris, where he eventually
beenme a professor. B(il his sym-
bolic puinCings on paper and parch-
ment, In pen. ink, watercolour und
/or bistre, arc anything but vir-’

tuosu und almost itaff in their lilet-al

renderings:of people and animals in
1

settings that ure nevertheless not
quite realistic but rather
mystical. Pincas does not pose
or resolve any problems of harmony
or composition; he simply sots

things out In a readable manner that
usually overcomes his myriad Of,

lechhiciU tiuid actual detail. H|s en-
tire, approach is virtually the op- 1

posit e of. the stick. He offers soul

und sensitivity in place of artistic

sensibility, yet he is indubitably an
artist; or perhaps poet would be u
better description, u Jewish Blake.

Tliqre tire add echoes of Bergner
und Chagall, like the bird on the

woman's head and the cqckerel
nestling between th? horns of the
ox, hut the treatment Is never fan-
ciful or formuljsed: Pinoas offers

these, events aS literal reality. He
nlsb uoisvpbrks With Hebrew cap-

Igael Tumarkin: combined plate etching (J'lem Print Workshop).

plates its a surface in depth, in line

with their more three-dimensional

approach. Working with the sculp-

tors has also added a new dimension

to the experience of the printers.

Larry Abramson, (he printshop’s

able curator of exhibitions, as good
with words us lie is with both

designing and printing, calls the ex-

perience with the sculptors
"physical print making."

Abramson also points out that as

sculpLors arc always in some way
dependent an the help of craftsmen

and expert technicians (welders,

foundrymen, stonecutters,
engineers, el at), they are used to

working with others and even taking

good advice.

Abramson has hung a Tumarkin
assemblage next to his etchings and
demonstrates how the artist com-
bines and recombines disparate im-
ages, some drawn, others
photographed, in a similar additive

process, sometimes one on top of

the other. Tumarkin cuts and folds

the plates, using the pressure of the

press to combine them together.

The plates are also on view.

Sculptor Michael Gltlln has
recently moved away from systemic

displacements of elements cut "or

torn from a single piece of plywood

or metal. On display is his jagged,

folded and painted piece or arrow-

like metal that is related in

character to etchings of triangular

linear forms that result in volumes.

The strong line is treated as a

painterly brushstroke, thanks to a

muslerly and sensitive combination

of soft-ground etching and the

sugar-lift aquatint process, which
enabled Gitlin to virtually paint on
the plate.

Then Yehlel Shemi, better known
for his massive slab-like construc-

tions in sheet steel or iron, produces
three different types of small
etchings based on three different

types of sculpture he has made.

Shemi employs the same steel in the

printshop, etching drawings onto

the inelid that look like preparatory

sketches for the sculptures, but they

are all really ex-post-factum: in all of

Shemi's etchings, the drawings and

combinations of flat metal pieces

have developed from the sculpture,

either in his use of juxtaposition of

the flat geometric elements, or in

the nature of the design itself.

Finally, there is a display of

minimalist maquettes of sculptures,

by Tamara Rlkman that are
designed to be set in a landscape.

Facing them on the wall are a series

of Rikman's etchings of landscapes;

the only connection between the

two is the setting. Rikman's land-

scapes are fairly minimalist too, but

not in treatment. Most suffer from
an over-indulgent use of line. But
there Is one particularly fine etching

on view, a vibrantly rhythmical
composition entitled "Cabri,” the

home, incidentally, of Shemi.

Co-curator of this thought-
provoking exhibition is Dr. Haim
Finkelstein of Bcn-Ourion Univer-

sity of the Negev, who has also con-

tributed a historical review of
graphics by sculptors to the
catalogue. The exhibition will later

move to Ben-Gurion's new
Avraham Baron Art Gallery.
(Jerusalem Print Workshop Gallery,

cnr. Shivtei Yisrael and Hanevi'im,
J’lem). Oct 4-20.

Tamara Rlkman: “Cabri, ” etching (detail).

-a <

lions and fills others with Jewish at-
mosphere, both East European and
thut of Jerusalem, He gets propor-
tions of bodies wrong (long amis,
short legs) but makes everything
look part of the whole. His unsettl-
ing . visions of the Everyjew of-

. yesteryear ure convincing. (Pinat
HanjsUc, The Hidden Corner 'Gal-

. l«ry, 46 Bezulel, up the alley^teps,
J lem.) TUI pot. 20.

DAUA jCATAV, ^ fairly, recent
'Beulpl grudifute and a holder bf
the Israel

. Museum's Kolllnor
Award/ for u Young' Artist, Has 1

turnedjaway, from post-modernism
and back to Mallw®, vlfii'Arikjiaand
Slapoakyi^Her large dry-brush
paintings In black poster colour of
table-top still life end odd items of
furniture do not possess Arikha's
metaphysical - qualltlesi' but often

Dalla Katav: dry-brush painting.

Abraham Pincas: “Seal of.the Stag,” Inks, bistre.

ii’" %•
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achieve a patterning worthy of
Matisse, A few of the works are
nebulous, but, in general, Katav
demonstrates an extraordinarily
fine gift for picture making.1 Note
the strong value of the well-placed
white or a lumpshade that emerges
from, alt the surrounding middle
tones, Well worth a visit. (A|on Gal-
lery, cnr.- 51 .Palmach, J’lem)' Till
•Out. 14.

BRA.CHA FREDMAN was born in
Jerusuliim hut Has spent njost of her
life in the U.S.; she lives in St:
-Lbtils. Her show of; weavings has
both specific' Jewish and Jerusalem
.content. Her woven . wool and
mohair wull-frie'zes follow both the
patterns and designs of ancient Han-
nukp lumps, or^ in Jier most dbn-
viiiciiig. series, echo the

/

tdl/tt

m

pmyeh shawl, One quite sculptqrSj

work in the tallit series suggests the
rungs . of a Jacob’s Udder joining

. heaven and earth, the construction
being given body with a thick wool
samuch huskier than that ora real
tqllit. The show, however; is named
Tor

,

its least successful section,
"People of Old Jerusalem," where
freestanding, more or less three-

&1?81 weavin*s ' symbolise
childhbod memories of the figures
of nuni, beduin, priental Jews and a
.famriy from Mes Shearim set
agftjnst a .frieze symbolising the
vyalls^ of the Old City. None of these
saiisraetonly solve theproblem of‘:
combining the symbolic image with

. he medy unreaHstic weaving, so
:

that the end result is unhappily
' l0

.
(Wolfson Museum

Shlomo.

!: .

Bernard Leach: vase from the

Eberhard Knittel Collection.

Bernard Leach

in Kassel
BERNARD LEACH als

Wegbcreiter moderner engllscher

Keramtk — Bernard Leach, Pioneer

of Modern English Ceramics. By
Eberhard Knittel. Kassel, Friedrich

Knittel Verlag. German and English

text. 40 pp. With 31 plates.

A VIEW OF the work of the late

British potter Bernard Leach
(1877-1979) and his followers is con-

Luined in an unusual monograph by

a German lecturer In

Jurisprudence, Dr. Eberhard Knit-

tel of the University of Marburg,

who has illustrated it with full-page

photographs of pottery from his

own private collection, which this

writer once had the pleasure of

viewing in Kassel.

Much of Leach’s approach to

pottery derived from the fact that

he learned it in Japan, where he also

became absorbed in the influence of

Zen on Japanese crcutivily. Even-

tually, several Japanese came to

study with him in Englnnd. Knittel,

an unusually sensitive private col-

lector, thoughtfully point* up how
Leach’s work brings man back to

nature in a subtle way and he shows

us how we can feel what the potter

pul into each individual piece. Knit-

tel sees each step — building the

form of the pot, selecting the

colours, making the gluze and even

puinting the design — as a way of

entering into a dialogue with nature.

I n this sense Knittel sees this type of

approach as "message art," bat the

message is one of the strength of

simplicity and the integrity of clas-

sic .stoneware, the antithesis of

fashionable industrial design.

The timeless Bernard Leach

pieces in Knitters quite wonderful

collection often have a monumen-
tal, sculptural feeling to them; and

they are complemented with fine

pieces by Janet Leach, John Leach,

David Leach, Richard Batlerham,

Shigey Ichino, Ian Steel, Geoffrey

Whiting, Russel Collins and Peter

Starkey. The total effept is extraor-

dinarily impressive, despite the fact

that the illustrations are only >n

black and white.

The, monograph " is not for sale

here, but Knittel has offered to send

free copies to interested Israeli

teachers: The pubiisher’a address is

Buyernstrasse 4, 3500 Kassel

Wilhelmshohe, West Germany. O
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stands alone

Gil Goldfine

AHARON APRIL is a solid

figurative painter. His training at

several Russian art academies is im-

mediately evident in large,

serialized, oils depicting the female

nude in a variety of planned poBes.

Illuminated by light sources that

indicate time change, April controls

skin tones and the effect on the

colour play of planular shadows

with painterly ease. Colour, laid on

with definitive, but often brutish,

strokes is largely local, but slight

variations in the highlights and ton-

ing -indicate an expressionist

tendency in April’s naturalist bent.

The major part of the exhibit

features four frames each in two dif-

ferent series, one depicting a full

figure in front of a mirror and the

second a cramped torso. Starting

with a realistic life drawing of

careful observation, April takes the

viewer through painterly exercises

that are as educational as they are

pleasurable to look at. One dis-

covers that the paintings become

fascinations, women treated as

dimensional objects to be studied

snd rendered.

The concepts of emotion and

romance are hardly apparent

despite April’s conscious elongation

of limbs and spartan surroundings.

April’s pictures entitled “Song of

Songs" seem erroneously labelled.

There is an abundance of academy
and theory here, with only a smat-

tering of engaged sexuality and/or

love. The model’s mind seemB to be

passive while her front and back

body surface is dynamically struc-

tured by impasto surfaces
reflecting, refracting or absorbing

natural light through the mirror or

artificial illumination In the Btudio.

As much as April’s large oils are

"pedantically" painted, his water-

colours are spasmodic and

man

Kfrfl

Aharon April: standing figure, painting and drawing (Rosenfctd

Gallery, Tel Aviv).

featureless. A wet-on-wet technique

defies rendering true natural forms

without resorting to stylization. The

contrast between the opaque can-

vases and the transparent works bn ,

paper does not represent a common
front or the common language of

one painter.

April’s true nature is founded in

the realist tradition, from Giotto to

Rembrandt. Being a 20th century

painter however, he cannot deny

Corot and Monet their due. And so

April absorbs them all, but still

manages to be his own man.

(Rosenfeld Gallery, 147 Dizengoff,

Tel Aviv). Till Oct. 5.

MANDY SAND is a technician

skilled in the classical art of glazing.

Her shiny-surfuce canvases, a

palette of pale earth tones (especially

grey-greens) recall the heraldic

portraits of the Middle Ages. Prim-

raced and serious, men and women

are posed amongst their possessions

and symbols of their achievements,

much of the imagery slipping in and

out of real objects and subconscious

dream sequences. Over the years.

Sand’s rendering has improved and

drawing is equipped with true

observational line. Translations of

the graphic into sfumato or con-

tinuous tone massBes of flesh have

not reached an apex. Sand's pic-

tures, because of the chromatic

restrictions and a preference for

strict lines, reflect a presence of

tinted drawings more than full-

blown paintings. (Artists Pavilion, 9

Alharlzi, Tel Aviv).

t
IN A two-person show, the coll agist

Shlomo Kessel is the imaginative

one; while deliberate, established-

looking compositions are the

province of sculptor Heaven Schirf.

Ever since its adoption by the

cubists, collage wbb meant, to

simplify an object into flat design,

one that synthesized the real into a

decorative naturalism. Kessel uses

collage as a constructive tool.

Burlap, plywood, twigs and canvas

become recognizable landscapes

with a formally composed
foreground, middle-distance and

background. Touching the real even

more, Kessel has produced an il-

lusionistic field of waving wheat

from several different sizes of

carpenters’ nails. Whatever sen-

sitivity Kessel might have shown in

his flattened reliefs, it is this nail

trick that subdues the entire effort.

Scharf is one of those sculptors

who carves marble into abstract

shapes with a deliberate mass-void

patterning. There is little reference

to figure or nature and so the purity
1

of composition must carry the art.

ScharPs works are a technical

ach ievement, but as an art form that

. should sing and dance, they just sit

there. (Amalia Arbel Gallory,

ArlozorofT corner Bbn Yehuda, Tel

i

Aviv). a

Eye for the subject

Alexander Bogen : .
drawing,

IQ43, in "From The Forest, and
From the Ghetto, " an exhibition

commemorating the "Year of
Valor," in conjunction with the

World Assembly to Commemorate
Jewish Resistance and Combat
during World War II. Bogen, a

partisan commander in White Rus-

sia. wsf also engaged in smuggl-
ing '.youngsters out of the Vilna

Ghetto into theforest. In between,

virtually without rest or materials,

he made a series of vivid drawings.

The show opens tn Jerusalem on

Sunday pt the Yad Vashem Aft

Miiseum. \

;
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IT IS axiomatic that nobody ever

sees the same exhibition twice nor,

as in Shmuel Lam’s case, the same

artist. One had always recognized

his sensitivity to colour composition

in his outstanding “Flower” studies,

here represented by while narcissi

and those poppies and roses depen-

dent on a well-flUed bowl; yet one

had never noticed that sensitivity s

failure tq connect with the almost

brown, monochrome of his genre;

nor with the customary, light

“khamsin" atmosphere of his har-

bours. This show reveals an innate

perception of the deciding aesthetic

factor. e.g., the dirty white sail in

"Sea Scape" (10): bare masts on a

lone boat (26), arranged to per-

sonalise the subject; and.; in the

portrait “liana," the emphasis on

red. One has taken for granted

intuitive command of spallajism, for

example in his various “Lancs, es-

pecially 17 and then 27; the breadth

or "Jerusalem" (8) or the circular

detachment of the "Seine at Paris,"

And, as if to stress an elasticity of

mind, comes the “revolutionary”

abandonment of impressionism in

the recent "Haifa Seen From the

Window," a very light single grey

for a panorama of separate but

crowded geometrically linear

houses. Apart from where he has

caught up all the elements In a

bunch, viz.
.

flowers and urban

scapes subordinating people —
despite an evident sympathy for

humanity, their pictorial expression

is only average— his talent for spot-

ting the essence of a subject has, at

times, not been explored in depth.

(The Auditorium, Haifa).

: EPHRAIM HARRIS
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ROBERT ROSENBERG
encounters a car

thief with an

extraordinary

imagination.

RIGHT OFFTH E BAT. I’ve got to

say Unit anyone who steals my car

has u> lie crazy. There aren’t more
than half a dozen of Lhcm in

Jerusalem — and mine’s the only
one that's black.

Maybe you've seen it. It’s the

kind of car that French diplomats

once drove around in.

Citroen once gave one ns a gift to

the president of the Slate or Israel.

So the guy who stole my car had
to he crazy. In Tact, he is crazy. Cer-
tified.

THIS STORY starts about five or
. six months ago when young “Eyal
Dromi" (that’s not ‘hk real name)
arrived in a certain Jerusalem
neighbourhood inside a tow truck,
which was pulling a car that looked
just like mine.

Dromi asked for an old man who
lives like a hermit. Nobody knows
very much nbput him, except that
his name, is Puhoni.
He lives in a square building at

the very lop oft|ie main street of the

.

neighbourhood, which seems to be-
going the way of all old villages in

Jcrusnlem — part slum, part bohe-
mian. part nouveau riche. He wears
glasses that full off his nose, baggy
punts iliiit would fall off if he didn’t'

. tic them On with a rope, and, ps ,j

found out the night after my car was
stolen, lives in an empty house that
has only a metal-fnime bed and, of

. course, a cur that is just like mine in

his front, drive.

The car Is out therb because
- Dromi showed up one day and asked
that it be, left there. '’I'm off to

.
Lebanon ” he told Pnbonl, ’’and In

my neighbourhood the kids would
steal the parts.”

Fttluini. whose relationship with
Dromi Isn’t clear to anyone, agreed!.

THAT'S THE background. One
Saturday afternoon five rhombs
Inter. 1 discover my car is missing
from out'tfdc riiy front door in
downtown Jerusalem.
.. After

;
a fraitloss search for it in a

/ nearby ! slum, I - go to the Russian
Compound, where I have the feel--

• ,ing that Trn interrupting the. duty-.
surgejiiH’s afternoon nap, fte- lakejf

dowri ..the
j
particular'll' other-

.
:
curs have been Stoleri thls

:

Weekend.,
. His laconic approach does jittlb tcr

make me believe that the police are

capable of finding it. even though
it's so difficult to hide.

I call about half n dozen friends,

including the newspaper I work for

as a crime reporter.

The night editor does her job and
.spreads the news. Soon afterwards,
I gel a call at home.

“I saw your car on Friday night,”

says a colleague, naming the
neighbourhood he saw it in. “I
figured you, were on your way to a
parly."

“But ( was home Friday, night."

“Yeah, we thought it was strange
it wusn'l you driving it."

A CLUE! The kind of thing that
Lew Archer and Bogey would have
known how to handle.

I find two. friends to drive me to
southern Jerusalem.
A nd suddenly, auho dimly lit end

of a cul-de-sac, straight oul of some
,

JUme noire, we see a car that looks
like a somewhat aged version of my
very own Pompidou.
Wc pul! up next to it and my

friends surreptitiously stand guard
while I. run to call the cops.

ITS TAKES ABOUT an hour for.
the cops 1,6 arrive, and, while we
wait, 1 discover the fallowing:
.One —-my cur has been seen in

l he neighbourhood, Speeding Up
"and -down 'the hills. . . .

Two — .it arrived by tow truck,
early Friday evening,
Three -* the guy who jumped out

of the low truck oh Friday evening
said that lie had just bought the Car
and the key didn't work so well.,
Guwd, the innocence of the peo-

ple in the neighbourhood overlook-
ing what used to. be Jordan. How
could they ftill Tar tliatl

It's . easy to understand how the
low track company, fell for the guy
in ID F, u nifprm, h is lieutenant’s in-
signia dusty from what he said was
Lebanon, whd told them that, tii the
heal or a retent exchange between
Druse and Christian's in the;Sfiouf
he had lost his keys.

' But,how could these. people, .who
knew Drdtni, have fallen for thd 6ld
‘ myrkey-duesn 't-W'ork-cou Id-ybu-

‘

cpnhpblr^ ;

jfew-uh6Y trjeki i-
'

.. .* .SV
ihlngj leatri is;that

Puhoni knows the name of the

youngster who brought Pompidou's
cousin to him five months before.

It Lukes h policeman to get the
mime out or Pahoni,

And that’s how we hear about
Eyal Dromi.

The policeman docsn’i quite get

the story, doesn't quite understand
the Implications: tow trucks, cars

that look alike, parts being moved
from one vehicle to another
(including licence plates). That is

evident from the last question he
asked me.

"Are you sure that this is not

yours?" he asked, pointing at the

black hulk with leaking oil pan and
its colour faded -by a layer of dust. -

1 ask the cop to get on the radio. I

want to heur one of those "calling

nil cars, calling all cars " be on the
lool^out Tor a big black behemoth
driven by nn obviously deranged fel-

low’ with an obsession for such vehi-

cles.

"Cnn’i do it," he says. "Don’t
know , the thud's father’s name.
Need it for the computer, you
know."
Then he suggests I drive around

the Kulamonim, which is where
Pahpni 'says the youngster lives,:

looking for the car.

The next day we found out jusL
how far off base that bit of advice
wiu.

THE HEAD of the burglary divi-
sion of the Jerusalem police, Pakad
AVI Marciano, has (his to say:

‘‘Every day I get dozens of com-
plaints. And I've got only One car
and IS men to handle all these com-
plaints. 5o I've got to establish
priorities.

"Ler; me ask y6u something.!
Some diamonds were stolen, a car
w|Us stolen, a gun 1

wits stolen, a
television set was stolen. What do
wc look fur first? I ‘11 tell you — the

1 gun,
:

(Hcn thq car, then the , dia-!
monds and lust ' the TV. Priorities,

,

. that’s, whitl this job i$ all about! .*

"Because the. Juft is obvious
j bill

1

ihc eifr- could be used lb commit
other crimes. Sd cnrs are a priority'

. Tor us.

;

.. ...

‘The problem' is that more than
half the' cOniplainls Weigel

1

have no
.

Iquds. You come in with a namo-a
li£0nv'e;pkue number of h getaWaVJ

a description; we can run it through
our memories, computers, ask
around. We cun find something. But
the ordinary guy who comes in says:

‘My ear was stolen.’ He doesn't
know who stole it, und I suppose
there's no reason he should go out,

the way you did| und do the detec-
tive work and find out who stole it.

“But without any leud, all wc cun
do is pul the stolen car on the mojo
wire, telling cops to be on the
lookout. Wc can’t go looking for it.

Wc have to wail until we find it.

"And you can tell your renders
who'll say that you got help because
you know us, that ir they came in

with the kind of lead that you came
in with, then we’d be able to work as
last as we’ve worked for you."

THE FACT IS 1 do use some
prqtck/ja. I call on the chier of
poliec in Jerusalem, Tat Nitzav
Rahnniim Comfort; he barely lets
me finish my story about my stolen
ear, before he actually does what
I’ve always wanted to see and hoar
done. He picks up a microphone

. Ihul breaks into the radio network
and says “Culling all cars, be on the
lookout..."

Anyway, Marciano's boys take
my statement. And the thing that
gets , me is when ! tell them the
name, Eyal Dromi, they start
laughing.

One of them almost Tails off his
chair.

,

oh Dromi, what's going
to be, mumbles one cop, chuckling
about the tow truck. “He always
uk^s low trucks. Bet you he said he
had hecn. in Lebanon."

°H
t that D™mi has been

arrested in the past. One time it was
lorsiphomng gas into a stolen car.
More.significantly; he was arrested
htsv year at TJada^ah Hospital in

oiifif
m

’ ^re8Scd
J
n * peon's

'

£ni,™ „7r
Brecn

L!
smock

‘ stethoscope
h mgipg from his neck, (luckily, noblood

;
a n -his hands),.-‘ writ I ns

prescriptionsTor patidnti’
'

-

8

..
jHc’s secn ihe movie The Great

in^sotot^oncs tdo often," com-

V* ••
C°P- “but

. he’s pot
1- f j

l

\
?lS we know.’?'

h^1
0n l

‘.^[
dJh°w m?ny times he

' f Gretf/ Impersonator^

"

ing all ihc walking around.
Just as I gel home, the phone

rings. A deep, gravelly voice asks:

"You the guy missing the car?"

"Yes," J answer, suspiciously.

"You come to the hospital,

mayhe wc can work something out.

He’s a troubled kid. I’d like to help

him and help you. Won't charge

much for the service. We’ll work

something oul.”

Mayhe I am stupid, maybe I'm

not very hruve, maybe I'm just

furious. Ilex troubled? He needs

help?
"
He's got iny car, dammit,

and you! want me! to pay! to get it

back? Arc you nuts?”

I hung up. I figured 1’rn not about

to open a clinic for automotive

obsessives. Stealing curs is not my

idea of therapy.

THE COPS meanwhile hud been to

Dromi's parents' house. They said

lie was in the Eilunim Menial

Hospital, outside Jerusalem. The

army had hud him committed, for

impersonating a lieutenant.

The police found iny car in the

Eilanim parking lot. At which point

they asked the administrators for

Dromi.
“Oh, you mean that nice lieute-

nant boy,” said the secretary.

Yes, that one.

“He jus! left the office,” she said.

The cops ran oul and caught

Dromi trying to leave through

the front gate.

IT TURNS OUT that the hospital

gave Dromi a holiday from psy*

chin trie care the weekend he stole

the car.

It also turns oul that he *

doctor's outfit, has sets of different

IDF insigniu, and a huge collection

or men’s cologne slashed in iny
&

He's torn out part of W*
dashboard in order to hang a mojo

microphone. There arc also some

urt books from the British Cofl*

subtle library that I’m tempted W

.tell the cops belong to me.
‘

And he’s had an accident,

screwed up the front end, the bacx

end and the electrical system, w
short, he’s made something ®
.mess of iny car. .

_
.

But 1 am relieved to get it back.

: And I still believe that only a

'lifted lunatic would steal it-
After

JUST AS Pessah is the time for

ohysical house-cleaning, so the

High Holyday season just behind us

is the time for spiritual house-

cleaning. In my case, this includes

tidying up unanswered mail and

loose tidbits of information. This

column is the result.

A reader in Beersheba wrote to

complain that the local Ata branch

refused to grant her a credit refund

on her Isracard account when she

returned a pair of shorts which were

too small, and insisted that she take

an Ata credit slip instead. If we have

advanced into the credit-card age in

Israel, she asks, why isn’t it possible

to credit accounts for relumed

merchandise, as is commonly done

in other countries?

I pul the question to the Isracard

management, which told me it is

willing and able to credit accounts

for returned merchandise —
provided a store asks it to do so.

But, Isracard admits, such requests

from local businesses are “very

few" — with most stores in Israel

sticking to their traditional policy of

no cash refunds and no credit-card

refunds. One of the few chains

which does return cash is Shekem
— but it does not accept credit

cards as payment.

Incidentally, among Shekem’s

new products from its own highly-

reputed meat processing plant, are

frozen ready-grilled chickens,

which only need to be warmed and

served. Shekem has also added to

the variety of its smoked sausages

and its ready-to-heat-and-serve

breaded meat products.

* d?-
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orders for parlies. On the premises,

there is Amcrican-style filter coffee,

and Yael and her manager Cathy

Crystal, a former Philadelphian,

have a welcome way -of refilling

your cup even before you request it.

Yael has applied for a kashrut

certificate from the Rabbinate.

Since no meat products are served

and the shop is shut on Shabbat and

holydays, no problems are' an-

ticipated.

Lindy’s posted signs around the

neighbourhood that everyone is en-

titled to a free doughnut on his or

her birthday (on presentation of an

I.D. card). Soldiers and kibbutz

members are given discounts.

Wf-

.

Answer time
SINCE I HAVE a storeroom clut-

tered with empty Osem wrappers

with “contest-points” on them, 1

was interested to receive a

photostat of a letter Osem sent to

one of my readers who inquired if it

is still worth collecting these. Osem
replied: “There is no such campaign
currently in effect, nor do we plan

another one, and it is therefore no

use collecting the points or packs

any more.”
Osem tells me it is using up its old

wrappers with the point system and
will soon introduce new “pointless”

wrappers. In future, there may be

another kind of campaign, in which
a single type of wrapper will have to

be collected, but in more
reasonable quantities.

There continues to be one im-

mediate use for Osem wrappers,
and that is to obtain a free recipe

booklet in Hebrew or Arabic for

every five wrappers you send in.

. There are seven booklets available

in Hebrew, and the only address
needed is Osem, Sherut Sak Na'ul,

Tel Aviv. The Arabic booklet Is

brand-new and has been specially

adapted for the Arab-style kitchen.

U has a separate mailing address:
Osem, POB 29, Tel Aviv.

ANOTHER recent letter directed a

question at another of our food-

producing giants, Telma. Why, it

asked, has Telma brought out a new
product which appears to be
locally-made until you see the
words, “Product of France" printed
on the underside of the box? The
product is a crisp, light
"crackerbread," called Patit.

I, too, was mystified over why a

.
leading local manufacturer and ex-

porter should be importing a
cracker and marketing it under its

own label. My query to Telma
resulted in a meeting with its sales

manager, Michael Boraks.
- He explained that Telma may

' eventually manufacture Patit
crackerbread here in Israel, but not
before doing an extended market

• •j^^ith, (he imported version, as

machinery needed, would repre-

sent a very large investment. The

secret of this type of cracker is not

in the ingredients, but the method

of production. It is called "extur-

sion," and involves treating the in- -

gredients with a special combina-

tion of pressure, heat and humidity.

The result is a cracker which con-

tains air bubbles, and remains light

nnd crisp so long as it is kept dry. It

is not recommended, for Instance,

to prepare snacks on these in ad-

vance of a party, but to open them

at the last minute and serve as an

accompaniment to cheeses, dips,

etc. Because they are so dry, they

absorb humidity quickly, Boraks

cautions.

Patit is considered a boon to

dieters because it gives at least the

psychological impression of being

less fattening than bread. Each slice

of the crackerbread contains just

under 25 calories, whereas a slice of

ordinary bread is generally rated as

70 to 75. True, you may have to eat

more crackerbread to get the same

reeling of satiety, but you have the

satisfaction of being permitted more

slices. The label gives a breakdown

of the nutritional value of the

. crackers, which contain wheal

flour, cornflour, starch, vegetable

fat, sugar and salt.

My correspondent also inquired

about Patil’s unfamiliar kashrut

hechsher. from Adath Yere’im. This

is an Ultra-Orthodox group in Paris,

headed by Rabbi Y.D. Frankfurter,

and the package is marked “ktisher

parve rmehadrin." Telma says this

certification is acceptable even in

most ullra-Orthodox circles in

Israel,
, ,

,
. f

France was the original home ot

this type of crackerbread, which has

become popular all oyer Western

Europe and U just being introduced

to the U.S., Boraks told me. The

factory making it specially for

Telma is Epigrll of St. Jean-de-

Losne. It arrives in Israel in 125-

gram boxes containing 20 slices,

which have a recommended retail

price of 1S59.20. -
.

•

Although the law does not yot re-

MARKETING
WITH MARTHA

quire it, Telma embosses a last date

of sale on the boxtop, which is 10

months later than the day of

production, but Boraks says it has a

good shelMife of a year.

Because it is an import, albeit

From the Common Market, Patit

carries about 10 per cent customs

duty plus some additional minor im-

port levies. For customs purposes, ll

is not treated differently from any

other import, even though it is made

expressly for a local company under

its own label. Consumer reaction

will determine whether Telma

eventually decides to produce It

here, continue to import U, or drop

it altogether.

Telma and its sister label, Blue-

.band, belong to the huge food com-

plex called Israel Edible Products

Ltd. In the hear future, Boraks

promises there will be innovations

in its tinned foods and from its sub-

sidiaries for peanut butter (Egozan)

and for pel food (Shefa Arad).

During October, there will be a

special discount campaign on

Telma products at the huge Co-op

Tel Aviv - Dan Hasharon super-

market chain.

it is now managed by a Jerusalem

Arab.

Yael is a young woman with an

unusual background. She was the

fourth of 10 .children in a tradi-
.

lionul Jewish family in the small

prairie town or Swift Current,

Saskatchewan.- The family im-

migrated in 1959 because her late

father was a physician involved in

the formation of Beersheba’s

Medical School, but they left here

after a year and resettled in Los

Angeles. Today Yael, her mother

and three sisters are back in Israel.

With adegree in economics, Yael

has worked at various jobs, 1®“

eluding one with the Shipping and

Ports Authority, but she now spends

most of her time in the kitchen at

111 Ibn Gvlrol, opposite Shekem,

where she prepares the pies, cakes

and doughnuts sold out front at the

sidewalk tables or to take away.

Why this change of career?

“I was always the kid in the fami-

ly who did the baking for the Holy-

days — just because 1 loved it,”

Yael explains, A vegetarian, she

would like to encourage Israelis

toward what she considers a

healthier form of eating — without

sugar, for instance. She plans to add

a salad bar to the cafi.

So why start out with a conven-

tionally sweet dessert shop? Yael

says she has hopes of winning

AMONG THE New Year's cards in

my home mailbox, I found a letter

from a reader urging me to visit

Sesame, a new Tel Aviv shop foe

gifts and objels d’an, at 192 Ben

Yehuda, which is a bit off the usual

shopper's path. Interestingly, this

using neighbourhood has begun

lifting its face lately, aqd the block

between Ariosoroff aim Jabotinsky

sports a flashy new restaurant called

Buenos Aires, a smart cigar store

named Emilgal and owned by die

proprietor or the Casba Restaurant,

the enlarged and renovated London
Conditory, and now Sesame.

Scsamft is meant'to give the illu-

sion of a treasure cave out of the

Arabian Nights, and more than the

usual attention was paid to decor,

the interior walls being made of

engraved cement with a bronze

spray. Proprietor Tami Finch has

filled the shop with a wide selection

of items which can serve either as

gifts or decorative additions to one’s

own home, ll would be difficult to

know whether to describe the place

as an art gallery, a houseware shop

or a Judaica shop, though it has the

.
elements of ull three. It is somewhat

reminiscent of Maskit or Wizo
shops, but on a more intimate and

personal scale. While the majority

of items are produced by local ar-

tists and artisans, some are imports.

The price range is enormous —
from IS89 for imported porcelain

miniatures to 5650 for the largest of

the Korean-made treasure chests to

store one’s loot. In between are a

number of locally-made items

seldom seen elsewhere; Hand-

enrved wooden statues and tables

by a former Air Force pilot, metal-

and-glass terrariums, theatrical pup-

pets, quilted wall-hangings, a new
line of shiny brass ritual objects,

stark white ceramics, and more. Im-

.
ports range from English chinaware

to a Charlie Chaplin doll.

Finch quotes her prices in shekels

for anything up to the equivalent of
' about S50, and in dollars beyond
» that. Despite all the expensive
s merchandise, I was pleasantly sur-

prised to find quite a large number

of gift possibilities under IS300 —
decorat iv6 boxes, coffee mugs, key

chuins, and sprigs of dried

lavender from Kibbutz Baram.

The latter is said lb keep its

fragrance for years; and In addition
-

to its traditional use for scenting

lingerie drawers, is suggested as a

help for insomnia.

Sesame observes the siesta clos-

ing hours, but is one of the Tel Aviv

trend-setters in staying open until 8

p.m. pn weekdays and opening after

Shabbat nnd holydays until. Id p.m.

AFTER NIBBLING low-calorie

crackerbread, I allowed myself the

luxury of sampling doughnuts and

lemon meringue pie at a new
American-style dessert shop in Tol

Aviv. Its name, Lindy’s, gave me a

start on first hearing, as that is the

name of a famous New York

restaurant, noted for its cheesecake,

which had Us heyday in the Thirties.

The owner of Tel Aviv’s new

Lindy's, Yael Claman, convinced me
she comes by the name honestly

because her given name in her

native Canada was Linda and she

was always called Lindy. When she

visited the New York Lindy's for the

first time last month she found that

says she has hopes of winning

customers for
1

her specialities such

as carrot cake or sugnrless summer-

fruit pie, but meanwhile she is will-

ing to draw them in with more
traditional goodies. She claims, by

the way, that her doughnuts; the

American kind with a hole in' the

middle, don't contain very much
sugar -r “less than a cup to a kilo of

flour.’
4

Hers, include , both "yeast” wad
1 "cake” doughnuts (which differ

.somewhat In .consistency),
chocolate-flavoured and plain.

They sell for IS 30 to IS40 each.'

1 found the lemon meringue pie

even better than the doughnuts.

Pies and cakes run from IS60 to 1S75

a slice. The shop will also lake large

MYCORRESPONDENT who wes look-

ing for a cat pension in the Tol Aviv

-area can find one run by Hannle

und Dannie at Moshav Magshimim,

on the Lod-Peuih Tikvu road (tel.

03-9 1 <1 59). 1 1 accepts dogs and cats,

and conies to me highly recom-

mended by a Ram at Gan cat owner

who has left 'her pet there twice!

—Martha Metsels
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